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OWEN Farrell hailed 
the resolve of  his 
Saracens side as 
they returned to the 
top of  the English 
game by beating Sale 
Sharks 35-25 to win 
their first Premier-
ship title since 2019.

In a see-saw thriller at 
Twickenham, Saracens 
pulled away in the final 
quarter with tries by 
Ivan van Zyl and Elliot 
Daly securing the north 
London club’s sixth title 
to go level with Wasps 
and Bath.

The club’s salary cap 
breach and subsequent 
season in the Champion-
ship was followed by a gut 
wrenching last-minute 
loss to Leicester Tigers in 
last year’s final but Far-
rell was delighted that 
they went one better this 
time around. 

He said: “It wasn’t our 
best performance of  the 
season and it was proper 
tense finals rugby. We had 
to stay in the game when 
it looked like we weren’t 
at our best for the most 
part. For us to be able to 
stick in and close out a 
tough final makes me im-
mensely proud. 

“I want to continue 
getting the best out of  
myself  and the best out 
of  the group, this team 

works hard at doing that. 
We had our setbacks in 
recent years, losing the 
final and everything that 
went on before that but to 
see how strong this club 
is is fantastic. We hope to 
be in the big dance again 
as we want to be here ev-
ery year.

“It’s not about redemp-
tion, it’s more about get-
ting the best out of  our-
selves. We closed up shop 
in the final last year, so 
this year was about doing 
enough and thankfully 
we did.”

Sale were competitive 
throughout and played 
their part in a thrilling 
final by taking the lead 
for the first time in the 
second half  with Bevan 
Rodd’s 52nd-minute con-
verted try, but ultimately 
came up short in their 
first final since 2006. 

Departing Jono Ross 
was proud of  the journey 
Sale are on and how the 
club have utilised their 
“Northern rugby mat-
ters” campaign to put 
their club on the map.

He said: “I’m massive-
ly disappointed but I’m 
proud of  the group and 
fair play to Saracens 
they’ve probably been 
the best team this year. I 
think this is the start of  
a journey for Sale Sharks 
and hopefully the first of  
many finals. 

“Saracens won those 
fine moments. We were 

CARDIFF are involved in a stand-off  with the Welsh Rugby Union over their bid to sign a stand-
off  from South Africa, Ti-
nus De Beer.

A last-ditch attempt is being made by the Arms Park club to overturn the Union’s blocking of  a transfer on the grounds that the former Junior Springbok poses an ob-
stacle to home-grown talent with international ambitions.

Unless their impas-
sioned appeal succeeds, a club famous for its trio of  Lions’ fly halves – Cliff  Morgan, Barry John, Ga-
reth Davies – will stum-
ble on into the summer without one following the departure of  Rhys Priest-
land and Jarrod Evans.

De Beer, uncapped, unsung and relatively unknown outside Super Rugby, had been lined up to fill the void left by Priestland’s retirement and Evans’ joining Har-
lequins rather than stay-
ing put on a markedly reduced contract.   

The financial crisis en-
gulfing the wider game has forced the regions to slash budgets, in Car-
diff ’s case by more than £3m. A club mourning the death of  its perennial saviour, Peter Thomas, cannot afford to bring Rhys Patchell back.    

Four years on from starting for Wales at the World Cup third place decider against the All
Continued on Page 2>
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Cardiff 
battle for  
ex-Junior 
Springbok
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      at Twickenham

Super Saracens 
lift sixth crown
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Champions: Owen 
Farrell holds the 
trophy aloft after 
Saracens triumph 
at Twickenham
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ENGLAND’S World 
Cup hopes rest on 
building an aggres-
sive, physical spine 
of  ‘tough guys’ to 
intimidate their op-
position.

Former back row 
James Haskell, who 
earned 77 caps for En-
gland between 2007-2018, 
recognises Ireland as fa-
vourites to lift the Webb 
Ellis Cup, but feels there’s 
a great opportunity for 
England to sneak into the 
semi-finals and points 
to what Rassie Erasmus’ 
South Africa did four 
years ago.

Haskell, who was 
known for his devastat-
ing tackling for club and 

country, feels the return 
of  hard hitting Courtney 
Lawes to the side will 
give England a much 
needed edge and wants to 
see the rest of  the  pack 
follow Lawes’ lead and 
strike fear in opponents 
by playing with more ag-
gression.

Haskell told The Rugby 
Paper: “You need a spine 
of  tough guys where the 
opposition are thinking 
we’ve got to be aware of  
them as at times we hav-

WALES team manager 
Martyn Williams is hop-
ing the that two weeks 
spent at altitude in the 
Swiss Alps and eight days 
in the sun in Turkey will 
prepare his side for an as-
sault on the World Cup in 

France.  The ‘sleep high, 
train low’ camp in Fiesch 
- the hotel is at 2,869 m and 
the training pitch is at 
2,212m - has already seen 
46 players pushed to their 
limits over the past week. 

New Zealand recruit 
Taine Plumtree has had 
an interesting introduc-
tion to his potential new 

defence coach Mike For-
shaw about the number 
of  training camps we’ve 
been on before in our ca-
reers, but there has been 
nothing like this. 

“John Ashby, our 
head of  S&C put it all 
together and he has 
done a phenomenal job. 
Logistically it has been 

teammates, while Tau-
lupe Faleatu joined the 
squad yesterday for the 
second week. “It is so 
unique living on top of  a 
mountain and getting a 
gondola down to training 
1,000 feet below every day. 
It is an unbelievable set-
ting,” said Williams. 

“I was speaking to our 

an absolute nightmare. 
They didn’t have a rugby 
pitch, so we had to bring 
our own posts and create 
one, and the red tape as-
sociated with getting our 
equipment here because 
of  Brexit has been diffi-
cult.  

“But once you are here 
it is all worth it. The play-

ers have been working 
unbelievably hard, but 
when you wake up in the 
morning and look out of  
your window it gives you 
an immediate lift because 
it is so scenic here.” 

The view from the top 
of  the great Altesch gla-
cier – it’s 14.5 miles long, 
is 900 metres deep and 

is estimated to weigh 27 
billion tons – for the of-
ten breathless players is 
breathtaking. On a good 
day they can see the sum-
mit of  the mighty Mat-
terhorn, which peaks at 
4,478m, in the distance. 

“You can be stuck in 
the Vale of  Glamorgan

en’t had that. Courtney 
Lawes is one of  the key 
and most vital players; 
When teams play Court-
ney they know they’re 
pretty much going to be 
filled in.

“When Maro Itoje is on 
form and being destruc-
tive he is another com-
petitive challenger, Ellis 
Genge the same thing. 
Lewis Ludlam is another 
one, he’s one of  the most 
destructive if  not the 
most destructive tackler. 
Jack Willis I think is get-
ting more of  that ruthless 
edge and teams have start-
ed taking notice of  it.”

“But without Courtney 
and the real roughness 
and toughness, would you 
see the opposition scared 
of  England? Those guys 

Continued on Page 2>
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High life suits Wales as they prepare for World Cup assault
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Haskell: 
We must 
be tough
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Power show: 
Kurt-Lee Arendse 
scores for South 
Africa yesterday 
as they demolish 
Eddie Jones’ 
Australia
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Mentality
of the 
players 
holds key
O

WEN Farrell has 
won over 100 En-
gland caps, George 
Ford has 81 caps, 
Manu Tuilagi has 51 
caps, and even a rel-
ative newcomer like 

Marcus Smith has over 20 caps to his 
name. You would think that amount 
of  experience was a guarantee of  
midfield stability, but that is not 
where England are as they prepare 
for the 2023 World Cup. 

For two seasons after Eddie Jones 
took over as England coach in 2016 
they did very well when he used 
Ford and Farrell in tandem as a 
10-12 combination during Tuilagi’s 
prolonged injury absence. Ever since 
then, England have really struggled 
to find consistency in their 10-12-13 
axis, and have been trying constantly 
to discover a long-term combination 
that fires the rest of  the team.  

However, there are times when 
the emphasis put on England’s 
midfield trio is too exaggerated, and 
is allowed to mask shortcomings 
elsewhere in the side.   

The shape of  the game has 
changed dramatically since I played, 
and foremost in that change has been 
the introduction of  pods of  forwards 
in attack. These have changed the 
direction of  the midfield. In the 
pre-pod era the roles were distinct 
between forwards and backs, with 
the back row usually providing the 
links between the two in open play. 
It meant that there was often a nice 
synergy between 10-12-13, which also 
involved interplay with the back 
three.  

The 10-12-13 combinations that 
have been the most influential in the 
pod era, such as England’s Jonny 
Wilkinson-Will Greenwood-Mike 
Tindall in 2003, New Zealand’s Dan 
Carter-Ma’a Nonu-Conrad Smith 
in 2015, and South Africa’s Handre 
Pollard-Damian de Allende-Lukha-
nyo Am in 2019, are marked by their 
longevity and effectiveness. 

It is staggering to see England in 
this type of  midfield conundrum for 
so long since 2003, while at the same 

very inexperienced England coach-
ing team to get it right. England’s 
defence in the Six Nations was often 
sieve-like, but Kevin Sinfield is an 
inspirational man, and you would 
back him to get it right, and have the 
same influence as other rugby league 
imports like Shaun Edwards and 
Andy Farrell.  

I’m sure these England players 
and coaches are as frustrated as 
their supporters. It is not much fun 
when training runs go well, but 
then in matches the opposition pose 
different problems to the blokes in 
red vests in training.  

Something has to change with this 
England team, and it is probably in 
the mentality of  the players. The 
coaches can play their part, because 
the pressure of  expectation on this 
team is much less than normal. 
Collectively, everyone should look for 
improvements, and be brave – and 
that’s coaches as well as players. 

So, if  Maro Itoje is not playing well, 
drop him. If  Owen Farrell misses 
kicks and other opportunities, bench 
him. It should be highly competitive, 
because if  everyone plays well the 
whole mood changes. 

him and react fast, but the problem 
is when his England team-mates 
don’t react with him.  

Ford has a rare ability to analyse 
quickly on the move and come up 
with an option, whereas Farrell can 
play to a pattern with great preci-
sion. That is why Farrell probably 
suits Borthwick best, because his 
coaching is analytical, pragmatic, 
and a bit predictable – and that is 
England now. 

I would love to see England full of  
running and producing really clever 
attacking pod plays like Ireland, or 
to have New Zealand’s accuracy and 
skill to confuse defences with sharp 
directional changes – but England 
do not currently string enough 
mistake-free phases together to be as 
effective. 

I would like to see England keep 
their shape in attack by having for-
wards who can be play-makers that 
find space, and backs who kick so 
accurately in attack they are always 
putting defences under pressure.  

Wigglesworth is an expert in tac-
tical kicking, so I would expect that 
to become an exceptional England 
strength. Overall, I’m backing this 

England are in a difficult position 
because they rely on Farrell so much 
for his captaincy that they cannot 
leave him out of  the starting line-up.  

If  Ford, or Smith, play well at 10 
with Tuilagi and Ollie Lawrence as 
a 12-13 centre partnership outside 
them, then those should be options 
open to Borthwick – but they have 
not yet been fully explored. It ex-
plains why, if  you asked every jour-
nalist on The Rugby Paper to pick an 
England starting team, you would 
probably have a spread of  30 players 
named, whereas in 2003 it would not 
have numbered more than 18. 

Ford has an amazing skill-set 
and ability to read the game which 
is ahead of  Farrell and Smith, but 
they also have fly-half  strengths he 
cannot match. For instance, Smith 
can change a game in an instant 
with a brilliant run, chip, or pass, 
while Farrell has this competitive 
aura that means you would back him 
to kick a clutch penalty, whereas you 
might worry about Ford.  

For Smith to play 10, England have 
got to be on fire, and, like Harle-
quins, always be prepared to have a 
go. Smith will play what’s in front of  

time not recognising that their big-
gest challenge is having the mental 
capacity as a team to get fit, strong, 
skilful players to do the right thing at 
the right time.  

It requires players to have total 
belief  and confidence to execute 
across the team, and in 2003 England 
definitely had that. You could argue 
that it started with Wilkinson’s 
precision distribution, Greenwood’s 
play-making and ability to read the 
game incredibly well, and Tindall’s 
blunt force physicality, and spread 
from there through the team. Or you 
could argue that overall the stan-
dards across the team were excellent. 

The problem now is point-blank 
that this England team make too 
many mistakes, and as a conse-
quence it is hard to define England’s 

attack. They want to produce quick 
ball, but they cannot do it because 
of  mistakes being made all over the 
pitch by players in different posi-
tions, not just at 10-12-13.  

This summer England have had a 
lot of  time to achieve the right levels 
of  fitness, and with the forwards also 
being better drilled there should be 
fewer mistakes.  

Richard Wigglesworth has to find 
an attacking plan, and I don’t under- 
estimate his coaching ability be-
cause he had very good tactical sense 
as a player. However, the attack is a 
bigger task now because there are so 
many players involved – and more 
complex because of  the number of  
pods and predetermined plays.  

It is why you cannot discount head 
coach Steve Borthwick going back 
to Ford-Farrell at 10-12 with Tuilagi 
at 13. It would need to work almost 
instantly, and it highlights that 

“Everyone should 
look to improve 
and be brave - and 
that’s coaches as 
well as players”

Leader: England 
rely on Owen 
Farrell so much 
for his captaincy 
they cannot leave 
him out of the 
starting XV
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Letters News

THE brains at Twicken-
ham have done it again. 
As we all know, the four 
consecutive weekends 
in August are to broad-
cast England rugby’s 
warm-up games, before 
this year’s Rugby World 
Cup. 

However, someone  
has deemed it sensible 
to sell the rights to Am-
azon Prime, thus deny-
ing millions of  poten-
tial (and not forgetting 
existing rugby fans) the 
opportunity to watch 
England play Wales, 
Ireland and Fiji on ter-
restrial television. 

It seems this kind of  
thinking is prevalent 
from Twickenham. At 
the moment I’m able to 

afford to pay for Ama-
zon Prime, but I bet in 
this current belt-tight-
ening period with 
mortgages, rents, gas 
and electricity and mo-
toring bills etc. going 
through the roof, mil-
lions of  potential view-
ers aren’t in a position 
to subscribe. 

We should be build-
ing our brilliant sport 
throughout the nation, 
but by denying free-
to-view television the 
opportunity to show-
case the warm-ups, 
and therefore creating 
momentum going into 
the World Cup a terrific 
opportunity has been 
squanded.

Michael Reay 

THE promotion/rele-
gation play-off  set to be 
introduced next season 
between the Premier-
ship and Champion-
ship is a long overdue 
step in the right direc-
tion. But it will mean 
nothing unless the 
stringent ground crite-
ria to gain entry to the 
top flight is relaxed. 

Having a 5,000 seater 
stadium is a fair com-
promise, but to expect 
Championship clubs 

to be able to magic up 
a 10,000 seater stadium 
amid the current finan-
cial climate – and ridic-
ulously small central 
funding from the RFU 
– is preposterous.

The game badly 
needs relegation and 
promotion to return at 
the top end and hope-
fully common sense 
will prevail so that the 
Championship win-
ners have a fair crack. 

Alfie Matthews

OVER the last three 
years, or is it longer, 
I can’t recall anybody 
having a good word to 
say about the England 
RFU administration or 
the performance of  our 
national XV. 

Unless of  course you 
include the two recent 
valedictory puffs from 
the retiring, after many 
years, Chairman of  the 
Council Jeff  Blackett 
and RFU’s Nick Gill-
ingham following one 
year as President. Of  
course, both slapped 
themselves and the 
RFU on the back and 
congratulated both on 
their efforts.

Both articles ignored 
the many problems 
within our sport, but 
Gillingham gave the 

game away by conclud-
ing “that the future 
of  our sport is pret-
ty bright!” Either it’s 
“bright” or there are 
problems. Even he or 
the RFU back room PRs 
couldn’t  have come up 
with a clumsier phrase. 
Simply embarrassing 
but sadly very typical.

I feel that our only 
hope of  making some 
progress out of  this aw-
ful mess – ring fencing, 
diminishing playing 
numbers, tackling laws, 
Eddie Jones, the poor 
England men’s XV, etc. 
– is that the Champion-
ship clubs will revolt by 
calling on all RFU affil-
iated member clubs to 
demand the resignation 
of  the RFU board.

Alec Jones

Sad not all fans can 
watch warm-ups

Cut Championship 
clubs some slack 

Drastic measures 
are required to 
ensure progress
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ALEX Sanderson be-
lieves Sale will need 
to improve by at least 
12 per cent if  they are 
going to go one better 
than last season and 
win the Premiership.

Sanderson’s Sale fin-
ished second behind Sar-
acens and led his former 
club in the final before 
going down 35-25 at Twick-
enham.

“There were a lot of  
aspects last season that I 
will be forever proud of,” 
said director of  rugby 
Sanderson. “When you fall 
inches short of  glory there 
are moments you will look 
back on and think could 
you have done better?

“We have focused on as-
pects of  our behaviour in 
adversity at the business 
end. How are we when 
hardest hit? On the front 
foot we are pretty powerful 
but how are we on the back 
foot?

“We saw a change in 
performance last season, 
winning games in the last 
quarter when we had lost 
before, but we caught on 
about the importance of  
that too late because that 
is where we fell short in 
the final.”

Sanderson has bolstered 
his squad with experience. 
Agustin Creevy, who was 
picked for his 100th Test 
by Argentina last night, 
and England’s Luke Cow-
an-Dickie will contest the 
hooker’s jersey after Ak-
ker van der Merwe and 
Ewan Ashman moved to 
South Africa and Scotland 
respectively while the for-
mer Leicester full-back 
Telusa Veainu will add 
knowhow to a young back 
three.

“We recruit character 
because that wins you 
games,” said Sanderson. “I 
am not sure there is a box 
for Luke, one of  the happi-
est men around. He does 

not see the rain clouds and 
acted like a competition 
winner when he arrived 
here, although that was us 
in getting him.

“Gus has experience 
and that is always crucial. 
Akker moved on for the 
right reasons, for his fam-
ily and he left a void. We 
have a young back three 
and wanted someone who 
could add skill but had 
character. That is Telusa.”

Sanderson said he had 
sketched an outline for 

the season in terms of  
preparation on and off  the 
field. The league campaign 
starts in the middle of  Oc-
tober and Sale are likely to 
be without George Ford, 
Manu Tuilagi and Tom 
Curry then while Jonny 
Hill and Bevan Rodd are 
in the mix for the England 
squad which will be an-
nounced tomorrow.

“I have broken the sea-
son into blocks, looking at 
possible breaks, socials, 
pressure points and selec-
tion policies,” said Sand-
erson. “It is an evolution 
in my coaching. I look at 
the big picture and we can 
flow week to week by be-
ing flexible and adapting 
to the needs of  the lads. 
We draw the outlines and 
colour in by feel.

“It is about continuous 
improvement. To stay 
where you are you need to 
be 10 per cent better. You 

never sit still. You are ei-
ther growing and building 
or ripening and rotting. 
There is nothing in be-
tween. 

“We are not happy at be-
ing second and have to be 
more than 10 per cent bet-
ter, say 12 as an arbitrary 
figure. That is a lot for a 
team that was pretty good 
already. Break that down 
and it is 0.3 per cent a 
week. That is everywhere, 
not just performance. It is 
about working harder and 
being smarter.”

Sanderson is a work-
aholic but admitted he 
needed a break at the end 
of  a season that saw three 
clubs, Worcester, Wasps 
and London Irish, collapse 
under a debt burden.

“You need a break to re-
charge,” he said. “It is not 
about doing it again be-
cause that would be to fall 
short. We have to do it bet-

ter. I loved pre-season as a 
player because I like hard 
work and was relatively 
fit. It allows you the time 
and space to think outside 
the box and change a game 
for the better without the 
hamster wheel and con-
tinuous pressure and ne-
cessity for outcomes. It is a 
great time of  the year.

“I used to think bouts of  
insomnia I had came down 
to pressure but it is driven 
through want, desire and 
enthusiasm for where we 
can go and for the growth 
we still have in us. 

“I should be chilled now 
in pre-season and have 
had to have words with 
myself  not to offend peo-
ple. I had trepidation over 
what everyone else was 
feeling and I found enthu-
siasm. You feed off  that. I 
am off  to the sauna now 
to do some breathing tech-
niques so I can sleep.”

Sanderson looking 
for an extra 12%

Experienced additions: Luke Cowan-Dickie, Agustin Creevy, top right, and Telusa Veainu

nBy PAUL 
REES

Coach: Alex Sanderson

HARLEQUINS and top tier 
Japanese side Mie Honda 
Heat have entered into a 
long-term strategic part-
nership designed to  help 
support the growth and 
development of  both clubs.

Mie Honda Heat will 
send players to London to 
train with Harlequins and 
potentially play as trialists 
in development competi-
tions, while Quins coaches 
will on occasion travel to 

Japan to support coach de-
velopment for both clubs.

Harlequins will also 
collaborate with in areas 
such as community rugby 
development, marketing 
and PR, and delivery of  
matchdays.

Kiwi Kieran Crowley 
takes over at head coach 
of  Mie Honda Heat in 2024 
after his duties with Italy 
end following the World 
Cup.  Harlequins director 

of  performance develop-
ment Tabai Matson will 
lead the partnership, hav-
ing spent five years playing 
and coaching in Japan.

Matson said: “We can 
see huge value to both 
clubs working together. 
The Japanese league is 
seeing great growth and in-
vestment and there is a lot 
of  talent. 

“We feel that we can add 
a great deal of  value to Mie 

Honda Heat through our 
experiences and indeed 
learn a great deal from Mie 
Honda Heat. We can’t wait 
to get going in the next few 
weeks.”

Yoshihito Maeda, the 
general manager of  the 
Mie Honda Heat, said: 
“We are delighted to have 
the opportunity for a long-
term international ex-
change with such an iconic 
club.

“Harlequins possesses 
a club culture and ethos, 
elite level coaching and 
leading high performance 
and player development 
pathways that will help im-
prove our rugby program.

“We strongly believe 
that this partnership will 
help foster a closer rela-
tionship between Japanese 
Rugby and English Rugby, 
strengthening the bond be-
tween our nations.”

Quins form partnership with Honda Heat 
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Redruth ................. 18Worthing ...............28Tynedale ..............22
Tries: Phillips 7
Conversions: Brownfield 8, 
James 46
Penalties: Brownfield 16, 21

Tries: Sims 3, 39, Ellis 28, Forrest 
73
Conversions: Ellis 4, 29, 40, 
Bowen 74

Tries: Rodgers  4, Telford 33, 
Leslie 62
Conversions: Rodgers 5, 34
Penalties : Rodgers 9

Attendance: 625Attendance: 396Attendance: 351
Half Time: 13-19Half Time: 21-20Half Time: 17-12 Lloyd DaviesMichael LambGeorge Ounsley Referee:Referee:Referee:

Tries:  Wheeler 11, 33, Grimes 
24, 53, Jones 43, Watkins 61, 
Robinson 79
Conversions: Silver 12, 34, 44, 
54, 80

Tries: Dean 9, Bromley-Martin 14, 
Stegmann 22, Cook 43, Souter 48, 
Nixon 60, Davies 64, O’Dell 78
Conversions: Cook 10, 49, 61, 
65, 79
Penalties: Cook 31

Tries: Hedgley 14, Collinson  24, 
72, Cicognini 55
Conversions: Gaudie  15, 56

Luctonians ...........45 Barnes .................. 51Wharfedale ..........24

Hinckley ...............24Sevenoaks ........... 16Otley ......................24
Tries: Tunneycliff 12, Bowyer 33, 
Hughes 68, Everett 75
Conversions: Heard 13, 34

Tries: Adams 36
Conversions: Sedgwick 36
Penalties: Adams 6, 42, 50

Tries: Nicholls 66, Taylor 75, Mudd 
78, Martin 79
Conversions: Crossland 75, 78

Attendance: 400Attendance: 350Attendance: 198
Half Time: 14-17Half Time: 10-20Half Time: 0-17 Neil Sweeney Jack SuttonDave Charlton Referee:Referee:Referee:

Tries: James 13, Windrush 16, 
McCaig 35, 58, Dorrell 43, Joseland 
54, Smears 79
Conversions: Coen 14, 43, 58, 79

Tries: Oluwaseyi 3, 21, Kemp 
14,  79, Ricci 20, Fleckney 58, 68, 
Jones 74 
Conversions: Jones 58, 68, 74, 78
Penalties: Jones 79

Tries: Archer 24, Baker 37, Norman 
47, Callandine 58
Conversions: Ireland 24, 37, 
47, 58
Penalties: Ireland 13

Exeter Uni .............43Old Albanians ...... 51Sheffield Tigers . 31

Hornets .................55Henley H ................37Huddersfield ........ 12
Tries: Tuttiett 7, Carter 22, 55, 
Elrick 39, Harris 46, 49, James 62, 
Chase 68, Chenoweth 79 
Conversions: Elswood 8, 23, 40, 
56, 69

Tries: Gordon 6, Wood 13, Mason 
26, Bradley 60, Hall 77
Conversions: Titchener 27, 61, 78
Penalties: Titchener 47, 66

Tries: Workman 6, Myers 70
Conversions: Nicholson 70

Attendance: 347Attendance: 226
Half Time: 21-12Half Time: 17-14Half Time: 5-25 James DowdsTom Bird Henry Pearson Referee:Referee:Referee:

Tries: Harley 10, Kent 17 
Conversions: Castledine 18

Tries: Robinson 3, Williams 23, 
Grigg-Pettit 79
Conversions: Simpson 4, 24, 80

Tries: Latu 29,Dean 35, Nasilasila 
40+2, 49, Astley 62, Major 66, 
Russell 80+3
Conversions: Dean 29,35,62,80+3
Penalties: Dean 14,18

Newport (S) ......... 12Bury St Ed’s .......... 21Hull .........................49

Old Redcliffians ..22Wimbledon ..........47Sheffield ...............36
Tries: Rees 11, Sprague 40, F 
Murphy 45
Conversions: Groves 40+1, 46
Penalties: Groves 22

Tries: Touilzak 5, 22, 35, Bracegird-
ie 37, Hill 58, Cleet 62, Kerr 71
Conversions: Morgan 22, 35, 37, 
58, 62, 71

Tries: Fawdry 5, Flinders 11, Bur-
rows 19, 32, Fisher 65, Posa 76
Conversions: Posa 19, West 
65, 76

Attendance: 180 Half Time: 15-3Half Time: 26-24Half Time: 22-14 James Milliner-Wood-Simon WaiteJack Moorhouse Referee:Referee:Referee:

Tries: R Williams 67
Conversions: Pitt 68
Penalties: Fewtrell 33, 42, Pitt 75

Tries: Thompson 9, Wallace 19, 
Thompson 40, Cook 48, Orelaja 77
Conversions: Cahill 9, 20, 40, 48, 
Orelaja 77
Penalties: Cahill 15, 62

Tries: Richardson 36, Spence 39
Conversions: Ward 36, 39

Bournville ............ 18Westcombe P ...... 41Preston G .............. 14

Chester ................. 17North Walsham ... 14Hull Ionians .........34
Tries: Vare 53
Penalties Preston 9, 14, 19
Drop goals: Hampson 72

Tries: McGuire 30, 44
Conversions: Magnus 31,45

Tries: Hill 14, 22, Minikin 40, Pock-
lington 47
Conversions: Minikin 15, 22, 40, 48
Penalties: Minikin 9, 22

Attendance: 300 Attendance: 417Attendance: 308
Half Time: 9-7Half Time: 7-45Half Time: 27-21 Mr. O’BrienConor BoyleDaniel Woods Referee:Referee:Referee:

Tries: Smith 26, Hawkesby 66    
Conversions: Perry 27, 67

Tries: McRae 3, Osborne 6, Howe 
8, 27, 32, Scholes 20, Watson 39, 
Ellis 50, King 62
Conversions: Anscombe 4, 7, 21, 
28, 40, 51, 63

Tries: Williams 11, Venables 2, 30, 
67, Hardwick 38, Dixon 57, Nuu 
73,Walsh 78
Conversions: Turagabeci  12, 30, 
38, 57,  67,  74, 79

Dings Crusaders . 14Dorking .................59Leeds Tykes ........49

Clifton ...................39Esher ......................29Fylde ......................32
Tries: Cano 24, Stretch 38, 42, 
Broady 68, Hatch 72, Myatt 75  
Boyland 78
Conversions: Cozens 25, 79

Tries: Morgan 2, Thompson 8, 
Hamilton 12, Botterill 26, 49 
Conversions: Morley 13, 50 

Tries: S Carleton 3, 26 Gould 10, 
Gregory 20 Lanigan 32, T.Carleton 
49
Conversions: Smith 11

Attendance: 232Attendance: 478 Attendance: 505
Half Time: 12-26Half Time: 22-14Half Time: 27-0 Dan ParrottHolly Wood Peter Connor Referee:Referee:Referee:

Tries: Ducker  7, 16, 29, 55, King  
14
Conversions: Simmonds  8, 17, 29

Tries: Oliver 18, Holland 32, 
Best 59 
Conversion: Reynolds 19, 33, 52 

Tries: Horner 41, Kirkbride 75, 
Walton 77, Dixon 85
Conversions: Heron 75, 78, 87

Camborne ............. 31Canterbury ........... 21Billingham ...........26

Dudley K .................. 7Tonbridge J .........36Rotherham T ........33
Tries: Blackmore  43
Conversions: Mann 43

Tries: Packman 16, Newey 21, 
Whitmarsh 29, Koomsom 36, 
Munnelly 58, Osgood 73
Conversions: Evans 16, 30, 37

Tries: Bruzulier 12, Poole 29, Ward 
35, Rundle 42, Cowan-Leak 52
Conversions: Hayes 12, 29, 42, 
Milner 52

Attendance: 123Attendance: 309
Half Time: 0-10Half Time: 26-3Half Time: 19-3 Benjamin SimpsonPeter CauntGavin Jones Referee:Referee:Referee:

Tries: Pichardie 4, 64, 78, Fahy 48, 
Agbongbon 67 
Conversions: Meredith 4, 64, 67, 
78
Penalties: Meredith 20, 46

Tries: Burger 44, Boyland 54, 
Hackett 62, Webb 65
Conversions: McGann 65
Penalties: Rice 7

Tries: Morris 63
Conversions: Nolan 63
Penalties: Nolan 23

Loughborough S .46Guernsey ..............25Lymm ......................10

NEWS
EXTRA
Smith commits future 
to Warriors until 2026
COACH Franco 
Smith has signed a 
new contract with 
Glasgow Warriors, 
extending his stay 
until 2026.

The 51-year-old 
South African – 
linked with the 
Scotland job – joined 
Glasgow 13 months 

ago and led them to 
last season’s Euro-
pean Challenge Cup 
final against winners 
Toulon.

Glasgow finished 
fourth in the United 
Rugby Champion-
ship, securing Smith 
a coach of  the season 
award.

Hotel ‘accident’ rules 
out Scots ace Cherry
DAVE Cherry has 
been forced to pull 
out of  Scotland’s 
World Cup squad 
through concussion.

Hooker Cherry, 32, 
who won his first cap 
in the defeat by South 
Africa, sustained the 
injury during “an 
accident in the team 

hotel”, says Scottish 
Rugby.

Cherry’s Edin-
burgh team-mate 
Stuart McInally, 33, 
had been on standby 
after Ewan Ashman 
sustained a concus-
sion of  his own.

“I’m hugely disap-
pointed” Cherry said. 

Hooker Marx delivers
Springboks a setback 
SOUTH Africa hook-
er Malcolm Marx will 
miss the rest of  the 
World Cup after pick-
ing up a knee injury 
in training.

The 29-year-old, 
who has won 64 caps 
and is widely consid-
ered to be among the 
best players in the 

world in his posi-
tion, was injured “in 
contact”.

“We are extremely 
disappointed for 
Malcolm,” said coach 
Jacques Nienaber.

“It’s tragic that his 
[World Cup] cam-
paign has ended this 
way.”

Samoan ace Savea  
signs up with Pasifika
FORMER All Black and Hurricanes leg-
end Julian Savea has signed with Moana 
Pasifika for the 2024 Super Rugby Pacific 
season.

Savea, 33, will represent his Samoan 
heritage at the Pacific Island club.

The 54-Test winger earlier this year 
equalled Israel Folau’s record for most 
Super Rugby tries (60).

National anthems to 
be altered in France 
WORLD Cup organisers have announced 
plans to record new renditions of  the 
national anthems of  competing countries 
after those used over the opening week-
end were heavily criticised.

Choirs involving 7,000 schoolchildren 
from diverse backgrounds sung each 
country’s anthem without accompanying 
music, with the recordings played in the 
stadiums.

However, the general consensus was 
the versions used did not hit the mark, 
with players and supporters singing out 
of  sync as a result

Organisers ‘sorry’ 
for travel problems
WORLD Cup organisers have apologised 
to thousands of  fans for disruption in 
Marseille and Bordeaux on the opening 
weekend of  the tournament.

Delays getting into the stadium meant 
some fans missed the start of  England’s 
win over Argentina in Marseille, while 
issues with the tram system in Bordeaux 
before Ireland’s victory against Romania 
earlier on Saturday.

Safely down: Leeds Tykes William Hardwick Cheer: Exeter’s William Smears celebrates

Halted: Henley Hawks surge forward

Leeds Tykes 3 3 0 0 120 87 33 3 15 0
Rotherham Titans 3 3 0 0 119 53 66 2 14 0
Fylde 3 2 1 0 99 79 20 3 13 0
Sheffield 3 2 0 1 103 82 21 4 12 0
Hull 3 2 0 1 104 69 35 3 11 0
Hull Ionians 3 2 0 1 103 105 -2 2 10 0
Wharfedale 3 2 0 1 65 77 -12 1 9 0
Sheffield Tigers 3 1 1 1 85 82 3 3 9 0
Billingham 3 1 0 2 70 101 -31 2 6 0
Huddersfield 3 1 0 2 91 127 -36 2 6 0
Preston Grasshoppers 3 1 0 2 84 115 -31 1 5 0
Tynedale 3 0 0 3 77 87 -10 4 4 0
Otley 3 0 0 3 69 94 -25 3 3 0
Lymm 3 0 0 3 72 103 -31 3 3 0

Exeter University 3 3 0 0 154 75 79 3 15 0
Luctonians 3 3 0 0 123 54 69 3 15 0
Clifton 3 3 0 0 74 56 18 1 13 0
Hinckley 3 2 0 1 109 102 7 3 11 0
Hornets 3 2 0 1 117 116 1 2 10 0
Chester 3 2 0 1 81 86 -5 2 10 0
Loughborough Stu 3 1 0 2 113 90 23 4 8 0
Redruth 3 1 0 2 75 102 -27 3 7 0
Dings Crusaders 3 1 0 2 56 50 6 2 6 0
Camborne 3 1 0 2 84 95 -11 2 6 0
Bournville 3 1 0 2 75 89 -14 2 6 0
Old Redcliffians 3 1 0 2 58 93 -35 1 5 0
Newport (Salop) 3 0 0 3 51 106 -55 2 2 0
Dudley Kingswinford 3 0 0 3 50 106 -56 2 2 0

HOW THEY STAND HOW THEY STAND

 P  W  D  L  F  A  Diff BP Pts Adj  P  W  D  L  F  A  Diff BP Pts Adj

Lewis Minkilin 
Hull Ionians
Richard Hayes 
Rotherham Titans
Seremaia Turagabeci 
Leeds Tykes
Reece Dean 
Hull
Elliot Fisher 
Sheffield
Mark Ireland 
Sheffield Tigers
Cormac Nolan 
Lymm
William Hunt 
Preston Grasshoppers
Ryan Burrows 
Sheffield

53

47

40

39

34

28

27

25

20

Benjamin Coen 
Exeter University
Dale Bowyer 
Hinckley
James Preston 
Chester
Jacob Fewtrell 
Bournville
Alexander Ducker 
Cambourne
Jamie Eslwood 
Hornets
Charlie Grimes 
Luctonians
Morgan Meredith 
Loughborough Students
Archie Heard 
Hinckley

39

35

33

28

25

25

25

23

22

Elliot Fisher 
Sheffield
Ryan Burrows 
Sheffield
Lewis Minikin 
Huill Ionians
William Archer 
Sheffield Tigers
Thomas Carleton 
Flyde
Benjamin Douglas 
Tynedale
William Hardwick 
Leeds Tykes
Nathan Hill 
Hull Ioanians
Christian Hooper 
Sheffield

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Dale Bowyer 
Hinckley
Alexander Ducker 
Camborne
Charles Grimes 
Luctonians
Ethan Harley 
Newport (Salop)
Ben Link 
Luctonians
Albert Stretch 
Clifton
Charlie Carter 
Hornets
Tomiwa Agbongbon 
Loughborough Students
Benjamin Joseland 
Exeter University

7

5

5

4

4

4

3

3

3

LEADING POINTS 
SCORERS

LEADING POINTS 
SCORERSLEADING TRY 

SCORERS
LEADING TRY 
SCORERS

Dorking 3 3 0 0 154 46 108 3 15 0
Esher 3 2 0 1 109 87 22 4 12 0
Old Albanians 3 2 0 1 102 57 45 3 11 0
Barnes 2 2 0 0 98 60 38 2 10 0
Henley 3 2 0 1 100 85 15 2 10 0
Tonbridge Juddians 3 2 0 1 81 90 -9 2 10 0
Bury St Edmunds 3 2 0 1 92 74 18 1 9 0
Guernsey 3 1 0 2 94 106 -12 3 7 0
Canterbury 3 1 0 2 88 71 17 2 6 0
Wimbledon 3 1 0 2 91 157 -66 2 6 0
Worthing 2 1 0 1 55 45 10 1 5 0
Sevenoaks 3 1 0 2 66 109 -43 0 4 0
Westcombe Park 3 0 0 3 88 115 -27 4 4 0
North Walsham 3 0 0 3 38 154 -116 0 0 0

HOW THEY STAND
 P  W  D  L  F  A  Diff BP Pts Adj

Benjamin Cook 
Barnes
Henry Anscombe 
Dorking
Benjamin Adams 
Sevenoaks
Max Tichtener 
Henley
Sam Jones 
Old Albanians
Alexander Cahill 
Westcombe Park
Sam Morley 
Esher
James Botterill 
Esher
Thomas Howe 
Dorking

47

44

36

33

32

31

29

25

25

James Botterill  
Esher
Thomas Howe 
Dorking
Oluwaesyi Ajeigbe 
Old Albanians
James Burger 
Guernsey 
Nathan Morris 
Canterbury
Finn Osborne 
Dorking
Kemp Price 
Old Albanians
Malek Touilzak 
Wimbledon
Jack Forrest 
Worthing

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

LEADING POINTS 
SCORERS

LEADING TRY 
SCORERS
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NEWS
EXTRA
De Beer signs to ease 
Cardiff’s fl y-half strife
CARDIFF have com-
pleted the signing of  
former South Africa 
U20 fly-half  Tinus de 
Beer.

De Beer has been a 
long-term target for 
Cardiff  who have lost 
Jarrod Evans and 
Rhys Priestland this 
summer.

The WRU blocked 
initial efforts to sign 
the 27-year-old from 
Currie Cup side 
the Pumas but the 
deal has now been 
finalised. De Beer 
said: “I am extremely 
grateful to be here. It 
is a great club with 
great history.”

Jones is Ospreys target
to succeed Edwards 
OSPREYS are keen to 
bring in Mark Jones 
as defence coach. 
Jones, 43, recently led 
Wales U20s to sixth 
place at the Junior 
World Champion-
ships while on a 
short-term contract. 
Darren Edwards had 
filled the Ospreys role 

since January 2022 
but is no longer part 
of  the set-up.

Jones was part of  
the coaching set-up 
at Crusaders from 
2020 to 2021. He was 
then defence coach 
at Worcester prior 
to the club entering 
administration.

Young heads for exit 
following investigation 
DAI Young has left his 
role as Cardiff  direc-
tor of  rugby despite 
an investigation into 
bullying allegations 
finding “insufficient 
evidence”. Young de-
nied the accusations 
but was suspended on 
April 20. A barrister 
concluded there was 

insufficient evidence
to support any 
allegations. Young 
and Cardiff  agreed 
to his departure after 
relationships became 
“strained”. 

Matt Sherratt and 
Richie Rees have 
been taking Cardiff  
pre-season training.

Wales still hopeful 
for Faletau’s return
WALES say No.8 Taulupe Faletau remains 
in contention for the World Cup as he 
battles a calf  injury. Faletau did not travel 
to Turkey for a training camp but remains 
in the 48-man squad. The 32-year-old will 
miss the warm-up game against England 
on Saturday, but Wales are optimistic.

“His rehab is going well so we are very 
hopeful he will be available for selection 
for the World Cup,” said forwards coach 
Jonathan Humphreys.

Bemand takes reins 
of Ireland women
FORMER England attack coach Scott Be-
mand has become head coach of  the Ire-
land women’s team. Bemand, 44, joins on 
a three-year deal, replacing Greg McWil-
liams, who left after the Six Nations. 

Bemand, who played scrum-half  for 
Harlequins, Leicester and Bath, spent 
eight years with the England women’s 
side and was part of  the record-breaking 
winning run of  30 Tests and the World 
Cup final defeats in 2017 and 2022.

Cleall set for dual 
role at Harlequins
ENGLAND prop Bryony Cleall has 
signed a new contract with Harlequins. 
The 31-year-old scored five tries in nine 
league outings for Quins last season after 
joining from Wasps.

Cleall has won seven caps for the Red 
Roses since making her debut against 
Ireland in the 2019 Women’s Six Nations.

She will take on a coaching role at 
Twickenham Stoop this season, acting as 
forwards transition coach.

A FOUL play Television 
Match Official  ‘Bunker’ 
review system is one of  
a number of  innovations 
set to be used during the 
World Cup warm-ups.

The various innova-
tions are intended to pro-
vide “even more support 
to match officials” and 
help bring fans “as close to 
the action as possible”.

They include a shot 
clock for kicks at goal and 
Hawk-Eye for replays.

World Rugby used the 
TMO Bunker during the 
recent World Rugby U20 
Championship.

If, after two video re-
plays, the on-field referee 
is unable to decide if  an 
incident deserves a red 
card, they have the option 
to show a yellow card. 
That then gives a second 
TMO a chance to have a 
detailed look at the inci-
dent in more detail, with 
all angles available.

The “Foul Play Review 
Officer” (FPRO), situated 
within the TMO Bunker 
will have up to eight min-
utes to review the inci-
dent. The yellow card can 
then be upgraded to a red 
with the player not return-
ing to the field. This helps 
avoid players being wrong-
ly shown a red card, as En-
gland’s Freddie Steward 
was in the Six Nations.

As well as the bunker 
trial, Hawk-Eye technol-
ogy will “act as the inde-
pendent video replay op-
erator, to support referees 
and enhances accuracy of  
decision making”.

In-game play is expect-
ed to be increased by the 
introduction of  the shot 
clock which gives players 
90 seconds to take a con-
version, and 60 seconds to 
take a penalty kick. This 
was trialled in this year’s 
Six Nations.

Other innovations, such 
as Ref  Cam and Smart 
Ball match data, will aim 
to add to the matchday ex-
perience for fans.

“Bringing the latest 
technology, processes and 
rugby focused innovations 
into Six Nations Rugby 
competitions is a core part 
of  helping drive the collec-
tive growth of  the game,” 
Julie Paterson, director of  
rugby at Six Nations Rug-
by said.

“The likes of  the Bun-
ker Trial and Hawk-Eye 
will offer even more sup-
port to match officials and 
the decisions they make 
in the heat of  a live match 
environment. For fans, we
want to bring them as close 
to the action as possible.”

Summer 
Tests use 
‘Bunker’ 
review 
system 

NEWS
EXTRARugby Championship

Australia ..............................7pts New Zealand  .................. 38pts

EDDIE Jones’ Aussie 
nightmare continues
as New Zealand 
sealed their third 
consecutive Rugby 
Championship by 
dispatching the Wal-
labies at the MCG in 
front of  the biggest 
crowd at a Bledisloe 
Cup game in 20 years.

The former England 
head coach has inherited 
a troubled Australia side 
that have won just one 
of  their last seven Tests, 
while New Zealand are 
hitting form at the per-
fect time and laid down 
a marker ahead of  the 
World Cup by comfortably 
extending their unbeaten 
streak to 10 matches. 

New Zealand retained 
the Bledisloe Cup for the 
21st straight year and 
their beefy forwards and 
scintillating back play 
blew Australia away in a 
commanding six-try win. 

Australia had their mo-

New Zealand went to the 
corner as they dominated 
possession and territory 
at the end of  a breath-
less first half  and hooker 
Codie Taylor grounded off  
the maul for his 20th All 
Black try. 

Gordon repeatedly tried
to get danger man Nawaq- 
anitawase into the game 
with crossfield kicks but 
they were too shallow 
with Mark Telea winning 
the battle in the air. 

Neat hands down the 
short side from the pack 
got New Zealand within 
five metres and Marika 
Koroibete sent to the sin 
bin for a deliberate offside.
Telea produced a quick 
tap and went over to catch 
the Wallaby defence nap-
ping but the try was  ruled 
out by the TMO due to the 
Blues winger knocking on
when he picked up the 
ball.

ments and made a spirit-
ed 203 tackles but Jones 
will be concerned at their 
ill-discipline and red zone 
efficiency, failing to score 
whilst on top at the start 
of  the second half. 

Aaron Smith produced 
an excellent grubber kick 
that rolled out on Austra-
lia’s five metre line as Ian 
Foster’s side, for the third 
consecutive match, made 
the ideal fast start.

Off  the resulting line-
out, a brutal, thundering 
tackle by Scott Barrett on 
scrum-half  Tate McDer-
mott dislodged the ball and 
Shannon Frizzell pounced 
to go over untouched. 

The competition’s 
top points scorer Richie 
Mo’unga kicked the extras 
while his opposite num-
ber Gordon continued to 
struggle with his restart 
failing to go 10m. Jones’ 
worries continued as his 

The Wallabies needed a 
response and the electric 
Mark Nawaqanitawase 
provided it with a scin-
tillating run through the 
middle, brushing off  at-
tempted tacklers. Nawaqa-
nitawase was brought 
down five metres shy but 
No.8 Rob Valetini pow-
ered over to put Australia 
ahead.

The Wallabies had nice 
phase play with quick ball 
early on but 22-year-old 
tyro No.10 Carter Gordon 
could not take advantage 
of  Australia’s early break-
down dominance as his 
25m penalty from straight 
in front sailed wide.

inspirational leader Allan 
Alaalatoa was stretch-
ered off  before half  time 
following a scrum with a 
nasty looking leg injury. 

Taniela Tupou came on 
to make his first appear-
ance in nine months after 

rupturing his achilles last 
year but struggled after 
picking up a rib injury.

New Zealand kept 
punching away and then 
released their star out 
wide as wing Will Jordan 
continued his free scoring 
form of  23 tries in 24 Tests 
after 21 phases of  relent-
less pressure on the stroke 
of  half-time.

Australia went to the 
corner three times at the 
start of  the second half  
but heroic defence by Scott 
Barrett and a trademark 
jackal by Ardie Savea kept 
New Zealand on top.

The home side’s bright 
start in the second half  

went unrewarded as Tup-
ou was sent to the sin bin 
for a high shot on Nepo 
Laulala and moments lat-
er New Zealand utilised 
their numerical advan-
tage with substitute Caleb 
Clarke going over for a 
pick and go score.

Deft hands to the out-
side resulted in Telea 
crossing after an assist by 
Jordan, who stepped two 
defenders and picked out 
his fellow winger with a 
classy offload. 

It was proving to be 
an All Black masterclass 
that was personified by a 
length of  the field score 
engineered by a devastat-
ing dummy and carry by 
Scott Barrett. The Crusad-
ers lock found Anton Lie-
nert-Brown with a clever 
offload and ten metres 
out debutant scrum-half  
Cam Roigard recognised 
the space on the opposing 
flank. He flew a pass to 
Rieko Ioane and the centre 
played a one-two with Te-
lea, for the former to put 
the finishing touch on a 
Bledisloe classic try.

�By BEN
JAYCOCK

Tries: Valetini 7
Conversions: Gordon 8

Tries: Frizell 3, Taylor 34, Jordan 42, Clarke 59, Telea 64, 
Ioane 67
Conversions: Mo’unga 35, 43, 61, 68

All Blacks pull Wallabies apart

few tweaks. There are a 
lot of  things we need to 
fix up. We’ll train hard-
er and get better.”

Wallabies prop James 
Slipper added: “That 
first half  was an ex-
tremely tough encoun-

A DEVASTATED Angus 
Bell said the Wallabies 
had let Australia down 
after another miserable 
night in front of  a huge 
crowd in Melbourne.

Loosehead Bell said: 
“It’s hard, we’ve let 

ter… but we fell short in 
the second. We’ll keep 
our heads down and 
keep working hard and 
be the better for it.”

New Zealand wing 
Will Jordan kept up his 
blistering try scoring 

down all the Melbourne 
people that came out to 
watch us. We’ve let down 
Eddie, we’ve let down 
Australia – it’s hard be-
cause we work so hard. 

“We’ve got to come 
back next week with a 

form and revelled in his 
side’s big win.

He said: “It’s a good 
feeling. We knew coming 
over here was going to 
be a huge challenge, 
and we got that. It was 
an up-tempo game, the 

Wallabies were hugely 
physical in the first half  
especially. They fronted 
up pretty well. It was 
just about being patient. 
When we were able to 
go six or seven phases 
or more, we were able 

to get success. In the 
second half, a few of  our 
athletes got going and it 
was good fun.

“Defence has been a 
huge thing for us this 
year and it’s great to see 
our efforts pay off.”

Fliers: Rieko 
Ioane scores New 
Zealand’s sixth 
try, with Will 
Jordan getting 
their third, inset

PICTURES: 
Getty Images

Triumph: The All 
Blacks celebrate 
with the Rugby 
Championship 
trophy and 
Bledisloe Cup

We let everybody down out there, admits devastated prop Bell

Dejected: Wallaby fly-half Quade Cooper

Black try. 

jackal by Ardie Savea kept 

The bulldozing Valetini was at the forefront 
of many Australia attacks producing strong 
carries to provide front foot ball. He took his 
try brilliantly but came up against one of the 
best back rowers in the modern era. Savea 
produced a textbook jackal to get his side out
of jail at the start of the second half and he 
carried more than any other forward (56m).

CLOSE-UP
VROB VALETINI

Australia No.8 New Zealand No.8
ARDIE SAVEA

AUSTRALIA: Kellaway 7; 
Nawaqanitawase 7.5, Petaia 
5.5 (Perese 68, 5), Kerevi 6, 
Koroibete 7; Gordon 5 (Cooper 
50, 5), McDermott 6 (White 51, 
5); Bell 7 (Slipper 48, 6), Porecki 
6 (Uelese 48, 6), Alaalatoa (c) 6 
(Tupou 38, 5, Bell 69), Frost 6, 
Skelton 6.5 (Arnold 48, 6), Hol-
loway 5 (Leota 48, 6), Hooper 7 
(Bell 62-68), Valetini 7.5 
NEW ZEALAND: B Barrett 6 
(Clarke 58, 7.5); Jordan 8, Ioane 
7.5, J Barrett 8 (Lienert-Brown 
63, 7.5), Telea 8.5; Mo’unga 
8, Smith 7.5 (Roigard 61, 7.5); 
de Groot 7 (Tu’ungafasi 51, 
6), Taylor 7.5 (Taukei’aho 51, 
6.5), Lomax 7 (Laulala 54, 7), 
Retallick 7 (Whitelock 51, 7), S 
Barrett 9, Frizell 8.5 (Jacobson 
66, 6), Papali’i 7, Savea (c) 8.5 

REFEREE: Wayne Barnes (Eng)
ATTENDANCE: 83,994

Star man
Scott Barrett - New Zealand 

TEAMS

MATCH STATS...

AUS v NZ
8 Penalties conceded 12
13 Lineouts won 11
0 Lineouts lost 0
3 Scrums won 5
2 Scrums lost 1
2 Sin bin 0

P W  L  Diff BP Pts
New Zealand 3 3 0 75 2 14
South Africa 3 2 1 17 1 9
Argentina 3 1 2 -27 1 5
Australia 3 0 3 -65 1 1

How they fi nished
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Feature

Centurion: Stuart Hogg celebrates beating England in the Six Nations for the second 
year running in 2022                                   PICTURE: Getty Images

‘I’ve given everything 
I could to the game’

Ben Jaycock sits down 
with Stuart Hogg to  
discuss his career and
his plans for the future 

S
COTLAND centurion Stu-
art Hogg made shockwaves 
across the rugby landscape 
when he announced his 
immediate retirement last 
month having previously 
been set to bow out after 

the World Cup. 
Scotland’s record try scorer decided 

to hang up his boots because he felt 
his body was letting him down. Knee 
surgery had hindered his ability to 
replicate his blistering form of  previ-
ous years and Hogg admits he fell out 
of  love with playing the game.

Hogg, 31, who scored 27 tries for 
Scotland, told The Rugby Paper: “I 
always had high standards in what 
I was trying to achieve but unfortu-
nately the body let me down which is 
disappointing. 

“I decided enough was enough 
and my body was affecting my mood. 
Being around my wife with three 
kids and another on the way, it’s not 
a healthy environment for me to be 
involved in when I feel like this. I’ve 
been in rugby for a very long time and 
I felt like I’ve given everything that I 
could possibly give to the game.”

Hogg, who is now a pundit for TNT 
Sports, added: “I was excited for life af-
ter rugby. I got to the point of  thinking 
‘why wait’. I would have loved to have 
gone to the World Cup but physically 
I was nowhere near where I needed 
to be. I’m not someone who goes into 
things half-hearted and I got to the 
point where enough is enough.

“I got to the point where it was 
becoming a chore and I’d always said 
to myself  whenever rugby became a 
job it was a time to walk away. I was 
struggling to get motivated to get my 
body moving.”

The British and Irish Lion and is 
thankful to his Exeter Chiefs and Scot-
land team-mates in being so accepting 
of  his retirement. 

“Rob (Baxter, Exeter director 
of  rugby) and Gregor (Townsend, 
Scotland head coach) were brilliant 
because they care about you as a 
person more than the player and I 
felt a huge sense of  love from that. I 
was open and honest and said you’re 
not going to get the best out of  me. 
They appreciated the honesty and I 
appreciated the love I got off  the back 
of  that.”

Hogg, who is just the fourth Scot-
land player to reach 100 caps, captain-
ing the side 22 times, helped Scotland 
to some famous wins over the years, 
including beating England three times 
on the trot in the Six Nations from 
2021 to 2023. And he takes great pride 
in seeing the team progress under his 
watch as captain to the point where 
they could produce back-to-back wins. 

He said: “To pick out individual mo-
ments is tough. The big things were 

beating England, the first time in 38 
years at Twickenham, beating Wales 
away for the first time in 18 years, and 
France away for the first time in 20 
years. These things were massive but  
I was always big on progression and 
these big games are one thing but it’s 
the ability to do it again and again. 

“I love nothing more than backing 
up wins and they were few and far be-
tween but the progress was worth it.”

Hogg had long admired Exeter 
before joining from Glasgow in 2019 
and in his first season helped the club 
secure a historic Premiership and 
European Champions Cup double. 

He added: “I’d watched Exeter 
for years and was a big fan of  them 
because they’d came from nothing, up 
from the Championship to next min-
ute in numerous different finals. It 
was something I wanted to be apart of  
because I’d been in a similar situation 
with Glasgow and never quite got to 
the stage I wanted to be but in 2019 it 
was the right time to move on. I loved 
it there and the timing couldn’t be any 
better.” 

There’s been a mass exodus from 
Sandy Park this summer with experi-
enced players like Jack Nowell, Luke 
Cowan-Dickie and Harry Williams 
departing but Hogg believes the club’s 
young talent will help them through 
the transitional period. 

“There’s a lot of  good youngsters 
coming through, at the full-back 
position especially with Josh Hodge 
and Tommy Wyatt, who have kept me 
on my toes for the past couple years,” 
said Hogg. “There’s a lot of  experience 
leaving with about 20 boys walking 
out the door at the end of  last season 
but there’s been quality players signed 
as well and a lot of  old heads like club 
captain Jack Yeandle still there. 

“Stu Townsend has had a few 
injuries over the last couple of  years, 
we haven’t seen the best of  him so 
if  he can stay fit and healthy he’ll be 
massive for the club. I’d love to see 
them kick on and do well.”

Premiership clubs are finding it 
harder than ever to contest the later 
rounds in European competitions 
due to the difference in salary caps in 
England, France and Ireland. No En-
glish club has reached the final since 
Exeter’s triumph in 2020 and Hogg 
would love to see that change.

He said: “Ultimately we’re not in a 
position to compete in Europe because 
we’re miles behind financially. I’d love 
to see English teams go far because 
I truly believe this is the best league. 
You’re always going to be talking 
about Saracens and Exeter but Sale 
are dark horses nowadays as they 
were so good last year. We want the 
best players in the best league, playing 
in the best competition at the latter 
stages.”

n TNT Sports is the ultimate home 
for sports fans. You can stream TNT 
Sports on the discovery+ app and 
watch on all major TV platforms. This 
isn’t Just Sport, This is Everything. For 
more info visit: tntsports.co.uk

COVENTRY secured their 
highest ever finish in the 
Championship last sea-
son and young second 
row George Smith knows 
there’s added pressure 
this time around.

Smith, 22, made 18 ap-
pearances and scored two 
tries in his first Cham-
pionship campaign as 
Cov improved from their 
eighth place in 2021/22 to 
third last season. 

The 6ft 9in, 19st 8lb lock 
stepped up last season 
from Old Redcliffians on a 
trial basis before impress-
ing enough to earn a per-
manent deal.

He said: “I am very ex-
cited for next season but 
there is a bit of  pressure 
on us to perform follow-
ing our great performance 
last season. We’ve signed 
some really good players 
who are going to bring a 
lot to the team. 

“My first season had 
lots of  learning being in 
the environment for the 
first time. I played a lot 
of  matches early on and 
while there are always 
things you can do better, 
it was a good first season.”

A big ball carrier and 
tough tackler, Smith is 
thriving in the Champi-
onship and believes the 
league will get stronger as 
a result of  its involvement 
in the Premiership Cup.

He said: “It’s a physical 
league that is undervalued 
in a lot of  ways, there’s 
a lot of  good players. 
There’s going to be a lot of  
competition this year, Jer-
sey and Ealing have made 
some big signings.

“The Prem Cup will be 
a good spotlight opportu-
nity for people to perform 
in scenarios in which 
they haven’t before in the 
Championship, it’s going 
to open up a lot of  doors.”

Smith says he owes a lot 
to head coach Alex Rae for 
his growth in the last year. 
“Alex has been awesome 
for me, he’s really helped 
my game come along,” he 
said. “He used to be in a 
similar position to me be-
ing a young lock once. He’s 
helped me set piece wise 
and has been good on a 
personal level. He’s helped 
me in every situation I 
need advice on.”

Cov fly-half  Pat Pel-
legrini is set to represent 
Tonga at the World Cup 
and Smith added: “Pat is 
such a good player, we’re 
all very proud of  him. It’s 
great he’s been capped and 
hopefully he gets selected. 
It’s good for the club as 
well to get some exposure 
overseas.”

BEN JAYCOCK

Smith’s 
backing 
Cov to 
get better 

NEWS
EXTRA

Rugby Calendar 
Working closely with our army of top 
photographers, The Rugby Paper 
produces an annual calendar – your 
perfect opportunity to advertise with 
us 365 days a year!

Rugby 
Podcast
‘The Rugby Paper’ 
podcast is your 
ultimate backstage 
pass to the 
most captivating 
debates, controversies, highs and 
lows within the game.
Hosted by our team of seasoned 
rugby journalists alongside former and 
current greats of the sport, this riveting 
podcast delivers an unparalleled 
insider perspective that true fans crave 
with detailed insights, interviews and 
analysis of all the biggest stories and 
issues across the world of rugby.
‘The Rugby Paper’ podcast caters to 
all levels of rugby….from the Rugby 
World Cup and Six Nations to the 
domestic game and everything in 
between, keeping listeners up-to-
date on the moments and decisions 
that shape the course of the rugby 
landscape.
Become a headline sponsor, or 
advertiser on the podcast to get 
your message in front of a vibrant 
community of rugby enthusiasts who 
make our podcast a weekly ritual.

Rugby Covered

Top Columnists

Interviews

News

Results

Match Reports



...Print
Standard advert sizesAdvertising opportunities

...Digital
Standard desktop & mobile sizes

STANDARD Desktop & Mobile Specs:

Site WRAP .........................Price on application 
Leaderboard .....................................................£600
Large Leaderboard MPU ..................................£600
MPU ................................................................. £300
140 x 300 .......................................................... £250 
140 x 140 .......................................................... £200

CUSTOMISED

Native/Sponsored posts ..................................... POA
Social .................................................................. POA
Newsletter .................................... £125 per week
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“Ferry travel is the 

answer to travelling 

cost effectively, 

fl exibly, sustain-

ably and stress free”

Score a winning try at 

the Rugby World Cup 

with Direct Ferries
A

s the Rugby World 

Cup gets under-
way in France on 

Friday September 

8 there’s no better 

– or easier – way 
for fans to travel 

to the iconic tournament than by 

ferry.
As the world’s largest ferry 

ticket booking site, Direct Ferries 

offers fans a convenient, reliable 

and cost-effective way to see the 

hotly anticipated England, Ireland, 

Scotland and Wales rugby matches 

across France and enjoy the sites 

and scenes of  ‘L’Hexagone’.

Unleash the spirit of  adventure 

Ferry journeys enhance the travel 

experience and offer a fun and 

adventurous way to reach your 

destination. Not only this, but 

with fixtures on up and down the 

country, choosing to travel by ferry 

with a car means fans can move be-

tween matches at their own leisure, 

in their own time. 
Providing the freedom to roam 

inspires the spirit for adventure. 

Explore the picturesque coastal 

and country regions of  France on 

scenic and traffic free roads and 

take some time to visit the nation’s 

renowned cultural landmarks in 

host cities, including Bordeaux, 

Lille, Marseille, Nantes, Nice, Par-

is, St Etienne and Toulouse. 

Ferries = Hassle Free Travel 

Ferry travel is the answer to trav-

elling cost effectively, comfortably, 

flexibly, sustainably and stress free. 

There is no costly luggage allow-

ance, and you can wave goodbye to 

airport delays and flight cancel-

lations. Pack your car to the brim 

with your favourite tees and rugby 

merch and use the roof  for extra 

baggage or even bikes. All strapped 

in? It’s time to kick back, put on 

the A/C, play your best road trip 

tunes and enjoy all the benefits of  

travelling in the comfort of  your 

own car.
Ships are equipped with spacious 

and comfortable lounges, restau-

rants, bars, TV areas, cinemas and 

duty-free shops, not to mention the 

stunning and calming sea view. 

And for overnight crossings, en 

suite cabin options offer peace, rest 

and privacy to ensure that you ar-

rive at your destination revitalised 

and ready to embrace rugby fever!

Ferries are a more sustainable 

travel choice
The travel sector accounts for 

around 8 per cent of  global carbon 

emissions, and there is now more 

than ever a desire for people to 

make greener and more eco-friend-

ly choices when it comes to 

travelling and reducing their travel 

carbon footprint.
Ferry travel allows travellers to 

make greener and more eco-friend-

ly choices. The Direct Ferries Car-

bon Calculator allows passengers 

to calculate their carbon footprint, 

travelling by train and ferry, car 

and ferry (petrol and electric) and 

short-haul flight, so they can see 

the positive impact they are mak-

ing in just a few clicks.  

For example, the calculator 

shows that a car travelling with 

four passengers travelling to a 

match from London to Paris could 

lower their emissions by 60 per 

cent by travelling with a car and 

ferry, in comparison to taking a 

short-haul flight.

Ferries offer Freedom 

and Flexibility 

Taking a ferry to France has 

never been easier. Rugby fans can 

depart from a number of  ports on 

England’s south coast, including 

Dover, Portsmouth, Plymouth and 

Poole and arrive at their destina-

tion in as little as 90 minutes.

Choose between Brittany Fer-

ries, P&O Ferries, Irish Ferries or 

DFDS and bring the car across the 

Channel.
Take the overnight ferry from 

Portsmouth to St Malo with Brit-

tany ferries and drive five hours 

south to the Nouveau Stade de Bor-

deaux to watch Wales play Fiji. The 

UNESCO-listed city of  Bordeaux 

is a stylish coastal city which ele-

gantly blends tradition and moder-

nity. Known for its exquisite wines, 

take some time out to indulge in 

a wine tasting experience. Or get 

active at the 
beach, 

and experience the coastal magic 

of  Arcachon, Europe’s longest and 

highest dune of  sand.

Or sail from Portsmouth to Le 

Havre and drive two and a half  to 

three hours to cheer on your favou-

rite teams and watch them battle it 

out at the Stade de France in Paris. 

The iconic French capital will host 

some of  the most crucial matches 

during the tournament – with a 

wealth of  things to do and explore. 

Take the time to explore the 

city’s landmarks, including the 

Eiffel Tower, Louvre Museum, and 

Notre-Dame Cathedral.

Tickets are selling fast, so please 

visit the Direct Ferries website 

to find the perfect ferry for your 

World Cup rugby trip. And even if  

games are sold out, the parties and 

atmosphere around the tourna-

ment will be well worth the 

experience!
Book now to experience 

the biggest Rugby World 

Cup matches by 
ferry this September 

directferries.co.uk
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C
heslin Kolbe’s mid-
contract switch
from Toulouse to
Toulon raised a few
eyebrows in
France. The deal
itself  is not a prob-

lem – nevermind the clear disgust of
La Rochelle’s Jonathan Danty, who
described it as, ‘a shame’ and said it
‘tarnishes the image of  the players’. 

Danty’s views are at the harsh end
of  the spectrum – Kolbe and
Toulouse were heading inexorably
towards a divorce, anyway, and all
parties decided a quick break would
be less painful than a drawn-out
parting of  the ways. 

And the fact is the rules that allow
for it have been exploited for years.
Montpellier spent €1m or so to buy
out Louis Picamoles’ Northampton
contract after just one season in the
Premiership, then another €1.4mil-
lion to bring Johan Goosen out of
‘retirement’ by buying his contract
from Racing 92.

Lyon forked out an unspecified
sum – rumoured to hit seven figures
– to pry Josua Tuisova from Toulon.
And in 2018, Stade Francais shelled-
out €750,000 for the services of  Gael
Fickou a year before his existing
Toulouse deal had expired, and
spent another €700,000 convincing
La Rochelle to let Yoann Maestri
leave before he even arrived. 

No, the issue is that these moves
are becoming more common: Kolbe’s
deal is the second big-name club
change in a matter of  months, after
Fickou made a bargain-basement
late-season move from Stade Fran-
cais to Racing 92 in March. 

That’s a far-from exhaustive list
and doesn’t include those players

such as Picamoles, Levan Chilacha-
va, George Merrick, and Thomas
Jolmes who were going to leave a
club at the end of  the season anyway,
but were allowed to join their new
employers early.

Danty’s not alone in his opinion,
either. Others have blamed players
for ‘not respecting their contracts’, as
if  that’s the only thing that matters,
while others have suggested rugby is
taking too many steps along the rocky
road towards football-style transfers
and players as commodities.

Rene Bouscatel, the relatively
recently elected president of  the
Ligue Nationale de Rugby (LNR),
which runs the top two professional
divisions in France, is concerned
enough to want to be seen to be
doing something. He told L’Equipe:
“We need to think about this trans-
fer period so that it does not take
place during the season. Until now, it
has been very limited in the number
of  players. But there have been two
cases, one last season (Fickou), one
this season (Kolbe), which must
push the LNR board to reflect. We
will certainly have discussions to
see if  there are rules to put in place.”

Whether he’s hinting here at a
transfer window, with some sort of
deadline day remains to be seen.
There would be issues – players’
union Provale would fight for exten-
sions for players who find
themselves suddenly unemployed.

Kolbe’s mid-contract move looks an
awful lot like transfer market proto-
duck. And it makes a noise that to
the untrained, non-lawyerly ear
sounds a lot like a proto-quack.

Kolbe, if  he was watching from
Australia where he’s with South
Africa’s squad, saw his new Toulon
side – stripped of  some 20 players for
various reasons – draw 24-24 with
Montpellier. Anthony Belleau’s
eight penalties were eventually can-
celled out by an after-the-hooter try
from back row Zach Mercer.

Earlier, Biarritz – in their first
Top 14 outing for seven seasons –
served notice on the rest of  the Top
14 with a dominant 27-15 win over an
undercooked Bordeaux. But for a
two-try burst of  pride in the final ten
minutes from the visitors, this was
Biarritz all the way. Twelve other
clubs now know not to underesti-
mate the Basque side.

Perpignan, promoted as ProD2
champions, found their return to the
top flight much harder, losing 36-15 at

Bouscatel, a lawyer by training,
profession and inclination, has what
may appear to non-lawyers as a tech-
nicality-led relationship with
transfers. Officially, he is against
player transfers of  the football kind. 

But … there’s a but. He appeared
to hedge his bets somewhat, soon
after his election as LNR President
earlier this year, telling journalists:
“Personally, I am against transfers
in rugby, as is done in soccer. I con-
sider, perhaps in a backward-looking
way, that people are not merchandise.
On the other hand, buying out a con-
tract is not a transfer fee in my eyes.”

Regardless of  that legal
corkscrew, it seems we’re heading
along a very particular road and it
seems there’s no easy turning back
if  a commodity or not-commodity
decision isn’t made soon.

The deal that took Kolbe from
Toulouse to Toulon may not, in a
legal sense, be a ‘transfer’ – but
we’re so used to the football-style
twice-yearly player market that

Brive on a pitch that had to be paint-
ed green due to a fungal infection. 

The pitch, unusually, was not
much better at Castres – and
matched the poor quality of  action.
Ben Urdapilleta scored the game’s
only try to beat Pau 16-12 in a penal-
ty-strewn arm wrestle. Neither side
looked ready for the new campaign.

Centre Olivier Klemenczak’s late
try for Racing – rounding off  a scin-
tillating move that started deep in
their own 22 – was not the final score
of  the Parisian derby. But it was a
length-of-the-pitch turnaround as
hosts Stade Francais tried to fight
their way back into the game. Kylan
Hamdoaui then scored an intercept
try for Stade to give the final 36-21
score a gloss of  respectability.

This evening, Ronan O’Gara’s La
Rochelle entertain Toulouse in a
repeat of  last season’s Top 14 and
Champions Cup finals, after Lyon
and Clermont – who played one
another in pre-season ten days ago –
meet again, this time for real.

“Buying out a con-
tract is not a transfer
fee in my eyes”

- Rene Bouscatel

Kolbe saga
could lead
to transfer
windows

Serving notice:
Ex-Harlequins
fly-half Brett
Herron scores
in Biarritz’s win 
over Bordeaux 

Biarritz 27-15 Bordeaux
Brive 36-15 Perpignan
Castres 16-12 Pau
Stade Francais 21-36 Racing 92
Toulon 24-24 Montpellier

                          P  W  L  D    F     A    Diff  Pts
Brive                       1    1    0    0     36     15      21      5
Racing 92              1    1    0    0     36     21      15      4
Biarritz                   1    1    0    0     27     15      12      4
Castres                  1    1    0    0     16     12        4      4
Montpellier             1    0    0    1     24     24        0      2
Toulon                    1    0    0    1     24     24        0      2
Pau                        1    0    1    0     12     16      -4      1
Clermont Auvergne  0    0    0    0       0       0        0      0
La Rochelle            0    0    0    0       0       0        0      0
Lyon                       0    0    0    0       0       0        0      0
Toulouse                 0    0    0    0       0       0        0      0
Bordeaux Bègles    1    0    1    0     15     27    -12      0
Stade Francais       1    0    1    0     21     36    -15      0
Perpignan              1    0    1    0     15     36    -21      0
Sunday September 5:
Lyon v ASM Clermont Auvergne, La
Rochelle v Toulouse
Saturday September 11:
ASM Clermont Auvergne v Castres, Mont-
pellier v Brive, Pau v Lyon, Perpignan v
Biarritz Olympique, Bordeaux Bègles v
Stade Francais, Racing 92 v La Rochelle
Sunday September 12:
Toulouse v Toulon

Top 14 results and fixtures
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Ireland ............................... 29pts England ..............................10pts

ANOTHER day, an-
other English disci-
plinary implosion 
with a red card, this 
time given to Billy 
Vunipola, for a head-
high tackle on Ire-
land loose-head An-
drew Porter in the 
52nd minute of  this 
Red Rose warm-up 
debacle in Dublin.

At that stage the game 
was already up for Steve 
Borthwick’s side. They 
were trailing 12-3 at half-
time to an Irish line-up 
which had already scored 
two first-half  tries – 
through Bundee Aki and 
Garry Ringrose – despite 
having to scrape off  a fair 
bit of  ring-rust since their 
Grand Slam triumph six 
months ago.

England’s indiscipline 
has become a chronic 
weakness, and until it 
is remedied by a radical 
change in attitude and 
rigour, their chances of  
making a statement at this 
World Cup are negligible.

Whether under Borth-
wick, or his predecessor 
Eddie Jones, this era of  
England players are seri-
al offenders, and the rot 
has spread so deep that 
any headway they make is 
soon undermined.

Borthwick now faces 
the headache of  Vunipola, 
the only outright No.8 in 
his squad, being banned 
for England’s opening pool 
matches alongside last 
week’s high-tackle offend-
er, Owen Farrell.

With England reduced 

to 14-men for their third 
consecutive match against 
Ireland, it did not take long 
for the hosts to make them 
pay, scoring another three 
second-half  touchdowns, 
by James Lowe, Mack 
Hansen, and their bench 
centurion Keith Earls, to 
rack-up a five-try haul.

All they managed in 
reply was a late Kyle Sin-
ckler touchdown when he 
just managed to force his 
way to the whitewash af-
ter being set-up when Ben 
Earl made an impressive 
burst off  the base of  a re-
treating seven-man En-
gland scrum.

The moment that 
brought the house down 
for the Irish was when the 
35-year-old Earls celebrat-
ed his 100th cap by scoring 
in the corner with a diving 
somersault after a long 
pass by Aki, with Jack 
Crowley’s conversion giv-
ing the home side their 
winning margin.    

The standing ovation 
from the Aviva Stadium 
crowd was fully deserved, 
but the ease with which 
England’s defence was 

outmaneuvered was a 
painful reminder of  how 
far standards have fallen 
since the 2019 World Cup. 

There were signs from 
the pre-match warm-up, 
where some England play-
ers appeared to meander 
through the process, that 
this team were not champ-
ing at the bit. 

This was reinforced 
when two speculative 
early kicks were not ac-
companied by a cavalry 
charge of  English chasers, 
and although early En-
glish possession was re-
warded when Ford kicked 
a penalty to give them a 3-0 
start after an Irish offside, 
it was the Grand Slam 
champions who made the 
first telling thrust.

It started when Hansen 
fielded an English high 
ball, and from the recycle 
a neat short pass by Josh 
van der Flier sent Peter 
O’Mahony through a gap-
ing midfield hole. Ireland 
very rarely scorn such 
clear cut chances, and 
there was no change here 
as they applied the finish-
ing touches when the vet-

eran flanker drew the last 
defender before passing 
inside to send Aki over.

After Ross Byrne’s con-
version gave the Irish a 7-3 
lead, it was soon apparent 
that overall Ireland were 
surprisingly rusty, mak-
ing more unforced errors 
than they made in their 
entire Grand Slam cam-
paign six months ago.

However, they were still 
leagues ahead of  England. 
Borthwick’s experienced 
line-up were blunt and dis-
jointed in attack, and too 
often lacking drive, cohe-
sion, and bite in defence. 

The England scrum was 
once more deficient in 
technique and discipline, 
with Will Stuart enduring 
another uncomfortable af-
ternoon at tight-head, and 
in the loose they came sec-
ond to the Irish forwards 

despite the grit showed by 
Courtney Lawes and Earl. 

Ben Youngs was 
guilty of  giving his chas-
ers a thankless task by 
over-clubbing his box-
kicks, and this allowed 
man-of-the-match Hansen 
to sweep them up, mostly 
unchallenged.

Connacht’s Auss-
ie-Irishman was a con-
stant threat, counter-at-
tacking with verve to 
expose England’s short-
comings.

Hansen did this in style 
after a flowing attack in-
volving Van der Flier, By-
rne, Lowe and O’Mahony 
saw the ball recycled to 
him, and his laser beam 
cross-kick to the touchline 
saw Ringrose step inside 
Freddie Steward to score 
just before the interval.      

Vunipola’s shoulder to 

nBy NICK 
CAIN

Tries: Aki 8, Ringrose 38, Lowe 55, Hansen 65, Earls 73

Conversions: Byrne 9, Crowley 74

Tries: Sinckler 71
Conversions: Ford 72

Penalties: Ford 4

Time is 
running 
out for 
chaotic 
England

thing that as a team we 
need to make sure we’re 
getting better at. To win 
these type of  matches, if  
you want to win consis-
tently, you need to have 
15 men on the field. When 
you have 14 you give your-
self  some work to do. We 
need to get better at that. 
We will have to wait and 
see what comes of  it.

“We know he didn’t 
do it on purpose. In rug-
by these things happen 
at such quick pace. He 
didn’t mean to tackle 
high.”

Vunipola does not have 
a poor record and with 
good behaviour could 
get two or three matches 
but crucially that would 
mean missing the opener 
in Marseille against Ar-
gentina. And cards at any 
stage in France will prove 
costly.

Head coach Steve 
Borthwick added: “I 
spoke to Billy briefly and, 
clearly, he is disappoint-
ed. He knows there is a 
process to go through this 
week. We want to keep 
players on the pitch for 
80 minutes of  every game 
and when you are playing 
the No.1 ranked team in 
their stadium, it becomes 
a very difficult task.

“There are disciplinary 
processes this week and 
hopefully we will find 
a conclusion to both of  
them next week. We talk-
ed about the way this 
week was disrupted and 
how I had to adapt and 
we will need to adapt next 
week. It certainly hasn’t 
helped our preparation 
and we are going to have 
to minimise the disrup-
tion from it to get the per-
formance we want.”

Courtney Lawes, En-
gland captain in Farrell’s 
absence, said: “People 
aren’t doing this on pur-
pose. With split second 
decisions things happen. 
We’ve got to try to make 
the sport safe for every-
one that plays. That’s why 
these sanctions are put in 
place. We got a red card 
today but we’re not trying 
to hurt each other. It’s not 
a question of  just saying 
tackle lower, but all we 
can do is keep working 
on it.”

Ireland boss Andy Far-
rell is set to name his 
World Cup squad on Au-
gust 28 and Keith Earls, 
celebrating his 100th 
cap with a diving try as 
Ireland finished with a 
flourish to bag their fifth 
score, did his cause no 
harm off  the bench.

Vunipola 
adds to 
Red Rose 
problems 

Running the show: 
Garry Ringrose breaks 
the tackle of Elliot 
Daly to score Ireland’s 
second try

PICTURES: 
Getty Images
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Flashpoint: Billy Vunipola tackles Andrew Porter

Summer Nations Series in 
association 

with
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Porter’s head was probably 
more about fatigue than in-
tent, but even before the of-
fence was upgraded to red, 
his sin-bin absence was 
punished on 54 minutes by 
a long looping Byrne pass 
to the touchline which put 
Lowe in.

Ten minutes later Ire-
land scored again when an 
Irish lineout drive spear-
headed by young bench 
lock Joe McCarthy was 
stopped just short, and 
from quick ruck ball Jami-
son Gibson-Park linked 
with Byrne, and his 15 
metre pass gave Hansen 
enough time and space to 
wrong-foot Steward for try 
number four.  

If  you wanted a mea-
sure of  English despera-
tion going into this third 
match of  a World Cup 
warm-up series mired in 

Red Rose mediocrity, look 
no further than the huff-
ing and puffing this week 
from the England coaches 
and players over Farrell’s 
enforced absence.

Irrespective of  the dis-
ciplinary convolutions 
that followed Farrell’s 
red card against Wales at 
Twickenham last week-
end, how England head 
coach Borthwick has led 
the attempt to turn a play-
er guilty of  a high tackle 
to the head into a wronged 
victim has stretched the 
bounds of  credibility to 
breaking point.

England should have 
put the Farrell incident 
behind them immediately, 
and planned all along to 
play a reshuffled backline 
against the Irish, with 
Ford at fly-half, rather 
than anticipate a reprieve 

for the England captain 
and talk about playing 
him in Dublin.

The confusion and lack 
of  focus was catching, and 
after Earls had finished 
the Irish scoring with 
a flourish it was left to 
Lawes, as the captain, to 
try to put the match into 
some sort of  perspective.

Lawes was candid. 
“That is not the perfor-
mance we wanted – we re-
ally hurt ourselves today 
with a lot of  errors and 
indiscipline.”

Honesty of  this sort is 
welcome, and essential. It 
is also at least a starting 
point for finding reme-
dies for a long list of  Red 
Rose deficiencies, but with 
only the Fiji warm-up to 
come, and the World Cup 
imminent, time is not on 
England’s side.

MATCH STATS...

IRELAND v ENGLAND
5 Tries 1

2/5 Conversions 1/1

0/0 Penalties 1/2

40% Kicking success 67%

0 Drop-goals 0

32 Kicks from hand 27

173 Passes 127

109 Runs 96

51% Possession 49%

41% Territory 59%

440 Metres run with ball 482

6 Clean breaks 3

24 Defenders beaten 19

5 Offloads 6

73/75 Rucks won 66/70

12 Turnovers conceded 15

120 Tackles 111

19 Missed tackles 24

86% Tackling success 82%

6 Scrums won 4

0 Scrums lost 1

16 Lineouts won 12

3 Lineouts lost 0

10 Penalties conceded 13

0/0 Yellow/red cards 0/1

Attendance: 51,000
Referee: Paul Williams (NZ)

Shrugged off Vunipola’s 
high shot but not as 
prominent as usual 

Rating: 6 out of 10

1. ANDREW PORTER

Limped off early after live-
ly loose play undermined 
by inaccurate throwing

Rating: 6

2. DAN SHEEHAN

REPLACEMENTS

IRELAND

16. Rob Herring
– for Sheehan 38. Over anxious 6
17. Jeremy Loughman
– for Porter 72. Late show 6
18. Finlay Bealham
– for Furlong 73. Big tackles 7
19. Joe McCarthy
– for O’Mahony. Few touches 6 
20. Caelan Doris
– for Ryan 69. Last knockings 6
21. Conor Murray
– for Gibson-Park 66. Slotted in 6
22. Jack Crowley
– for Byrne 69. Neat touches 6
23. Keith Earls
– for Lowe 58. Big C 7

Got away with dropping 
a scrum, powerful surges 
vexed England’s defence

Rating: 7

3. TADHG FURLONG

Another who felt his way 
into the game, mistiming 
early interventions

Rating: 6

4. TADHG BEIRNE

Ireland had some early 
lineout issues but he 
resolved them and led 
astutely

Rating: 7

5. JAMES RYAN

Set up Aki’s try with a 
well-timed break, will get 
sharper

Rating: 6

6. PETER O’MAHONY

So much more than a 
breakdown pest, keeps 
his side driving forward

Rating: 8

7. JOSH VAN DER FLIER

First start, grew into the 
contest to highlight Ire-
land’s back row riches

Rating: 7

8. CIAN PRENDERGAST

Shook off early rust to 
exploit his side’s superi-
ority in the loose

Rating: 7

9. JAMISON GIBSON-PARK

Not fazed when moves 
did not come off, long 
passing stretched 
England

Rating: 7

10. ROSS BYRNE

Outrageous early long 
clearance kick captured 
how he operates with 
maximum impact

Rating: 8

11. JAMES LOWE

Supporting run for a try, 
not required much in 
defence

Rating: 7

12. BUNDEE AKI

Reads the game so well 
that he is invariably in the 
right position 

Rating: 8

13. GARRY RINGROSE

Looks ungainly but takes 
some stopping and 
makes things happen 

Rating: 8

14. MACK HANSEN

Tested by Ford’s kicking, 
hard to catch in pos-
session

Rating: 7 out of 10

15. HUGO KEENAN

Up for it but was on 
FM while some of his 
team-mates were tuned 
in to AM

Rating: 7 out of 10

1. ELLIS GENGE

A player England cannot 
afford to succumb to the 
shoulder charge tackle 
blight

Rating: 7

2. JAMIE GEORGE

REPLACEMENTS

ENGLAND

16. Theo Dan
– for George 66. Added zip 7
17. Joe Marler
– for Genge 56. Old head 6
18. Kyle Sinckler
– for Stuart 45. Finally fired 7
19. Ollie Chessum
– for Ribbans 50. Mixed bag 6 
20. Jack Willis
– for Lawes 74. Late addition n/a
21. Danny Care
– for Youngs 56. Raised tempo 7
22. Marcus Smith
– for Daly 69. Found space 7
23. Ollie Lawrence
– for Tuilagi 60. One burst 6

A hard evening up front 
and in broken play, 
caught out defensively

Rating: 6

3. WILL STUART

Does the work of two 
which means he con-
cedes a few penalties, 
deserves more

Rating: 7

4. MARO ITOJE

Defensively solid, but 
England’s front five did 
not carry enough

Rating: 6

5. DAVID RIBBANS

England are so much 
better with him, leads 
with calm authority

Rating: 7

6. COURTNEY LAWES (C)

May find himself at 8 
against Argentina, suits 
the position with his 
direct running

Rating: 6

7. BEN EARL

Was building on the 
previous week until an 
inexcusable tackle blew it

Rating: 4

8. BILLY VUNIPOLA

Box-kicked from the off 
with varying success, 
less assured out of 
structure

Rating: 6

9. BEN YOUNGS

Got his line moving early 
on, needed quicker pos-
session – tackled low!

Rating: 7

10. GEORGE FORD

Chased hard but missed 
tackles and got turned 
over

Rating: 6

11. ELLIOT DALY

Recovered from early 
defensive lapse but taken 
off as he started to have 
impact 

Rating: 6

12. MANU TUILAGI

Only got into the game 
when England were 
down to 14 and opened 
up

Rating: 6

13. JOE MARCHANT

Enjoyed a couple of early 
touches only to be re-
duced to defensive duty

Rating: 6

14. ANTHONY WATSON

Defensive bulwark, but 
has so much more to 
offer

Rating: 7

15. FREDDIE STEWARD

PLAYER WATCH...BY PAUL REES

At last: Kyle 
Sinckler 
goes over 
for England’s 
only try

Elevate your rugby experience keithprowse.co.uk/twickenham
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Flying Fijians ready 
to take on the world
FIJI winger Jiuta Wa-
iniqolo says his side 
are not feeling any 
pressure as they pre-
pare for their critical 
World Cup opener 
against Wales on Sun-
day.

Fiji have risen to sev-
enth in the World Rugby 
rankings after their first 
win against England last 
weekend at Twickenham.

They have lost just once 
all season, to world num-
ber two side France. Vic-
tories over Tonga, Samoa 
and Japan won them the 
Pacific Nations Cup, and 
the Flying Fijians hold 
their highest-ever rank-
ing, above Pool C rivals 
Wales and Australia. 

And Wainiqolo – who 
won Olympic Gold with 
Fiji Sevens at Tokyo 2020 
before making the switch 
to the 15-a-side game – be-
lieves the Pacific Island 
team head into this tour-

nament with one of  the 
strongest sides they’ve 
ever had.

He said: “This is my first 
World Cup, but the boys 
who have already played in 
World Cups have said this 
is one of  the best Fiji teams 
they’ve been involved in. 

“We’re young and very 
fit compared to previous 
teams, with some big 
names and senior players 
like Semi Radradra, wise 
guys playing in France, 
and young players in Su-
per Rugby. It’s a good mix.”

Fiji have reached the 
World Cup quarter-finals 
before, beating Wales in 
a thrilling 38-34 win that 
saw them progress to the 
knockout stages in 2007, 
but it is hard to dispute 
that this current team are 
the most consistent and 
well-oiled machine the na-
tion has produced. 

Historically, while hav-
ing fleeting successes and 
sporadically running top 
tier opponents close, Fiji 
have always been held 

back by inconsistency in 
the physicality, game-man-
agement and discipline. 

But as his coach Simon 
Raiwalui did in the press 
conference following the 
win over England, Wain-
iqolo credits the creation 
of  the Fijian Drua just two 
seasons ago as being key 
to exposing Fijian players 
who don’t play for other 
Super Rugby teams, in the 
Premiership or in the Top 
14 – as he does with Toulon 
– to high-level rugby on a 
regular basis.

“In a lot of  our games 
this year we’ve seen an 
improvement on previous 
World Cups in offsides and 
penalties for example,” he 
added.

“Thanks to the Fijian 
Rugby Union making the 
Drua team in Super Rugby, 
development is way better.

“It’s made a big differ-
ence this year, to play in 
a quarter-final against 
Crusaders was great and 
they’ve been improv-
ing every year. It will be 

great next year with more 
games in Fiji, and the fans 
and the people of  Fiji will 
love it.”

With the added weight 
of  expectation that Fiji 
have heading into this 
World Cup, it would per-
haps follow that this leaves 
them exposed to a level 
of  pressure they have not 
been under in previous 
tournaments.

From being the 
fourth-highest ranked 
team in their pool in 2015 
– in a group where Wales 
and Australia progressed 
– to being the third-highest 
in 2019, where the same 
two teams went through, 
they are now the first tier 
two nation to head into 
a World Cup as the top 
ranked team in any pool.

But Wainiqolo insists 
there is no added pressure. 

“For me personally, I 
don’t feel any pressure,” he 
added. “I’ve played in the 
Olympics, so this intensity 
is normal. 

“Being named in the 

World Cup squad was a 
huge achievement for 
me, I am very proud 
for myself  and my 
family to represent 
my country.

“In Fiji some 
supporters always 
say negative things, 
like every country, 
but we know ourselves. 
Through being in camp 
and training together we 
believe in ourselves and 
we’re ready for one of  the 
toughest World Cups. 

“The tier one teams and 
so many tier two teams are 
stacked with big names. So 
we don’t feel any pressure 
because all we can do is 
take it day-by-day to get ev-
erything right before the 
World Cup.

“Our main focus right 
now is Wales. We’re real-
ly looking forward to that 
game. We got very close 
against Australia in the 
first game last time, so we 
know with the improve-
ments we’ve made we’ve 
got a chance.”

nBy NICK 
POWELL

Confident: Jiuta Wainiqolo in action for Fiji
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Nick Cain special report
These are the three steps to
ease this dementia horror 

This is tip
of iceberg
says brain
expert doc
LEGAL proceedings
will start tomorrow 
on behalf  of  eleven
brain-damaged former
England and Wales
internationals amid a
grim prediction that
they will be the first of
‘hundreds’.

World Rugby, the RFU
and the WRU will be sent a
Letter of  Action from the
law firm representing the
players, all under the age of
45, warning of  the immi-
nent issue of  a court claim.   

“This is just the start, the
tip of  the iceberg,” Dr

Barry O’Driscoll, an out-
spoken critic of  the sport’s
failure to act more decisive-
ly on concussion, told The
Rugby Paper. “There will be
hundreds of  cases across
the globe – that’s certain.  

“It’s not just dementia or
the progressive brain condi-
tion CTE (Chronic
Traumatic Encephalopa-
thy).  There are very strong
indications of  other neuro-
logical conditions, for
example anxiety and depres-
sion, affecting ex-players in
their 30s.

“This is a real crisis for
the sport. As the governing
body, World Rugby ought to
be very worried. The game
will survive but the sheer

number of  those suffering
from brain damage will
force it into significant, long
term change.

“I am delighted this
action is being taken
because it puts the players
first. Sadly it may be too late
to help some as we’ve seen
in the last few days but at
least from now on the play-
ers will know all the facts.

“Parents have to be
aware of  the potential dan-
gers. They have a right to
know the full story.  If  they
decide there is only a very
small percentage of  risk,
that’s fair enough.

“It’s the cumulative effect
Continued on Page 5> Match action - starts Page 8>>

Dragon-slayer: 
Wasps’ Thomas
Young scores
their fourth try in
the 24-8 victory 
in Newport

PICTURE: 
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RFU chief  executive Bill
Sweeney has not ruled out
some of  the Six Nations
games disappearing behind
a paywall.

The current TV deal for
the tournament, shared
between the BBC and ITV,
which has seen all matches
on free-to-air runs out in
2022.

The recent Autumn
Nations Cup was broadcast
by internet giants Amazon
with some of  the games
also available on free-to-air.

Sweeney insists Amazon
were chuffed with the deal
and that talks could start
with them in the New Year
about increasing their
investment in the game.

Sweeney said: “The
Amazon situation has gone
really well and they are very
happy after the end of  the
Autumn Nations Cup in
terms of  what they were
looking for ahead of  Christ-
mas. It has gone very well
for them and they see ways
it can better as well. 

“We would hope this will
result in further conversa-
tions with them. 

Continued on Page 3>

Sweeney:
Six Nations
could go
to pay TV
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CHRIS Woakes is 
con� dent he and 
his team-mates 
will savour sweet 
success in Leeds to-
day and get them-
selves right back in 
the Ashes hunt.

Zak Crawley (9) and Ben 
Duckett (18) will resume 
on 27-0 hell-bent on giving 
Australia’s bowlers the 
runaround and helping En-
gland triumph in the cru-
cial Third Test.

The openers showed real 
desire and confidence to 
battle through a tough 25 
minutes in the Headingley 
evening sunshine. They 

made an explosive start 
to England’s chase for the 
251 runs needed to pull off  
what would be a remark-
able victory and leave their 
country 2-1 behind in the 
series.

Ben Stokes’ men are in 
pole position after a se-
verely rain-affected third 
day ended with a dramatic 
and exciting final couple of  
hours play which saw Aus-
tralia bowled out for 224 
and then England’s bats-
men stand firm.

Woakes inspired an En-
gland fightback by taking 
3-68 and the veteran seamer 
insisted: “The lads did well 
to come through a tricky 
period this evening and 

Woakes puts 
England back 
in Ashes hunt 
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BEFORE we get into 
what’s to come, 
let’s rewind to 
2019, to the last 
time the urn wound 
up on these shores, 
to when Steve 
Smith and Ellyse 

Perry were immov-
able and Ben Stokes 
went stratospheric.

For all of  Stokes' her-
oism and Jofra’s thun-
der, the men’s Ashes 
series was a slog at 
times, English minds 
and limbs exhausted 
after the exhilaration 

of  their World Cup vic-
tory just a couple of  
weeks before that first 
Test at Edgbaston. 

For four years, that 
win was everything, 
to turn the nadir of  a 
group-stage exit in 2015 
into a transformative 
win on home soil. 

After that, an Ashes 
win would’ve simply 
been a spectacular bo-
nus. Instead, the visi-
tors retained the urn 
but drew the series 2-2. 

For both sides, 
something was miss-
ing. For England, the 
perfect summer. For 

Australia, a clearly 
defined victory. It was 
an afterparty with an 
unsatisfactory ending.

This time round, 
the old contest is the
show, with England’s 
white-ball calendar 
shunted to the final 
days of  the summer. 

From June until 
the end of  July, there 
will be a clash of  
styles across five Test 
matches: England will 
stick to their philos-
ophy of  fearlessness; 
Australia will growl 
and respond by wed-
ding themselves to 

that thing they always 
do – of  being entirely 
ruthless. The hope is 
that the series rivals 
the exploits of  2005.

It is a big ask. But 
this series, with these 
players, provides such 
hope. 

Continued on P3

By Taha Hashim

Ahead of a bumper 
summer of Ashes 

action, we’re back!

Derek Pringle:Derek Pringle:
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OPINION

I
t was always going to finish 
with Stuart Broad. Those crick-
eting gods…

There I was thinking I’d had 
a decent farewell at Kent last 

year, winning a trophy in my last 
game for the club. And then Broady 
writes a script like that at The Oval 
last week. He hit his last ball in 
cricket for six – and it was off  his 
chest against the bouncer that he 
has struggled with since  
he was hit in the latter part of  his 
career, bowled by one of  the quick-
est bowlers in the world in  
Mitchell Starc. 

He took a wicket with the last 
ball he bowled, a Broad classic from 
around the wicket to the left-hander, 

swinging away to take the edge. 
Nobody’s better at bowling around 
the wicket to left-handers, pitch-
ing on off  stump and drawing the 
batter in.

And in between there was that 
bail switch. I’ve seen keepers and 
slips do that to get under the skin 
of  the batter, but I’ve never seen a 
bowler do it twice in a match and 
a wicket immediately falls. He did 
it in the first innings to Marnus 
Labuschagne, who was dismissed 
by Mark Wood the very next ball. 
Knowing Marnus to be crick-
et-nutty, I can well imagine that he 
wouldn’t have liked Stuart flipping 
the bails one little bit.

Stuart was just emerging at 

Leicestershire when I was at the 
club in the early 2000s. We didn’t 
play a first-team game together 
but I was his captain in a Second 
XI game in 2004 against Northants 
at Milton Keynes when he was a 
17-year-old. He bowled the quickest 
spell I’ve ever seen from someone 
that young, with the ball flying over 
the shoulder of  the bat. 

One thing that impressed me is 
that, about two balls into his spell, 
he asked me if  he could bowl a 
bouncer and I didn’t stop him: he 
produced a really sharp one as well. 
That was typical of  Stuart – he was 
always full of  ideas and thinking 
about how he wanted to bowl.

You just knew that this kid was 

special. There was something in the 
way he went about it, like a senior 
bowler in a young man’s body. You 
could see it in his eyes: he knew 
what he wanted to do and where 
he wanted to go, and nothing was 
going to stop him.

Those sort of  talents don’t come 
around often but you can normally 
see it when they do. I remember 
thinking the same thing when I 
came across a young Alastair Cook 
at Grace Road. Ian Bell was another 
one. And Jimmy Anderson of  
course. These guys figure out the 
game from a young age. 

I’m not going to lie though: I 
didn’t think he’d go on to take 604 
Test wickets!

When I first came across Stuart 
he was this scrawny kid with not 
an ounce of  fat on him, an opening 
batter who bowled a bit for Oakham 
School, and not yet particularly tall. 
That would soon change.

Initially he had a side-on action 
and bowl away-swingers. But I 
think he looked at some of  the 
great fast bowlers of  the game, in 
particular his idol Glenn McGrath, 
who would run the ball back into 
the right-hander and constantly ask 
questions in that corridor of  uncer-
tainty, only occasionally moving the 
ball away. Whereas when you are 
just bowling out-swingers the batter 
can often leave the ball. And if  you 
look at Stuart’s action over the 
last decade or so, it’s become more 
open-chested, with the ball running 
back towards the stumps and occa-
sionally holding its line, constantly 
threatening the batter. 

Broady was desperate to learn 
and at Leicester he had some skilful 
and experienced bowers to feed off  
such as Phil DeFreitas, Devon Mal-
colm, Ottis Gibson. Stuart would 
have been a sponge to all their 
advice and ideas.

The other thing about Stuart was, 
of  course, his sudden growth spurt. 
I left Leicestershire in 2004, before 
he had even made his first-class 
debut, and came up against him 
for Kent the following year in a 
45-over game at Grace Road, which 
was Stuart’s List A debut. I went 
up to him to give him a hug and in 
that moment I realised how much 
he’d grown. I was suddenly looking 
miles up to him!

It’s amazing to think that at 
the beginning of  2005 he hadn’t 
played any first-team cricket, but 
by 2007 he was an England player 
in all three formats of  the game. 

But when you get someone of  that 
physical stature who is regularly 
bowling mid-80s, with the odd 
quicker spell thrown in, it’s not a 
big surprise that they rise up the 
ranks so quickly.

He made a real impression in the 
2006 Twenty20 Cup, going for only 
4.5 runs an over and being a key 
member of  the Leicestershire side 
which won the competition that 
year. He was brilliant against us 
(Kent) in the quarter-finals at Grace 
Road, dismissing our top three – 
including me, caught at point by 
David Masters – and going for just 
13 runs in his four overs. 

Thankfully it was the only time 
he ever got me! Although to be fair 
I hardly saw him on the cricket 
field after that: there was a 40-over 
game at Canterbury in 2006 (when I 
dismissed my good pal Paul Nixon – 
sorry Nico, had to get that in!) and a 
tight Championship match at Trent 
Bridge two years later, by which 
time Broady had joined Notts. And 
since 2008: nothing!

I’ve kept in touch a bit, and 
we’ve played the odd round of  golf  
together. He and former cricketer 
Harry Gurney own the Tap & Run 
village pub in Upper Broughton, 
and it recently reopened after it 
was damaged in a fire last year. So 
I pop in there for a beer from time 
to time. I’ve seen Harry in there 
but never Stuart. Hopefully that’ll 
change now that he’s hung up his 
bowling boots.

The beginning: Stuart Broad 
pictured in 2005, the year he 
made his first-class debut

First fairy tale: 
Stuart Broad 

dismisses Kent’s 
Rob Key in the 

quarter-final of the 
2006 T20 Cup which 

Leicestershire  
went on to win

PICTURES: Alamy

DARREN STEVENS
HE WAS JUST A SCRAWNY 
KID, BUT YOU KNEW HE 
WAS SOMETHING PECIAL
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INTERVIEWS

THE ENCOURAGING 
form of Yorkshire’s 
left-handed opener, 
Finlay Bean, who has 
scored three Champi-
onship hundreds so 
far this summer, has 
helped lift the doom 
and gloom at Heading-
ley this summer. 

Impressive and mature 
centuries against Leicester-
shire (118), Gloucestershire 
(114) and most recently 135 
at New Road, Worcester, 
have substantially built on 
the promise the 21-year-old 
showed in June last year 
when he created headlines 
around the world by scor-
ing a barely credible 441 for 
Yorkshire seconds against 
Nottinghamshire II.

Born in Harrogate and 
forged at York Cricket Club 
of  the Yorkshire Premier 
League North, Bean batted 
for almost 12 hours, strik-
ing 52 fours and three six-

es, as he comfortably beat 
the previous Second XI 
record held by England’s  
current batting coach, 
Marcus Trescothick, who 
scored 322 for Somerset  
in 1997.

Bean’s personal triumph 
at Worcester arrived just 
before it was announced 
that he had received a new 
two-year contract, with the 
rookie batter upgraded to a 
senior professional.

“Last year, I had a lot 
of  scores between 50 and 
100 whereas this season so 
far, it’s been about mak-
ing it count and going on  
and getting big hundreds,” 
he says, just as Harry Brook 
continues his rapid rise 
from the same pathway.

“At Worcester, I was disap-
pointed to get out when I did 
because I left a few runs out 
there, so giving it away is al-
ways disappointing.

“During last winter, I 
worked hard on my red-ball 
game so that I had the best 
chance of  getting into the 

Championship side, and now 
my ambition is to try to keep 
scoring hundreds.

“To get my new contract 
is brilliant. I left the profes-
sional game during Covid 
and it was in doubt wheth-
er I’d get a crack at the pro-
game again, but I scored well 
for York and Yorkshire invit-
ed me back last year.

“I’ve always had self-be-
lief, so it’s nice that you’re 
being backed by the club 
and coaches. Looking 
ahead, playing Test cricket 
is the pinnacle of  the game 
and I absolutely want to  
get there.”

His Yorkshire opening 
partner, Adam Lyth, 35, did 
reach that goal, playing 
Tests against New Zealand 
and Australia in 2015.

Scoring more than 20,000 
runs in all formats since 
his Yorkshire debut in 2006, 
Lyth is vastly experienced 
and perfectly placed to ex-
press an opinion on Bean’s 
contributions.

“Finlay worked a lot on 

things during the winter, 
he’s improved and now play-
ing with much confidence,” 
says Lyth. “He’s a great lad 
to be around, fun in the mid-
dle and he’s the sort of  per-
son you want to do well.

“He and I are different 
players, but we comple-
ment each other. Finlay 
leaves the ball well and  
lets the ball come to him. 
What I’ve noticed is that 
when he gets into the thir-
ties and forties he’s got abili-
ty to get a hundred and that’s 
the sign of  a good player.

“Everyone is pleased 
for him. Finlay got a hun-
dred in the first Champion-
ship match [of  the season] 
against Leicestershire and 
has never looked back since. 
He has made a very good 
start to his career.”

No one is getting  
carried away by Bean’s 
success, but his undoubted 
talent has been recognised.  
Given his method and  
work ethic, his future  
looks highly promising.

There’s some-Fin special
about Yorks ace
By Guy Williams

SAM COOK’S stock 
has risen rampant-
ly over the last few 
years. The Essex 
seamer has been a 
fixture in the last 
two England Lions 
series, away in 
Sri Lanka over the 
winter and at home 
against South Afri-
ca the summer pri-
or, playing both 50-
over matches and 
unofficial Tests. 

He also had a fantastic 
season in The Hundred 
in 2022 – his 11 wickets 
included best figures of  
4-18 in a Player-of-the-
Match display in the fi-
nal, leading Trent Rock-
ets to the title. 

This season, Cook took 
16 T20 Blast wickets as 
Essex reached the final 
and his fantastic white-
ball form has seen him 
rewarded with an SA20 
contract with Joburg 
Super Kings for the next 
edition.

With Cook also among 

the wickets in the Coun-
ty Championship, it’s 
of  little surprise that he 
doesn’t see his star shin-
ing any brighter from one 
format to the next. 

“I give both of  them 
equal attention,” he tells 
TCP. “I’ve got aspirations 
to play at the top level in 
both red- and white-ball, 
so I’m trying to just make 
myself  the best cricketer 
whether it’s first-class, 
T20, whatever it might be, 
I’m completely focused on 
trying to improve in both 
areas of  the game and 
from my point of  view 
I don’t hold one higher 
than the other.”

That he’s played two 
formats for the Lions of  
late suggests he’s held in 
high esteem by those in 
positions of  power, and 
it’s hard to look past that 
translating to full En-
gland opportunities at 
some point: Cook wants 
it to be no secret that’s 
the goal he’s chasing.

“I’m trying to put my 
name in the hat, obvi-
ously getting that Lions 
recognition in the 50-over 
stuff  last summer and 

this winter I think proves 
that I’m in contention,” 
he says. “I’m desperate 
to play for England what-
ever the format is, if  it’s 
50-over, Test match, T20, 
whatever it might be, I’m 
trying to break into that 
side and hopefully the 
opportunity does come 
along in the near future.”

The SA20 could be the 
final stepping stone he 
needs in order to hop out 
of  county cricket’s wa-
ters and onto the shores 
of  international cricket, 
and the Essex man is 
well aware that experi-
ence could be invaluable 
on his quest.

“First and foremost , 
I’m looking at playing 
franchise with interna-
tional cricketers and 
having that interest from 
overseas. For an England 
place, that does warrant 
some recognition. 

“But also from an ex-
perience point of  view, 
playing out somewhere 
that I’ve not played be-
fore, having aspirations 
for England, you’re go-
ing to play not just at 
home but away, so get-

ting to experience play-
ing in South Africa is 
something that I’m very 
excited to do.

“It’s the all-round 
package of  trying to 
improve my game, play-
ing with top-level play-
ers in an environment 
that’s slightly different 
and trying to learn a bit 
about playing over there.

“I’m fairly well-trav-
elled now in the cricket 
world but South Africa 
is one that I’m yet to tick 
off  the list, so one that 
I’m really excited to get 
my teeth into.

“Last year it looked 
a brilliant tournament 
to be part of, the crowds 
looked amazing. I think 
the grounds were incred-
ible, it’s an incredible 
place, South Africa, and 
obviously the standard 
was extremely high. I’m 
just going to go out there 
and try and take as many 
wickets as I can.”

It’s a simple objective 
for Cook, and if  it goes 
right for him in a fran-
chise league, what fol-
lows could be a blossom-
ing international career.

Franchise fun 
appeals to Sam

International 
ambitions: 

Sam Cook 
playing for 

England Lions
PICTURES: Alamy

By Ciaran McCarthy

The first of  
many: Bean 

celebrates 
his first 

Championship 
hundred of  
the season

PICTURES: Alamy
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PENRITH versus St Annes was 
the only fixture to survive the 
rain in the Northern League as 
the two sides managed to get 
in a full day’s play in Cumbria. 

St Annes took the spoils, coming 
out victors by 53 runs after posting 
213-9 and restricting the hosts to 160 
all out.

A fine 83 from opening batter Yo-
han De Silva was the main contri-
bution for St Annes, the Sri Lankan 

first-class player hitting six fours and 
a six in a measured knock from 132 
balls. Samuel Hall took 4-53 from 10 
overs for Penrith, including the big 
wicket of  De Silva.

In reply, Alec McGloughlin bagged 
5-23 for St Annes as Penrith lost wick-
ets at regular enough intervals to nev-
er quite be in the chase.

Captain Greg Cameron top scored 
with 37 while the tenth wicket pairing 
of  James Ellis (22) and Finlay Hans-
ford (9no) frustrated St Annes as they 
put on 34 for the final wicket.

Cropston 14 5 6 0 3 17 27 0 193

Newton Linford 14 4 6 0 4 17 25 0 174

Syston Town 14 1 8 0 5 35 31 0 131

Kegworth Town 14 1 12 0 1 25 34 0 92

August 5: Cropston v Loughborough Town, Kibworth v 

Oakham, Leicester Ivanhoe v Rothley Park, Newtown 

Linford v Barrow Town, Sileby Town v Kegworth 

Town, Syston Town v Langtons

 

 LINCOLNSHIRE
Bracebridge Heath v Grantham - match abandoned

Grimsby Town v Market Deeping - match aban-

doned 

Nettleham v Woodhall Spa - match abandoned

Scunthorpe Town v Bourne - match abandoned

Spalding v Sleaford - match abandoned

 HOW THEY STAND

 P W L D A Bt Bl Pen Pts

Lindum 12 9 0 0 3 0 46 0 205

Sleaford 13 8 4 0 1 17 46 0 191

Grantham 13 7 3 0 3 12 47 3 185

Bourne 13 7 3 0 2 11 42 0 182

Market Deeping 13 7 3 0 3 7 38 0 174

Grimsby Town 12 6 5 0 1 12 38 0 148

Spalding 13 4 6 0 3 11 29 0 124

S’thorpe Town 12 3 6 0 3 10 27 0 106

B’bridge Heath 13 2 7 0 4 18 25 0 105

Woodhall Spa 13 2 9 0 2 26 33 0 105

Nettleham 13 1 10 0 2 21 29 0 81

August 5: Bracebridge Heath v Nettleham, Lindum v 

Market Deeping, Scunthorpe Town v Grimsby Town, 

Sleaford v Bourne, Woodhall Spa v Spalding 

 

 LIVERPOOL & DISTRICT
Leigh v Colwyn Bay - match abandoned

Ormskirk v Formby - match abandoned

Rainford v Orrell Red Triangle - match abandoned

Rainhill v Southport and Birkdale - match abandoned

Wallasey v Northern 68-7 - match abandoned

Wigan v New Brighton - match abandoned

 HOW THEY STAND

 P W D L A Bt Bl Pen Pts

Ormskirk  14 9 0 2 2 22 16 0 233

Northern 14 7 3 2 2 34 22 0 206

Leigh 14 6 2 4 2 33 33 0 196

Formby 14 6 3 3 2 28 32 1 189

S’port & Birkdale 14 5 1 5 3 27 26 0 168

Wigan 14 5 0 6 3 17 25 0 157

Rainhill 14 4 2 5 3 19 25 0 140

Wallasey 14 4 2 6 2 20 29 0 139

Rainford 14 4 3 3 3 20 19 0 139

Orrell Red T’angle 14 4 3 5 2 22 22 0 134

Colwyn Bay 14 2 3 6 3 25 9 0 109

New Brighton 14 1 10 1 2 22 25 0 77

August 5: Brondesbury v Stanmore, Crouch End v 

Twickenham, Hampstead v North Middlesex, Shep-

herds Bush v Ealing, Teddington v Finchley

 
YWAI
 MIDDLESEX
Crouch End v Brondesbury 116-2 - match aban-

doned

Finchley 104-1 (J Attenborough 73*)  v  North Mid-

dlesex - match abandoned

Hampstead 103-0 v Stanmore - match abandoned

Shepherds Bush v Twickenham 121-4 - match 

abandoned

Teddington v Ealing 77-2 - match abandoned

 HOW THEY STAND

 P W L D C A T Pen Pts

North MIdd’x 12 5 2 0 3 2 0 0 67

Brondesbury 12 5 4 1 1 1 0 0 66

Ealing 12 5 3 1 1 2 0 0 63

Teddington 12 5 4 1 1 1 0 0 63

Stanmore 12 4 4 0 2 2 0 0 58

Shep’ds Bush 12 4 3 2 2 1 0 0 57

LANCASHIRE
Clitheroe v Burnley - match abandoned

Littleborough v Norden - match abandoned

Lowerhouse v Enfield - match abandoned

Rochdale v Ramsbottom - match abandoned

Todmorden v Walsden - match abandoned  

 HOW THEY STAND

 P W L D A Bt Bl Pen Pts

Lowerhouse 15 9 3 0 3 5 8 0 117

Todmorden 15 7 4 0 4 6 19 0 115

Darwen 15 7 4 0 4 6 18 0 114

Burnley 15 7 3 0 5 0 15 0 110

Clitheroe 15 5 5 0 5 9 19 0 103

Littleborough 15 6 4 0 5 9 8 0 102

Norden 15 5 5 0 5 7 13 0 95

Rochdale 15 4 5 0 6 0 11 0 81

Enfield 15 3 6 0 6 4 6 0 70

Haslingden 15 3 6 0 6 0 8 0 68

Walsden 15 3 6 0 6 4 14 17 61

Ramsbottom 15 1 9 0 5 4 5 0 44

August 6: Burnley v Ramsbottom, Clitheroe v Walsden, 

Darwen v Lowerhouse, Littleborough v Haslingden, 

Rochdale v Norden, Todmorden v Enfield 

 

 LEICESTERSHIRE
Cropston v Kegworth Town - match abandoned

Kibworth v Barrow Town - match abandoned

Leicester Ivanhoe v Newtown Linford - match 

abandoned

Loughborough Town v Langtons - match abandoned

Sileby Town v Rothley Park - match abandoned

Syston Town v Oakham - match abandoned

 HOW THEY STAND

 P W L D A Bt Bl Pen Pts

Rothley Park 14 9 3 0 2 16 15 0 272

Kibworth 14 9 3 0 2 16 11 0 268

L’borough Town 14 8 4 0 2 16 15 0 247

Barrow Town 14 7 5 0 2 23 26 0 240

Oakham 14 7 2 0 5 1 9 0 225

Sileby Town 14 6 5 0 3 17 24 0 215

Langtons 14 6 7 0 1 22 24 0 204

Leicester Ivanhoe 14 5 7 0 2 32 25 0 198

 HERTFORDSHIRE
Hertford 143-3 v Radlett - match abandoned

Old Owens 82-4 v Harpenden - match abandoned

Potters Bar v North Mymms 117-2 (Z Kureshi 58*) - 

match abandoned

Totteridge Millhillians v Bishop’s Stortford 92-6 - 

match abandoned

Welwyn Garden City 124-0 (F Homyoon 64*) v West 

Herts - match abandoned 

 HOW THEY STAND

 P W L D NR Bt Bl Pen Pts

Potters Bar 12 5 2 3 2 25 19 0 217

Harpenden 12 5 4 1 2 21 23 0 215

Radlett 12 6 2 0 4 1 9 5 210

West Herts 12 5 3 1 2 16 15 0 188

Hertford 12 4 4 1 3 14 13 0 177

T’dge Millhillians 12 4 4 1 3 20 16 0 177

Bishop’s Stortford 12 4 5 0 3 18 19 0 177

North Mymms 12 3 4 2 3 22 26 0 165

Old Owens 12 3 5 1 3 18 20 0 159

Welwyn G’den City 12 1 7 1 3 31 23 0 111

August 5: Hertford v Bishop’s Stortford, North Mymms 

v Radlett, Old Owens v Welwyn Garden City, Potters 

Bar v Harpenden, Totteridge Millhillians v West Herts

 

HOME COUNTIES
Aston Rowant 49-2 v Henley - match abandoned

Datchet 68-3 v Banbury - match abandoned

Finchampstead 46-0 v High Wycombe - match 

abandoned

Harefield 48-1 v Wargrave - match abandoned

Wokingham v Slough - match abandoned

 HOW THEY STAND

 P W L D NR Bt Bl Pen Pts

High Wycombe 12 6 0 4 2 14 28 0 198

Wargrave 12 6 3 1 2 8 29 25 169

Banbury 12 5 3 0 4 7 15 0 165

Henley 12 4 3 2 3 15 24 0 156

Datchet 12 4 4 2 3 21 33 1 154

Aston Rowant 12 4 4 0 4 9 22 1 148

Wokingham 12 4 3 2 3 15 23 3 147

Finchampstead 12 2 5 3 2 17 38 1 127

Harefield 12 1 6 3 2 24 49 1 120

Slough 2 2 7 1 2 16 31 0 109

August 5: Aston Rowant v Harefield, Datchet v Slough, 

Finchampstead v Henley, High Wycombe v Banbury, 

Wokingham v Wargrave

  

 KENT
Hayes v Tunbridge Wells 107-1 (C Williams 57) - 

match abandoned

Holmesdale v Blackheath - match abandoned

Lordswood v Sandwich Town - match abandoned

Minster (Sheppey) v Bexley 109-4 - match aban-

doned

Sevenoaks Vine 57-2 v St Lawrence and Highland 

Court - match abandoned

 HOW THEY STAND

 P W L D NR Bt Bl Pen Pts 

Bexley 12 8 2 0 2 4 4 0 170

Lordswood 12 7 3 0 2 11 6 0 161

Tunbridge Wells 12 6 4 0 2 16 11 0 153

St Lawrence & H 12 6 4 0 2 11 9 0 146

Minster 12 5 5 0 2 19 15 0 142

Hayes 12 5 5 0 2 19 15 0 123

Blackheath 12 3 7 0 2 22 24 0 118

Sandwich Town 12 5 6 0 1 7 13 1 118

Holmesdale 12 4 7 0 1 12 16 0 109

Sevenoaks Vine 12 3 7 0 2 19 17 0 108

August 5: Hayes v Bexley, Holmesdale v Minster 

(Sheppey), Lordswood v St Lawrence & Highland Court, 

Sevenoaks Vine v Sandwich Town, Tunbridge Wells v 

Blackheath

  
 

Farnley fail to 
make it three 
from three after 
bowl out loss
NEW Farnley were denied the op-
portunity to become just the second 
side in Bradford League history 
to win the Priestley Cup knockout 
competition three years in a row 
after they lost to league leaders 
Woodlands in a bowl out. 

The hero for Woodlands was 
skipper Brad Schmulian who hit 
the stumps with the first ball of  the 
contest, ultimately turning out to  
be the only player to successfully  
hit the target as the following nine 
all missed. 

Woodlands will face Bradford & 
Bingley at Pudsey Congs’ Britannia 
Ground on August 13, a repeat  
of  the 2003 final which was won  
by Bingley.

The Albert Terrace side have 
enjoyed an incredibly dominant sea-
son so far and are currently in the 
running for five titles: the Bradford 
Premier League, the Priestley Cup, 
the Gordon Rigg T20 Group A Cup, 
the Area Final of  the ECB Club T20 
Cup, and the Heavy Woolen Cup.

They maintained their 30-point 
lead over New Farnley in the league 
after the entirety of  the Bradford 
League’s Premier Division fixtures 
were washed out last weekend.

ADAM HOPKINS

Rolling back the years: Liam Banks, pictured here in his 
Warwickshire days, was the star with bat and ball for Hem 
Heath in their 10-wicket win over Moddershall & Oulton

Yohan’s the
man as Anne
beat Penrith
and weather
By Adam Hopkins

for just 22 to win their match by  
128 runs.

Matt Coxon (6-14) and Ben 
Cotton (4-8) were too much for 
Elworth to handle as the home 
side were dismissed inside  
15 overs. 

Earlier in the day, skipper Lou-
is Allison top scored for Porthill 
Park with 40, while Chris Winter 

took figures of  4-44 for Elworth.
Hem Heath sit at the top of  

the table on 227 points with  
Porthill Park 18 points behind 
them on 209. 

Cheadle sit in third place on 
169 points, their match with 
Bagnall Norton was rained off   
after 36 overs with Bagnall  
Norton on 167-6.

Yohan De 
Silva is in his 
second season 
at St Annes
PICTURES: Alamy
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THE HUNDRED, MEN
August 4, Ageas Bowl, Southampton

Southern Brave Men 147-8 (Jordan 70*, Allen 21) 

(Rauf 3-27)
Welsh Fire Men 145-7 (Eskinazi 31, Willey 31) 

(Mills 2-23, Ahmed 2-28, C Overton 2-41) 
Southern Brave won by 2 runs

Toss: Welsh Fire, who elected to fi eld 
Offi cials: James Middlebrook, Ben Debenham, Paul Baldwin, Will Smith, Mark Newell  

CHRIS Jordan smashed 
an exhilarating 70 
off  32 balls to give 
Southern Brave their 
fi rst Hundred victory 
of 2023 in a two-run 
nail-biter over Welsh 
Fire.

England star Jordan 
dragged Brave from 76 for 
eight – with Pakistan star 
Haris Rauf  taking three 
wickets – to 147 with seven 
ginormous sixes and a trio 
of  fours for just his second 
T20 half-century.

Leg-spin sensation Re-
han Ahmed, Craig Overton 
and last-set hero Tymal 
Mills all claimed two wick-
ets as the 2021 winners 
bounced back from their 
opening game defeat to 
Trent Rockets.

Brave were stuck in and 
after 76 balls were 76 for 
eight and looking down the 
barrel of  an embarrassing 
sub-three-figure total.

Fast bowler Rauf  was 
the main architect of  the 
slaughter with three for 
27 – picking up Finn Allen 
caught behind off  a bounc-
er, bowling George Garton 
and bouncing James Fuller 
out. All done for Rauf ’s ex-
press pace.

Shaheen Shah Afridi re-
turned to the Ageas Bowl 
for the first time since tak-
ing four in four balls in the 
Vitality Blast three years 
ago and had Devon Conway 
gloving behind.

James Vince, Tim David, 
Leus du Plooy and Rehan 
Ahmed also fell into the 
pile. 

Jordan had eight off  14 
balls when Ahmed was run 
out before exploding in a 
style which got the 12,403 
fans at the Ageas Bowl 
rocking.

He thumped Rauf  down 
the ground for his first six, 
fast forward to 22 off  19 

balls and Roelof  van der 
Merwe’s left arm spin bore 
the brunt of  a hurricane of  
sixes.

Long off, mid-wicket and 
square leg were cleared be-
fore clipping David Payne 
off  his legs for a stylish 
maximum as his fifty came 
up in 26 balls.

Two more sixes and 19 
runs off  the last five balls 
took the stand with Over-
ton to 71 in 25 balls, with 
Jordan contributing 62 of  
them.

Tim David dropped a dol-
ly to give Luke Wells a life 
with the first ball of  the re-
ply but Joe Clarke suffered 
his second golden duck in 
a row.

Wells slogged to long on 
and Stevie Eskinazi – who 
had scooped his first ball 
for an audacious six – was 
stumped after a 41-run 
stand between the pair as 
Ahmed’s leg spin caused 
problems.

Tom Abell drilled to 
cover, Glenn Phillips’ top 
edge picked out deep fine 
and Fuller’s parsimonious 
first 15 balls went for just 
11 runs to put Brave in the 
box seat.

Willey hit two sixes off  
Fuller’s last five before Ben 
Green went six, four, caught 
at long on to make the equa-
tion 14 off  seven balls.

Willey scored eight off  
the first four balls of  the 
last set but needing three 
off  the last he was caught 
at point as the ground 
bounced. 

Jordan said: “I went in 
during a little bit of  trouble 
so just tried to keep it nice 
and simple. I was looking to 
get to 110 or so or maybe 140 
but I flicked a switch and it 
came off.

“When you are out in 
the middle and you get one 
out the middle of  the bat 
you get a feel of  the range. 
I hit that first six then got 
on a roll and it kept going.”

Talisman:
Chris Jordan

was in � ne form 
with the bat this 

time the Brave 
won their � rst 

hundred match of 
2023

PICTURES: 
Getty Images

“Everyone has their role 
in the team so you have to 

trust in that formula. If the team 
does need me to go up the order 
then I’d be more than happy – but 
I’m happy with my role. 
BRAVE’S CHRIS JORDAN

Big-hitting Jordan gets 
Brave up and running
By Alex Smith

August 4, Ageas Bowl, Southampton

Southern Brave Men 147-8 
(Rauf 3-27)
Welsh Fire Men 145-7 
(Mills 2-23, Ahmed 2-28, C Overton 2-41) 
Southern Brave won by 2 runs

Star: Rehan Ahmed impressed again

For a full report of 
Birmingham Phoenix Men v 

Trent Rockets Men, visit 
www.thecricketpaper.com

Wells c C Overton b Ahmed 24 19 2 1 21 126.32
Clarke c Conway b C Overton 0 1 0 0 3 0.00
Eskinazi st Conway b Ahmed 31 18 3 1 25 172.22
Abell c C Overton b Garton 11 14 1 0 19 78.57
Phillips c Allen b Mills 22 19 3 0 23 115.79
Willey c sub b Mills 31 19 0 2 32 163.16
Green c David b C Overton 16 9 1 1 12 177.78
van der Merwe not out 1 1 0 0 8 100.00
Extras 0nb 8w 0b 1lb 9   
Total (100 balls) 145-for7wickets 

C Overton 20 41 2
Garton 15 19 1
Mills 20 23 2
Ahmed 20 28 2
David 5 7 0
Fuller 20 26 0

BOWLING B R W

6-1 (4 balls) Clarke
47-2 (30 balls) Wells
64-3 (44 balls) Eskinazi
83-4 (61 balls) Abell
102-5 (79 balls) Phillips
134-6 (93 balls) Green
145-7 (100 balls) Willey

FALL OF WICKETS

WELSH FIRE 1ST INNINGS
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Allen c Clarke b Rauf 21 15 4 0 20 140.00
Conway c Clarke b Shaheen 4 4 0 0 8 100.00
Vince b Payne 18 16 3 0 18 112.50
du Plooy b van der Merwe 18 15 2 0 33 120.00
Garton b Rauf 1 3 0 0 2 33.33
David c Clarke b Willey 2 5 0 0 9 40.00
Fuller c Willey b Rauf 0 3 0 0 3 0.00
Jordan not out 70 32 3 7 33 218.75
Ahmed run out (Willey) 1 1 0 0 5 100.00
C Overton not out 6 7 0 0 17 85.71
Extras 2nb 0w 0b 4lb 6   
Total (100 balls) 147-for8wickets 

Shaheen 20 16 1
Willey 20 40 1
Payne 20 27 1
Rauf 20 27 3
van der Merwe 20 33 1

BOWLING B R W

14-1 (12 balls) Conway
40-2 (29 balls) Allen
46-3 (38 balls) Vince
47-4 (41 balls) Garton
55-5 (50 balls) David
56-6 (54 balls) Fuller
72-7 (70 balls) du Plooy
76-8 (76 balls) Ahmed

FALL OF WICKETS

BRAVE 1ST INNINGS
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THE HUNDRED, MEN
August 5, Emirates Old Trra� ord, Manchester

Manchester Originals Men 138-5 (Buttler 62, Bopara 2-13)

London Spirit Men 

No result

Toss: London Spirit, who elected to fi eld 
Offi cials: Steve O’Shaughnessy, Graham Lloyd, Sue Redfern, Dean Cosker, Naeem Ashraf  

There was a lot of energy 
left in the changing room – 

the guys were desperate to get 
out there and play, but it is what 
it is and � ngers crossed that it 
won’t a� ect too much more of the 
competition.
ORIGINALS’ JOS BUTTLER

Buttler shines but
can’t beat the rain
balls, Ashton Turner and 
Jamie Overton attempted 
to rebuild the Originals’ 
innings but their work 
was not completed when 
rain forced the players 
off  for the final time.  
Bopara finished with two 
for 13 from his two sets of  
five.   

“It’s nice to get out 
there but it’s a shame we 
couldn’t get a full game 
in,” Buttler said. “But 
personally, it was a good 
day for me.

“There was a lot of  
energy left in the chang-
ing room – the guys were 
desperate to get out there 
and play, but it is what 
it is and fingers crossed 
that it won’t affect too 

much more of  the compe-
tition.

“There’s always a lot of  
anticipation in the build 
up to the Hundred, people 
excited to get together in 
such a fun competition 
and in front of  a really 
good crowd, I’m just dis-
appointed for the boys 
and the fans who don’t 
get their money’s worth 
and two full games today.”

Bopara added: “Varia-
tions are always my game 
plan as I don’t have any 
pace! At this level, guys 
who hit it well, you’ve 
got to have something up 
your sleeve to use against 
them. Sometimes it works 
and sometimes it doesn’t, 
and it did today.

MANCHESTER Origi-
nals skipper Jos Buttler 
smacked fi ve sixes in 
an entertaining 36-ball 
62 but his side’s match 
in The Hundred against 
London Spirit eventu-
ally fell victim to the 
Manchester weather. 

The home side had 
reached 138 for five after 
80 balls in the game’s only 
innings when umpires 
Graham Lloyd and Steve 
O’Shaughnessy took the 
players from the field for 
the second time. 

They did not return 
and the no result outcome 
means that each side have 
taken one point from 
their first two matches in 
The Hundred.   

But the first interrup-
tion might have come at 
a useful time for Spirit’s 
bowlers and fielders. The 
former had conceded five 
sixes in 35 balls, three 
of  the maximums being 
struck by Phil Salt, who 
was dropped by Dan Law-
rence off  Liam Dawson 
when only eight. 

Salt was eventually 
caught by Adam Ross-
ington for a nine-ball 21 
when he thin-edged a pull 
off  Dan Worrall. 

However, Max Holden 
was dropped at by Jor-
dan Thompson at long-on 
off  Matt Critchley when 
on two and Buttler was 
unbeaten on 26 when a  
shower forced the players 
from the field.

That interruption re-
duced the match to a 
90-balls per side affair at 
most with Spirit’s target 
being calculated using 
Duckworth-Lewis-Stern. 
On the resumption, Hold-
en and Buttler continued 
to make hay with the 
Originals’ skipper hitting 
three more sixes, two of  
them off  successive balls 
from the leg-spinner, 
Critchley. 

The Essex bowler soon 
had some consolation, 
though, when he had 
Holden stumped by Ross-
ington for 23 and Spirit 
immediately had another 
boost when Laurie Evans 
was bowled for one.  

The introduction of  
Ravi Bopara’s medium 
pace completed Spirit’s 
fightback. Varying his 
pace intelligently, Bopa-
ra bowled Buttler with a 
slow yorker and had Paul 
Walter caught by Mat-
thew Wade for two. 

Having seen their side 
lose four wickets in 16 

Swashbuckling:
Jos Buttler 
entertained 
the Old Tra� ord 
crowd before the 
rain came down 
yesterday
PICTURES: Alamy

By Paul Edwards

Salt c Rossington b Worrall 21 9 0 3 18 233.33
Buttler b Bopara 62 36 3 5 49 172.22
Holden st Rossington b Critchley 24 16 3 0 22 150.00
Evans b Dawson 1 3 0 0 2 33.33
Walter c Wade b Bopara 2 4 0 0 9 50.00
Turner not out 16 10 1 0 13 160.00
J Overton not out 2 4 0 0 9 50.00
Extras 4nb 6w 0b 0lb 10   
Total (80 balls) 138-for5wickets 

Worrall 15 15 1
Thompson 10 28 0
Dawson 20 27 1
Ellis 15 25 0
Critchley 10 30 1
Bopara 10 13 2

BOWLING B R W

44-1 (24 balls) Salt
111-2 (55 balls) Holden
113-3 (59 balls) Evans
117-4 (65 balls) Buttler
126-5 (70 balls) Walter

FALL OF WICKETS

MANCHESTER 1ST INNINGS
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Evergreen: 
Ravi Bopara 
rolled back 
the years 
with two 
wickets
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THE HUNDRED INTERVIEWS

W
ayne Madsen’s past 
three weeks provide 
a microcosm of  the 
modern-day cricketer, 
as he has represented 

three teams in three different formats. 
Having finished a County 

Championship match against 
Durham two weeks ago, he drove 
five hours north of  the border and 
swapped his Derbyshire whites 
for the Azzurri blue to make his 
international debut for Italy in the 
ICC Men’s T20 World Cup Europe 
Regional Qualifiers in Edinburgh 
the next day. 

And then this week he kitted out 

for the Manchester Originals in the 
Hundred. 

 At 39, there are no signs of  any 
let-up. “It doesn’t come as a shock 
to me now. Thankfully due to my 
experiences in county cricket, I’m 
used to switching between formats,” 
he told TCP. 

“It has been a bit of  a whirlwind 
given the travelling and adjusting to 
different team environments but it’s 
an experience I will never forget.”

His long-awaited international 
debut, having pulled out of  a 
planned stint in 2012 due to 
Derbyshire captaincy, yielded 95 
runs across four innings. 

And for a man in possession of  
130 half-centuries across all formats, 

it came as little surprise that his 
first knock was a 30-ball 52 in a 25-
run win over Jersey. 

“I certainly didn’t imagine playing 
international cricket as late as this. 
I’ll be honest, I was pretty nervous 
going into the game! There was a 
different kind of  expectation but to 
do it on debut for Italy in a winning 
cause was extremely special.

“It’s my grandmother who’s 
Italian. She passed away when my 
dad was young so I never got to meet 
her but it’s a special heritage to have 
and I have been really fortunate 
to represent my grandmother’s 
country,” Madsen added. 

On the opening day of  the 
tournament, Italy pushed Ireland 

close but fell short by seven 
runs chasing 159. And with pre-
tournament favourites Scotland 
and Ireland securing the two World 
Cup berths, a third-place finish 
in a seven-team tournament was 
perhaps the best indication of  how 
far the side has come. 

Madsen was one of  three 
England-based cricketers alongside 
player-coach Gareth Berg and Kent 
all-rounder Grant Stewart in a 
team which still plays on astroturf  
wickets back home. 

“I’ve been really impressed by 
the quality. A lot of  the Italy-based 
players only play on astro so for 
them to come and play on grass was 
a big adjustment.

“As a team, we wanted to go to 
the T20 World Cup, that was the 
goal. Bergy wanted to put together a 
group of  players that was capable of  
qualifying for the World Cup and he 
certainly did that. 

“The qualification didn’t happen 
but there’s still some big things 
happening in Italian cricket over the 
next couple of  years and hopefully 
it’s a step forward for us.” 

Madsen hopes to stay involved 
with Italy around his franchise 
and Derbyshire commitments with 
a desire to play a T20 World Cup 
before he bows out. 

At the moment though, he has no 
intention of  calling time on a career 
well into its 20th year. 

This season’s T20 Blast produced 
his best returns with the bat for 
Derbyshire: 580 runs at an average of  
48.33. More notably, he maintained a 
strike rate upwards of  150 for a second 
consecutive season, a by-product of  his 
involvement in The Hundred.

“My strike rates have only gotten 
better and playing in The Hundred 
has improved my T20 game.” 

What has he made of  the new 
format? “It’s quirky, quicker and as 
a player, I have thoroughly enjoyed 
it. I understand some people don’t 
like the format because of  how it 
differs from T20 cricket but when it 
comes to getting the next generation 
involved in cricket, personally my 
family and young kids love being 
around the Hundred. The show they 
put on is fantastic.” 

Part of  the reason why he 
keeps coming back is down to 
Mickey Arthur’s drive to create a 
winning atmosphere at Derbyshire. 

“Mickey is a winner. The 
influence he has had on our group 
has been massively positive and 
geared towards winning. I have 
loved playing under him. He has 
pushed not only the younger players 
but also my game to another level.”

EVER-EVOLVING MADSEN 
REVELS IN ITALIAN JOB

A     
s Matthew Wade sat on the 
deserted benches in front 
of  the Lord’s pavilion, in 
comparison to the intense 
Ashes drama unfolding 

just a few tube stops away at The 
Oval, the scene around him might 
have belonged to a different planet. 

Against a backdrop of  grey skies, 
a kids’ coaching session was taking 
place on the outfield, facilitated by 
Wade’s London Spirit teammates. 
The 35-year-old Tasmanian insisted 
that there was nowhere else he 
would rather be.

“I don’t miss having to go out 
there and be switched on for every 
single day, five days in a row, and all 
the scrutiny that comes with it.”

A veteran of  36 Tests and the 
Australia’s 2019 Ashes campaign, 
the wicketkeeper-batter isn’t short 
of  opinions on the summer’s 
blockbuster series.

“The way that England have 
played has just fast-tracked the way 
that Test cricket was developing 
anyway. The evolution of  Test 

cricket means that daily scores are 
always getting higher. Back in the 
day it used to be 250 then it went to 
300 and 350.

“For me, the biggest talking 
point of  the series was Nathan 
Lyon getting injured; once that 
happened Australia found it harder 
to win. That speaks to the quality 
of  bowler that he is, he would have 
been highly effective at The Oval.”

When the conversation turns to 
Stuart Broad and his bail-switching 
antics, a grudging respect is 
apparent. 

“A lot of  Australians have that 
kind of  drive on the ground, it just 
shows how competitive Broad is as 
a player. He goes out of  his way to 
win games for England. He’s played 
for 10 to 15 years, so he’s going to 
have a few run-ins on the ground.”

Wade is experiencing his second 
edition of  The Hundred and has 
only good things to say about 
the tournament.

“Every player wants to play in 
it. It’s hard for overseas players 
to get an opportunity to play in 
the Hundred with only three 
international spots available. I 

enjoy the format as much as the 
Big Bash League, which is a hybrid 
version of  T20 with innovations 
like the two-over surge within 
the powerplay.

“I’ve got a couple of  young kids 
and they really enjoy coming to the 
matches. The timings of  the games 
are really attractive for families.”

London Sprit suffered an 
ignominious inaugural edition of  
the Hundred, finishing in last place 
with just one win. Last year saw a 
marked improvement, culminating 
in the eliminator clash against 
Manchester Originals, which they 
lost by 5 wickets.

As a regular on the international 
franchise circuit, Wade is in no 
doubt about the ingredients needed 
for a successful team.

“The local players are important 
in any competition; if  they start 
firing there’s a good chance, you’ll 
be around at the business end of  
the tournament. The international 
players will chip in and win a few 
games too with any luck, 
and hopefully Zak Crawley will 
come back and play a few games 
as well.”

WADE’S LOVING 
LIFE IN LONDON
By Tawhid Qureshi

Wayne’s 
World: Wayne 

Madsen in 
Blast 

action for 
Derbyshire

PICTURES: Alamy

That’s 
the Spirit: 

Matthew Wade 
will be hoping 

London Spirit 
can go even 

further this year
PICTURE: 
Ian Walton

By Malhar Hathi 
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CLUB LEGEND

N
orton chairman Tom-

my Talbot would have 

contemplated Sobers’ 

five-year stint at Rad-

cliffe – 5,708 runs at 

63.42, 532 wickets at 11.23 – and 

no doubt reckoned he was on 

terra firma offering a five-year 

deal at £50 per week. The bona 

fides stacked up. Very probably, 

the man with the highest score 

in Test cricket would do them 

a job. 
Even so, the newly signed 

Sobers was unable to play that 

maiden NSSCL season as he 

was busy touring England 

with the West Indies, 3-1 

winners of  1963’s inaugu-

ral Wisden Trophy. In-

stead Talbot engaged 

the famously sweary 

Australian leg-spin-

ning all-rounder 
Cec Pepper, who 
took 87 wickets at 

11.2 as the team 
finished joint-third. 

Playing alongside 

Pepper in the Nor-

ton team that year 

was Sobers’ brother 

Gerry, a wicket-keeper 

and hard-hitting batter 

who would accompany 

his famous sibling through-

out the duration of  his 

time in north Staffordshire, 

although not without some 

minor stretching of  the rules, 

observes Vince Lindo, the 

new Jamaican professional of  

neighbours Sneyd.
“At the time, if  you were 

an amateur, like Gerry was 

supposed to be, you had to live 

within a 10-mile radius of  the 

club you played for,” says Lin-

do. “If  you were a professional, 

you could live anywhere. So, 

Garry lived in Manchester. 

And Gerry lived with him. But 

Tommy Talbot got him a flat 

on High Lane in Burslem so he 

could be within 10 miles. Gerry 

never slept there once. It wasn’t 

even a flat: it was Tommy 

Talbot’s office!”
Garry eventually made his 

entrance in late April 1964, 

straight from a tour of  the Far 

East with EW ‘Jim’ Swanton’s 

XI. A few days after taking five 

wickets in five balls against 

Malaysia in steamy Kuala 

Lumpur, he was greeted under 

soupy Potteries skies by a 

Pathé News crew, to whom he 

explained he was looking for-

ward to “getting away from the 

sunshine” in “a class of  cricket 

that had done a lot for me”. 

The Norton ground was 

owned by the National Coal 

Board. Although well appoint-

ed, it was not much of  a looker. 

The vista south toward the 

ground from High Lane took 

in the first bricks of  a new 

housing development at Small-

thorne, while looming over the 

ground’s northern boundary 

like a sagging Goth pyramid 

was a jet-black spoil heap from 

the Ford Green pit, topped up 

throughout the day by heavy, 

rumbling belts. 
The Norton faithful’s 

first sighting of  Sobers’ 

insouciantly upturned 

collar came during 

a sprightly 44 on his 

home debut against 

Stone, although the 

game succumbed to 

the weather not long 

after tea. The next 

two Saturdays brought 

a pair of  comfortable 

wins – Newcastle & 

Hartshill’s declaration 

on 87-9 an hour from the 

end of  another damp day 

was generously gobbled up 

by Sobers, who slammed an 

unbeaten 47 – setting Norton 

up nicely for their Talbot Cup 

first round match: a hotly an-

ticipated head-to-head between 

Sobers and his West Indian 

teammate, Wes Hall, who was 

picking up a cool £60 per week 

at Great Chell, a fee reflecting 

three consecutive 100-wicket 

campaigns for Accrington in 

the Lancashire League. 

The previous week’s Evening 

Sentinel had reported that the 

future Reverend Hall “bowled 

with scrupulous fairness, 

scorning the use of  bouncers 

when a lesser man might have 

been tempted”, and here again, 

with 1,800 in attendance and a 

paltry 63 to defend, he kept it 

pitched up to Frank Reynolds 

as Norton stumbled to 61-8 in 

the final over. 
“My cousin, John Bailey, was 

wicket-keeper at Chell,” recalls 

the Norton tailender. “Wes 

Hall’s run-up was so long that I 

remember turning round and 

having a conversation about 

family matters, what we were 

doing with the wives the next 

day. But Wes was bowling fast, 

and I wasn’t sure where the 

runs were going to come from. 

Then he clean-bowled me, and 

the ball ricocheted to the bound-

ary. But the umpire had called 

no-ball, so it counted as four 

byes, and we won the game.” 

The teams would lock horns 

again in the league a fortnight 

later, Norton having picked up 

a couple of  wins in the interim, 

the first of  which, against 

reigning champions Crewe 

LMR, featured an astonishing 

over-the-shoulder catch from 

Sobers just in front of  the 

sightscreen – off  his own bowl-

ing! For all Sobers’ manifest 

brilliance with bat and ball, 

says Reynolds, it was his field-

ing prowess, anticipatory and 

agile, that most frequently left 

his teammates awestruck. 

A week later, as pitched bat-

tles between Mods and Rockers 

raged on Brighton seafront, 

Norton beat Sneyd in the local 

derby, although not without 

a large and expectant home 

crowd grumbling at skipper 

Jim Flannery for inserting 

the visitors upon winning the 

toss, fearing they might not see 

Sobers bat. Indeed, Norton’s 

supporters were never short of  

a word or two. On one occasion, 

when the pro was flattening out 

divots with the back of  his bat, 

one wag yelled out: “Steady on, 

Sobers. There’s men working 

under there.”
The turnout and excitement 

for the Talbot Cup encounter 

had prompted the Sentinel’s 

cricket correspondent to pen 

an editorial asking: ‘Why not 

run league matches on knock-

out lines?’ However, an even 

bigger crowd of  2,500 turned 

up to Chell for the league 

fixture, with takings of  £160 

on the gate and a further £90 in 

refreshments (just shy of  £4,000 

in today’s money), a welcome 

boost for a club that had recent-

ly built a swanky new pavilion, 

the closest thing the Potteries 

had to Lord’s. 
Top of  the bill, of  course, 

was the Bajan showdown, and 

the locals didn’t have to wait 

too long to see Sobers unfurling 

those trademark whiplash pull 

shots and back-foot slaps, bat 

finishing its mighty arc down 

by his backside. Watching from 

the other end as the maestro 

made 59 was the 21-year-old 

Dave Brock, who finished un-

beaten on 66, an innings from 

which he was still floating as 

Sobers’ 5-47 secured a fifth win 

from five completed games. 

“It was a great day,” recalls 

Brock. “Batting with Garry 

was marvellous, although he 

never really gave us advice, 

other than to play your own 

game. Wes was very sharp, and 

even broke my bat. It took me 

a few months to save up for 

another. But he bought me a 

drink at the end of  the game 

and, after someone had popped 

out to fetch food, we stood and 

ate tripe and chips at the bar.”  

Walking 
among giants

Scott Oliver looks back on when the player 

commonly recognised as the greatest all-rounder 

ever to play the game mixed it in club cricket

This is an edited extract 

from Scott Oliver’s 

book ‘Sticky Dogs and 

Stardust’ which has just 

been released

Order your copy at 

www.thenightwatch-

man.net/buy/sticky-

dogs-and-stardust

Master of his craft: Garry Sobers acknowledges the applause at Norton, and then is on hand to conduct the 

draw for the Talbot Cup, inset

Double trouble: Garry Sobers, right, with brother Gerry

 He clean-

bowled me, and 

the ball ricocheted 

to the boundary. But 

the umpire had called 

no-ball, so it counted 

as four byes and we 

won the game
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BEFORE we get into 
what’s to come, 
let’s rewind to 
2019, to the last 
time the urn wound 
up on these shores, 
to when Steve 
Smith and Ellyse 

Perry were immov-
able and Ben Stokes 
went stratospheric.

For all of  Stokes' her-
oism and Jofra’s thun-
der, the men’s Ashes 
series was a slog at 
times, English minds 
and limbs exhausted 
after the exhilaration 

of  their World Cup vic-
tory just a couple of  
weeks before that first 
Test at Edgbaston. 

For four years, that 
win was everything, 
to turn the nadir of  a 
group-stage exit in 2015 
into a transformative 
win on home soil. 

After that, an Ashes 
win would’ve simply 
been a spectacular bo-
nus. Instead, the visi-
tors retained the urn 
but drew the series 2-2. 

For both sides, 
something was miss-
ing. For England, the 
perfect summer. For 

Australia, a clearly 
defined victory. It was 
an afterparty with an 
unsatisfactory ending.

This time round, 
the old contest is the
show, with England’s 
white-ball calendar 
shunted to the final 
days of  the summer. 

From June until 
the end of  July, there 
will be a clash of  
styles across five Test 
matches: England will 
stick to their philos-
ophy of  fearlessness; 
Australia will growl 
and respond by wed-
ding themselves to 

that thing they always 
do – of  being entirely 
ruthless. The hope is 
that the series rivals 
the exploits of  2005.

It is a big ask. But 
this series, with these 
players, provides such 
hope. 

Continued on P3

By Taha Hashim

Ahead of a bumper 
summer of Ashes 
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HISTORY BOY: Luton 
Town’s Pelly Ruddock 
Mpanzu celebrates be-
coming the first player 
to go from Non-League 
to the Premier League 
with the same club
– see pages 16-17
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OUT OF THE PITS
THE 409 DERBY: MANCHESTER’S FIERCEST RIVALRY

Hednesford set 
to play on after 
Dando steps in

HEDNESFORD TOWN 
saviour Hayden Dando says 
he couldn’t stand by and 
watch 143 years of history 
go down the drain after a 
deal was struck to keep the 
Pitmen playing next season.Former vice-chair Dando has stepped in to keep the famous Non-League name alive, just over a week after it was announced the col-lapse of  a takeover meant 

they were resigning from the National League System fol-lowing relegation from the Southern League Premier Central division.
But Dando worked “around the clock” with close friend and outgoing chairman Graham Jones, as well as ex-chairman and stadium owner Steve Price and secre-tary Terry McMahon to fulfil 

FA requirements and with-
draw the club’s resignation from Step 4.

Dando told The NLP: “I am here until we find the right person. Point-blank, I am not going to allow 143 years of  history to just disappear, I could not have that on my conscience. I love football and that would have been horrible.”

� FULL STORY SEE PAGE 9

By Andy Mitchell
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HEDNESFORD TOWN 

saviour Hayden Dando says 

he couldn’t stand by and 

watch 143 years of history 

go down the drain after a 

deal was struck to keep the 

Pitmen playing next season.
Former vice-chair Dando 

has stepped in to keep the 

famous Non-League name 

alive, just over a week after 

it was announced the col-

lapse of  a takeover meant 

they were resigning from the 

National League System fol-

lowing relegation from the 

Southern League Premier 

Central division.
But Dando worked “around 

the clock” with close friend 

and outgoing chairman 

Graham Jones, as well as 

ex-chairman and stadium 

owner Steve Price and secre-

tary Terry McMahon to fulfil 

FA requirements and with-

draw the club’s resignation 

from Step 4.
Dando told The NLP: “I am 

here until we find the right 

person. Point-blank, I am 

not going to allow 143 years 

of  history to just disappear, 

I could not have that on my 

conscience. I love football 

and that would have been 

horrible.”
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and FA Vase along with all the key news from across the 
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newsstands nationwide..
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NON-LEAGUE NUMBERS...

3 million
The number of people the Football Association 
estimate play football throughout the UK

30,000 
Clubs involved
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The number of football results in The  
Non-League Paper every Sunday 
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The number of match reports in The   
Non-Leaguer Paper every Sunday
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Awards
The Non-League Paper’s prestigious 
and much celebrate end of season 
awards. We honour the great and good 
of the Non-League game. Become 
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exposure with tailored news of award 
winners syndicated far and wide over 
TV and Radio, as well as national and 
regional press in addition to our own 
star coverage.
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A TEAM THAT
TIME FORGOT

GUTTED: Rochdale 
players look on 
dejected following 
the club’s relegation 
from the Football 
League

PICTURE: Alamy

FOLLOW THE NLP ON TWITTER @NONLEAGUEPAPER

Chris DUNLAVY
A FRESH TAKE ON FOOTBALL

RELEGATION from 
League Two is 
usually the result of  
long-term neglect or 
financial misman-

agement, and frequently both.
Remember, this is a division 

painstakingly designed to 
keep its members safe. The 
two-up, two-down system 
means every team starts the 
season – theoretically at least 
– with a 16.6 per cent chance 
of  winning promotion versus 
an 8.3 per cent chance of  
going down. To beat odds like 
that, something has to go very 
wrong. 

Oldham and Scunthorpe 
offer recent examples of  just 
how wrong things can go, but 
there is a long and infamous 
lineage stretching from 

Leyton Orient and Darlington 
all the way back to Doncaster 
in 1997.  

Rochdale buck the trend. 
There’s nothing chaotic about 
the team from Spotland. No 
behind the scenes strife, at 
least beyond the usual stress-
es of  trying to keep a provin-
cial club off  the breadline. 

Habitat
They didn’t overstretch, 

rack up debt or flog their 
stadium. The owners never 
lost interest. They were sim-
ply overtaken by the dismal 
economic climate and the rise 
of  newly-monied rivals. 

April’s relegation was just 
the eighth time the Lancas-
trians have changed division 

in their 116-year history, the 
majority of  which was spent 
uneventfully chugging along 
in the fourth tier.

That was their home, their 
natural habitat, an environ-
ment to which their self-suf-
ficient model was perfectly 
honed.

Rochdale have never had 
a sugar daddy, nor did they 
particularly desire one. 
They survived, as they had 
always done, on takings at the 
turnstiles, sponsorship, TV 
revenue and the occasional 
windfall from a cup run or 
player sale. 

Until fairly recently, it 
worked. Under the guidance 
of  manager Keith Hill, who 
initially took charge in 2006 
and was at the helm for over 
a decade (in two spells), the 
club won promotion to League 
One, played progressive 
football and produced a steady 
stream of  saleable players.

Will Buckley. Jamie Allen. 
Craig Dawson. Scott Hogan. 
Spotland was like a finishing 
school for Championship 
footballers. 

Challenges
That production line has 

dried up, which hasn’t helped, 
but the real problem was 
Covid-19 and the economic 
downturn that followed. 

Overnight, cashflow 
ceased. Then came spiralling 
energy costs, supply chain 
issues, spikes in the price of  
labour and materials. At the 
same time, companies facing 
similar challenges in their 
own industries spent less on 
sponsorship and hospitality. 

Every club suffered, ama-
teur and professional. But for 
a League Two side without a 
benefactor it was especially 
catastrophic. There was sim-
ply no money. 

“Our proud heritage of  
running a football club in a 
financially sustainable way 
has always been a known 
challenge which we have 
embraced,” said current 
chairman Simon Gauge. “But 
like everyone else in society 

we are dealing with unprece-
dented financial challenges.”

Not quite everyone, though. 
Rochdale’s issues have been 
exacerbated by the emergence 
of  clubs like Stockport, Sal-
ford and Forest Green Rovers, 
whose mega-rich owners are 
largely impervious to the va-
garies of  the global economy. 

Self-sustainability once 
ensured mid-table mediocrity. 
Now, having been pushed 
down the food chain, Roch-
dale are like a dodo whose 
suitability to its environment 
is rendered irrelevant by 
the arrival of  a voracious 
invasive species. They are the 
team that time forgot. 

What Dale remain, though, 
are a club to admire. They 
have lost over £3m since the 
start of  the Covid pandemic 
but maintained their com-
mitment to all manner of  
community projects, from 
mental health and employ-
ment workshops to foodbanks 
and walking football teams. 

Last year, despite the 
obvious need for a saviour, the 
club’s supporters launched 
a crowdfunding campaign to 
battle an attempted hos-
tile takeover by a dubious 
construction company (make 
of  that what you will) with 
links to walking red flag Matt 
Southall. 

Another of  those involved, 
Andy Curran, was subse-
quently sanctioned by the FA 
for calling Rochdale’s board 
‘small minded’ and allegedly 
suggested that any future 
disputes could be settled in ‘a 
fight in a boxing ring’. Classy. 

Mercifully, the supporters 
won. The club is now 100 per 
cent fan-owned, a situation 
which guarantees a degree of  
security but precious little in 
the way of  extra income. 

All of  which is to say that 
unless a rich and benevolent 
investor steps forward, Roch-
dale may well find that, far 
from being a temporary home, 
the National League has be-
come their natural level. If  so, 
Non-League will be a richer 
place for their residence.  
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LEATHERHEAD boss 
Hayden Bird has contin-
ued his summer rebuild 
at Fetcham Grove with a 
treble swoop this week.

The Tanners boss cel-
ebrated agreeing new 
deals with 14 current 
first-teamers by bringing 
in three new recruits as 
he looks to strengthen 
ahead of  the Isthmian 
South Central season.

His most recent arriv-
al is former Carshalton 
Athletic attacking mid-
fielder Trey Masikini, 
who arrives at Fetcham 
Grove having played a 
pivotal role in steering 
Merstham away from rel-
egation last season.

“Trey is a modern day 
winger, who can operate 
on either flank, in an in-
verted role or as a No. 
10.” explained Hayden. 
“He is direct, quick, has 
excellent feet and has the 
ability to beat players.”

Bird has also been re-
united with Carshalton’s 
former Southampton de-
fender Ollie Cook having 
enjoyed success together 
at both Merstham and 
Kingstonian.

Cook said: “I’m delight-
ed to be joining the gaffer 
and being back with the 
boys!”

They both join forward 
Trevan Robinson, who 
arrives at Fetcham Grove 
having enjoyed a success-
ful season with Chertsey 
Town.

ISTHMIAN North side 
New Salamis have 
filled the vacancy left 
by long-serving Rich-
ard Georgiou with two 
replacements after as 
Tommy Boxer and Finlay 
Johnson were appointed 
as joint managers.

Centre-half  Boxer 
made 14 appearances 
for Salamis last season 
after having previously 
turned out for the likes of  
Northwood, Cockfosters, 
Hoddesdon Town, Hat-
field Town, Potters Bar 
Town, Mildenhall Town, 
St Neots, Biggleswade 
Town, St. Ives Town and 
Chalfont St. Peter. 

Johnson was formerly 
boss of  Spartan South 
Midlands League Codic-
ote and Hendon U23 be-
fore taking over at Chal-
font St Peter.

Georgiou quit last 
week after delivering un-
precedented success in 
his 15 years at the club, 
including the FA Sunday 
Cup in 2015. 

BIRD IS 
FREE TO 
ADD A 
TOP TRIO

SALAMIS
UNVEIL A
NEW DUO

ISTHMIAN LEAGUE

SHAUN AIMS TO 
RAISE BAR HIGH

LOCAL hero Shaun Saunders 
was chuffed to lead White-
hawk to promotion – and is 
hoping his summer recruit-
ment gives them the chance 
to repeat the trick.

The 58-year-old took the ho-
tseat just over a year ago and 
kept the struggling Hawks 
in the Isthmian South East. 
This season he took them 
to the other end of  the table 
and promotion was achieved 
via the play-offs after a third-
place finish.

The former Peacehaven 
& Telscombe and Haywards 
Heath Town boss has already 
made a handful of  impres-
sive signings for next term, 
and is determined to give the 
Brighton-based club the best 
possible chance of  shining 
in the Isthmian Premier.

“I’m not naïve to the 
point where I under-

Saunders, who works as a 
surveyor.

“I go back a very long time 
with the club.

“Winning the play-offs was 
a fantastic achievement. The 
players were brilliant for me 
last year and so was the club 
– they wanted to progress and 
I was pleased to be able to get 
them over the line.

“The plans for the club 
going forward are really ex-
citing and I’m buzzing to be 
part of  it. There’s a great vibe 
around the place and it’s real-
ly tight-knit with the players 
and supporters. 

“With Brighton doing so 
well in the Premier League, 
it’s a hotbed for football at the 

moment. Both clubs have 
had great seasons and 

everyone is really 
enjoying their 

football as a 
result.”

decided he wanted to try his 
luck in the Conference,” said 
Saunders. “He moved on to 
Billericay and Leatherhead, 
and now I’m really pleased to 
have him back on board.

“I had Tom at Haywards 
Heath. With a good pre-sea-
son under his belt and a 
change of  scenery, it will do 
him the world of  good.

“So far it’s been a good 
summer. I’m still trying to 
add a couple more, but we are 
at a stage where the squad is 
nearly complete so we can be 
really picky with the players 
we bring into the group.”

Whatever happens in the 
future, Saunders will always 
be able to look back fondly on 
a promotion campaign with 
a club dear to his heart.

“I live a couple of  min-
utes from the ground 
and I grew up watching 
Whitehawk play,” explained 

ditions. For starters, he has 
raided Hastings United to 
snap up Jack Dixon, Ryan 
Worrall (both midfielders) 
and striker Ben Pope.

“I’ve been a long-time ad-
mirer of  all of  them,” he ad-
mitted, “but I’ve never been in 
a position to get them over the 
line. They are top, top players, 
proven at this level and they 
are great additions to our 
squad.”

Buzzing
Saunders has also captured 

a couple of  players with pre-
vious Whitehawk connec-
tions in striker Javaun Splatt 
and defender Tom Cadman. 
The former ended last term 
at Leatherhead while Cad-
man arrives from Haywards 
Heath.

“Javaun hit the ground 
running for us last year, but 
Worthing came in and he 

estimate the quality of  the 
division,” he told The NLP. 
“There are some really top 
teams, managers and coaches, 
some big clubs in that league.

“However, it has never 
been in my DNA to take a 
job where your target is just 
to stay in the league. I will 
always set the bar high and I 
want to finish as high in the 
table as we can. 

“When Darren Freeman 
was manager, he won the 
Isthmian South and Premier 
back to back. Hopefully it will 

be déjà vu!”
What gives 

S a u n d e r s 
extra rea-
son for opti-
mism this 

s u m m e r 
is his 

new ad-

By John Lyons

MICKEY’S PART AND PARCELL OF TOWN’S AIM
manager will look for. 

“I believe he will add heart 
and desire to what we are look-
ing to achieve. It’s one of  my 
best ever signings.”

Macpherson has also landed 
Ascot’s FA Vase-winning keep-
er Rhys Forster, who had been 
at the Yellamen on loan from 
Slough.

Macpherson had the 24-year-
old at Met Police and said: 
“Rhys is a good size for a keep-
er and a brilliant character.”

Met Police boss, chosen as the 
man to replace him. 

And the new chief  was 
chuffed to have lured Parcell 
back for the upcoming Isthmi-
an Premier campaign.

“To announce Mickey as 
my first Enfield signing is 
massively exciting,” he told 
the club website. “Mickey will 
drive standards within the 
group and, with him being one 
of  the senior players, bring 
leadership qualities which any 

successful seasons with the Ur-
chins, including a remarkable 
2021 FA Trophy win, and, in-
dividually, being named in the 
Isthmian Team of  the Season 
for the last two years running.

Much-fancied Enfield 
limped to a disappointing 
mid-table finish last term, 
prompting the departure of  
long-standing boss Andy Leese 
with Macpherson, the former 

DELIGHTED Gavin Macpher-
son reckons he has made one 
of  his ‘best ever signings’ by 
bringing popular ace Mickey 
Parcell back to Enfield Town.

The local lad played almost 
200 times during his first spell 
with the Towners, featuring in 
the 216-17 play-offs and Veloci-
ty Trophy final success against 
Hornchurch in 2018-19.

Since then,  the 27-year-old 
right-back has enjoyed four 

By John Lyons

WE’RE ON THE UP:
Whitehawk players 
celebrate promotion

PICTURE:
Every Second Media

COUP: Mickey Parcell
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NATIONAL LEAGUE

NATIONAL LEAGUE RESULTS

Scunthorpe ................... 4 Wealdstone ................. 1

Scunthorpe Chapman, Ogle, 
Richards-Everton, Butterfi eld, Wilson 
(Elliott 73), Shrimpton, Leake, 
Smith, Pugh, Shields (Feeney 71), 
Bennett (Daniel 84). Subs: White-
house, Boyce.

Wealdstone Howes, Cook (Barrett 
85), Ferguson, Olomola, Obiero, 
Dyer, Kretzschmar (Charles 37), 
Barker, Whittaker (Andrews 46), Ha-
bergham, Taylor. Subs: Lo-Everton, 
Hutchinson. Booked: Barker.

Wilson 11, 51
Smith 45
Leake 76

Ferguson 75

Att: 3,651 Ref: Barlow M

Southend ..................... 1 Aldershot ..................... 2

Southend Arnold, Scott-Morriss, 
Ralph, Hobson, Kensdale, Bridge, 
Murphy (Powell 61), Mooney (Wreh 
86), Miley, Fonguck (Taylor 61), 
Cardwell. Subs: Lomas, Demetriou. 
Booked: Arnold, Hobson.

Aldershot Ashby-Hammond, Ken-
lock, Partington, Cordner, Amaluzor 
(McQuoid 84), Frost, Jordan, 
Ochieng (Klass 46), Pendlebury, 
Glover, Barham (Hutchinson 71). 
Subs: Thomas, Anderson. Booked: 
Amaluzor, Ochieng.

Murphy 16 Frost 63
Partington 70 pen

Att: 5,590 Ref: Simpson S

York ............................. 2 Dorking Wanderers ...... 1

York Whitley, Fallowfi eld, Crookes, 
Hurst, Dyson (Kouogun 90), Forde, 
Hancox (McLaughlin 64), Pybus, 
Ellis, Duku (James 83), Duckworth. 
Subs: Kouhyar, Campbell. Booked: 
Forde, McLaughlin.

Dorking Wanderers Lincoln, Briggs 
(Muitt 46), Seager, McShane, 
Kennedy (B Taylor 67), J Taylor, 
Moore (Gallagher 46), Prior, Craig, 
Bowerman, Francomb. Subs: Phil-
pott, Ottaway. Booked: Bowerman, 
Gallagher.

Duku 7
Fallowfi eld 56

Gallagher 86

Att: 4,409 Ref: Jackson A

Solihull Moors .............. 2 Boreham Wood ............ 0

Solihull Moors Boot, Clarke, 
Howe, Gudger, Sbarra, Maycock, 
Kelly, Roberts, Donawa (Jones 90), 
Whelan, Beck (Wood 85). Subs:
Mills, Howell, Brogan. Booked: 
Gudger, Roberts.

Boreham Wood Ashmore, Ilesanmi, 
Broadbent, Ndlovu, Marsh (Lewis 
61), Fyfi eld (Coxe 75), Payne, 
Sousa, Brunt (Rees 61), Bush, Ag-
bontohoma. Subs: Evans, Newton.

Beck 54
Kelly 66 pen

Att: 1,306 Ref: Richardson J

Woking ........................ 0 Chesterfi eld ................. 1

Woking Jaaskelainen, Moss, Casey, 
Cuthbert, Wilkinson (Sass-Davies 
18), Korboa (Nwabuokei 60), 
Lofthouse (Dackers 61), Browne, 
Kellermann, Ince, Amond. Subs:
Ross, McNerney. Booked: Ince, 
Kellermann, Moss.

Chesterfi eld Fitzsimons, Palmer, 
Grimes, Maguire, Jones, King, 
Banks, Mandeville, Dallas (Ucheg-
bulam 80), Colclough (Dobra 80), 
Quigley. Subs: Sheckelford, Oldaker, 
McCallum. Booked: Banks, Maguire.

Banks 37 pen

Att: Ref: Smith L

Maidenhead Utd ........... 2 Maidstone Utd ............. 1

Maidenhead Utd Andre , Asare, De 
Havilland, Barratt (McCoulsky 70), 
Nathaniel-George (Beckwith 90), 
Ferdinand, Acquah, Odutayo, Smith 
(Leathers 78), Massey, Adams. 
Subs: Upward, Eweka. Booked: 
Massey.

Maidstone Utd Barden, Fowler, 
Alabi (Smith 61), Odusanya, Booty, 
Binnom-Williams, Marshall (Berkoe 
61), Bone, Jobe, Shonibare (Law-
son 82), Gurung. Subs: Mersin, 
Brown.

Acquah 23, 32 Booty 76

Att: 1,085 Ref: Miles J

Gateshead .................... 1 Torquay ....................... 1

Gateshead Marschall, Richardson, 
Pye, Storey, Tinkler, Pani, Francis, 
Conteh, Ward (Olley 73), Campbell, 
Dinanga (Martin 62). Subs: Mont-
gomery, Magnay, Thompson.

Torquay Halstead (Lovett 57), Don-
nellan, Moxey, Lawrence, Marshall, 
Jarvis, McGavin (Hall 73), Stobbs, 
Dawson (Hanson 73), Fadahunsi, 
Evans. Subs: Omar, Wyatt.

Dinanga 48 Evans 70

Att: 1,024 Ref: Middleton D

FC Halifax .................... 1 Yeovil .......................... 1

FC Halifax Johnson, Golden, J 
Senior, A Senior, Stott (Capello 
61), Hunter, Gilmour, Debrah, Alli, 
Warburton (Cooke 67), Dieseruvwe 
(Harker 79). Subs: Summerfi eld, 
Arthur. Booked: Johnson, Stott.

Yeovil Smith, Agbaje (Johnson 73), 
Bevan, Staunton, Law, Cooper, D’Ath 
(Linton 25), Worthington, Maguire-
Drew, Oluwabori, Fisher (Reckord 
90). Subs: Buse. Booked: Bevan, 
Cooper, Linton, Worthington.

Warburton 60 Linton 88

Att: 1,623 Ref: O’Connor J
ACHIEVE BY UNITY

Eastleigh ...................... 3 Altrincham ................... 2

Eastleigh McDonnell, Martin, Mag-
homa, Langston, Rutherford (Camp 
77), Kelly, Carter (Hill 66), Cisse, 
McKiernan, Mitchell, Whitehall 
(McDonagh 81). Subs: Harper, 
Scrimshaw. Booked: Camp.

Altrincham Byrne, E Jones, J Jones, 
Ferguson, Baines, Lundstram, 
Osborne, Marriott, Oyedele (Bennett 
77), Hulme, Hugill (Linney 67). 
Subs: Pringle, Perritt, Sinclair. 
Booked: Marriott, Pringle.

Jones 6 og
Mitchell 10
Maghoma 75

Hulme 29
E Jones 90

Att: 2,045 Ref: Mulhall S

Dag & Red ................... 1 Oldham ....................... 1

Bromley ....................... 1 Wrexham .................... 2

Barnet .......................... 1 Notts County ................ 1

Dag & Red Strizovic, Hare, Johnson, 
Onariase, Ling, Sagaf, Robinson, 
Saunders (Weston 64), Phipps, 
Effi ong (Ibie 85), Bird (Vilhete 80). 
Subs: Mussa, Longe-King.

Bromley Long, Reynolds, Sowunmi, 
Elerewe, Topalloj, Stirk, Whitely, Ar-
thurs (Vennings 87), Fisher (Forster 
81), Cheek, Kendall (Dennis 56). 
Subs: Bingham, Krauhaus.

Barnet Walker, Potter, Okimo, 
Woods, Cropper, Gorman (Smith 
67), Powell (Revan 67), Pritchard, 
De Havilland, Kabamba, Kanu 
(Senior 75). Subs: Moyo, Diarra. 
Booked: Cropper, De Havilland, 
Woods.

Oldham Hudson, Hogan, Sheron 
(Chapman 58), Sutton, Yarney, 
Green (Tollitt 64), Shelton, Rooney, 
Kitching, Sambou (Fondop-Talom 
58), Nuttall. Subs: Couto, Clarke. 
Booked: Fondop-Talom, Yarney.

Wrexham Lainton (Howard 45), 
O’Connell, Tozer, Tunnicliffe, Davies 
(Young 77), Mendy, Barnett, Jones, 
Cannon, Palmer, Mullin (Dalby 
84). Subs: McFadzean, Cleworth. 
Booked: Mendy.

Notts County Brooks, Cameron, 
Bajrami, Rawlinson, Chicksen, 
Nemane, Bostock (Jones 60), 
Palmer, Rodrigues, Austin 
(Lemonheigh-Evans 60), Langstaff. 
Subs: Mair, O’Brien, Vincent. 
Booked: Jones.

Bird 37

Cheek 63

Kanu 45

Fondop-Talom 84

Mullin 56, 60

Langstaff 42

Att: 1,659 Ref: Parsons G

Att: 5,027 Ref: Corlett M

Ref: Hallam F

Wrexham 38 17 1 0 57 15 12 6 2 40 20 62 94

Notts County 39 14 4 1 43 12 13 6 1 54 25 60 91

Woking 38 10 5 4 34 20 10 3 6 28 19 23 68

Chesterfi eld 38 11 2 5 33 21 9 6 5 32 23 21 68

Barnet 37 11 3 5 33 28 8 3 7 36 34 7 63

Eastleigh 39 14 3 3 28 14 5 3 11 20 29 5 63

Boreham Wood 37 7 7 3 20 15 9 6 5 24 17 12 61

Wealdstone 38 9 4 5 28 25 6 6 8 21 34 -10 55

Solihull Moors 38 9 5 6 33 23 6 4 8 25 30 5 54

Southend 37 9 4 7 26 18 6 4 7 19 20 7 53

Bromley 37 7 9 4 28 22 6 4 7 23 25 4 52

Dag & Red 37 10 4 6 33 31 5 3 9 21 30 -7 52

Altrincham 38 9 3 6 30 24 4 7 9 28 45 -11 49

Maidenhead Utd 39 8 6 6 25 22 5 2 12 18 31 -10 47

Oldham 37 9 3 6 30 26 3 6 10 18 27 -5 45

FC Halifax 37 8 4 6 23 20 3 6 10 12 23 -8 43

Aldershot 38 5 4 10 25 30 7 3 9 27 33 -11 43

York 38 6 5 8 24 27 5 4 10 22 23 -4 42

Yeovil 37 6 8 5 18 18 1 9 8 14 24 -10 38

Dorking Wanderers 37 8 4 6 30 36 2 3 14 22 47 -31 37

Gateshead 35 3 8 6 21 26 4 6 8 21 27 -11 34

Scunthorpe 38 7 3 10 32 37 1 6 11 14 34 -25 33

Torquay 37 4 6 9 29 36 3 4 11 14 31 -24 31

Maidstone Utd 38 3 7 8 19 30 2 2 16 21 51 -41 24

STANDINGS

1

13

7

19

4

16

10

22

2

14

8

20

5

17

11

23

3

15

9

21

6

18

12

 P W D L F A W D L F A GD Pts

ACHIEVE BY UNITY

FORM LAST 6 GAMES

 W D L F A Pts FORM
Wrexham 5 1 0 14 5 16 WWDWWW
Boreham 5 0 1 7 2 15 WWWWWL
Chesterfi eld 4 1 1 11 5 13 LWWDWW
Solihull 4 1 1 12 8 13 DLWWWW
Eastleigh 4 0 2 7 6 12 WWLWLW
Notts County 3 2 1 13 6 11 WLDWWD
Barnet 3 1 2 10 8 10 WLWLWD
Woking 3 1 2 6 4 10 WDWLWL
Oldham 3 1 2 6 5 10 WWLWLD
Dag & Red 3 1 2 8 10 10 WWLWLD
York 3 0 3 9 7 9 WLLWLW
Wealdstone 3 0 3 9 15 9 LWWWLL
Maidenhead 2 2 2 7 8 8 WDLLDW
FC Halifax 1 4 1 7 3 7 DLWDDD
Scunthorpe 2 1 3 8 8 7 LDLWLW
Altrincham 2 1 3 9 12 7 WDLLWL
Gateshead 1 3 2 5 6 6 LWDLDD
Yeovil 1 3 2 5 6 6 DLWDLD
Aldershot 1 2 3 9 13 5 LLLDDW
Bromley 1 2 3 5 9 5 LDWDLL
Dorking 1 1 4 5 10 4 LLDWLL
Southend 1 0 5 4 8 3 WLLLLL
Torquay 0 2 4 7 11 2 LLDLLD
Maidstone 0 2 4 5 11 2 LDDLLL

LEADING SCORERS LEAGUE GOALS ONLY
PLAYER CLUB TOTAL
LANGSTAFF NOTTS COUNTY 37
MULLIN WREXHAM 31
EFFIONG DAGENHAM (14 FOR ALDERSHOT) 18
KABAMBA BARNET 18

BROWNE WOKING (7 FOR WEALDSTONE) 17
MCSHANE DORKING WANDERERS 17
RODRIGUES NOTTS COUNTY 16
PALMER WREXHAM 16

SCOTT NOTTS COUNTY 14
DALLAS CHESTERFIELD 13
ACQUAH MAIDENHEAD UTD 13
NUTTALL OLDHAM (9 FOR SCUNTHORPE) 12

HOME AWAY

24

PLAYER CLUB TOTAL PLAYER CLUB TOTAL

TEAM OF 
THE DAY

ACHIEVE BY UNITY

Grant Smith
Yeovil Town

Paul Mullin
Wrexham

Christian Maghoma
Eastleigh

HEALTH

Jerome Okimo
Barnet

Ryan Colclough
Chesterfi eld

Ryan Fallowfi eld
York City

Emile Acquah
Maidenhead

Tyler Frost
Aldershot Town

Nico Lawrence
Torquay United

Marshallhshhh

Cameron Wilson
Scunthorpe

Callum Maycock
Solihull Moors

TOP 
BOSS
Paul Cook 
Chesterfi eld

IT’S not often I have a concrete plan in mind 
for a Saturday but this one falls nicely into 
place. Edgware announce they are kicking 
off  at 7pm and Best Wife is out with her 
mates. Match 3 sorted.

Match one is a handily-placed Chelsea 
U-18s game at their training ground at 11am. 
This leaves plenty of  time to fit in Match 
2 somewhere in the vicinity to complete a 
spiffing three-new-grounds triple-header.

And then, just like Saturday’s MOTD, it 
all falls apart. I receive speedy notice that 
no spectators will be allowed in at Chelsea 
– and I then find all available new clubs in 
the afternoon are Filthy Groundsharers. 
Pencilman informs me that Edgware also 
groundshare but at least it’s an extra match.

With the morning now free, The Fox 
mentions Hadley, who play in Barnet in the 
Southern League,Division One Central. It’s 
only 15 minutes away and a good call

On arrival at Brickfield Lane, a friendly 
steward shows me where to park and points 
out where all the facilities can be found. I 
pay £10 at the brand new turnstile block 
(£5 Concessions). Meanwhile, The Fox has 
nipped into the pavilion-style clubhouse and 
changing rooms. He re-emerges with a cou-
ple of  programmes (£2 each), clutching them 

like he’s just been handed The World Cup. 
The stadium is neat and tidy. I enter 

behind one goal, with an area of  cover to 
my left. The opposite end has a new covered 
terrace. The main stand and tea bar can be 
found on the left side of  the pitch, with a 
decent-sized covered area down the right. 
The ground is surrounded by trees.

I make straight for the food bar and its rea-
sonably-priced rations. One lady is collecting 
money and taking orders while another 
lady deals with the food. A nice and hygienic 
system. The burgers taste much better than 
they look. I then have a pasty for my fol-
low-up and a piece of  gorgeous homemade 
cake for afters!

The first half  is one-sided. The Bricks 
(Hadley) totally dominate the Walnuts 
(Kempston) but only manage to stick one in 
the net. The half-time ‘raffle’ is novel. Specta-
tors buy a numbered tennis ball. During the 
break, everyone throws their ball towards 
the centre circle and the nearest wins. 

Kempston score two quick goals in the sec-
ond half  to shock the hosts (and the fans!). 
Hadley look all at sea until a bundled equal-
iser in the 83rd minute. The Bricks then 
head the winner from a corner in time added 
on. Cue mass celebration between fans and 
players. I can thoroughly recommend a visit 
to this excellent club. 

PRE-MATCH INFO: 8, WELCOME: 9,  
FACILITIES: 7, FOOD: 7, CHARM: 7, 

PROGRAMME: 7, HOME TEAM RESPECT: 6, 
HOME FANS: 7, MATCH: 8, OVERALL TRIP: 9, 

OFFICIALS: 9.5, ATT: 161

like he’s just been handed The World Cup. 

SATURDAY, MARCH 11          
HADLEY 3 

KEMPSTON ROVERS 2
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Aasdasdasdasdasd 
asdasdasdasdasdasd 
asdasdasdasdasd 
asdasdasdasdasdas
PICTURE: NLP Photographer

STAR MAN: name (team)
ATT: x,xxx 

ENTERTAINMENT: �����
REFEREE: name 

CASHING IN:
Chesterfi eld cele-
brate Ollie Banks’ 
winner from the spot

PICTURE: David Holmes 

ACQUAH’S WALKING ON WATER
Acquah 23, 32

Booty 76

MAIDENHEAD UTD 2
MAIDSTONE UTD 1

By Joshua Browne

NATIONAL LEAGUE
WOKING 0

MIKE MAKES
BOSS BEN
WAIT FOR A
FIRST WIN

Bird 37

Fondop 84

BEN Strevens was unable 
to get his Dagenham & 
Redbridge reign off  to a 
winning start as Mike Fon-
dop found a late leveller for 
Oldham Athletic.

The Daggers appeared to 
be on course for all three 
points when Jay Bird broke 
the deadlock at the Chig-
well Construction Stadium.

But Fondop climbed off  
the bench and grabbed 
an equaliser with just six 
minutes remaining, leaving 
Strevens frustrated.

“There are positives to 
take and things to work on. 
We were so close to getting 
the three points and we 
worked really hard, so it is 
a bit gut-
ting,” the 
Daggers 
boss told 
The NLP. 

“That 
work-rate 
and endeav-
our to try 
and hold on 
to some-
thing got us 
a little bit 
deep in the 
second half. 
It invited 
them on 
and they 
put more 
attacking 
players onto 
the pitch to 
try and get 
that goal.

“It feels 
like two 
points dropped because we 
were pretty comfortable 
and I was so disappointed 
when the goal went in.”

Dagenham looked to 
catch Oldham out early on, 
with Bird and Manny Onar-
iase heading agonisingly 
wide from teasing George 
Saunders deliveries.

Oldham, though, also 
looked to get the upper 
hand, with Devarn Green 
being denied by a superb 
Elliot Johnson block. The 
Daggers continued to cre-
ate the better openings.

Following some incisive 
running from Inih Effiong, 
Bird fired narrowly over 
the top from long range.

But the frontman even-
tually grabbed the opening 

goal of  the Strevens era 
eight minutes before the in-
terval. Found by Mo Sagaf  
and evading the Oldham 
central defenders with a 
neat turn, Bird calmly slot-
ted into the bottom corner.

Dagenham looked to 
double their advantage 
but Effiong’s tame effort 
was comfortably saved by 
Mathew Hudson.

Oldham started to ask 
more questions of  the Dag-
gers’ defenders after the 
break with Mark Shelton 
and John Rooney thwarted 
by blocks.

But Dagenham 
felt aggrieved 
when Oldham 
were not 
reduced to 
10 men just 
before the hour 
mark, when 
referee Gary 
Parsons chose 
to caution Joe 
Yarney after 
bringing down 
Effiong, who 
was through 
on goal.

That proved 
to be a pivotal 
moment as, 
after Liam 
Hogan saw his 
close range 
header kept 
out, Oldham 
eventually got 
back on level 

terms.
Having climbed off  the 

bench, Fondop rose highest 
to nod a Rooney corner into 
the back of  the net.

Joe Nuttall passed up a 
golden opportunity to grab 
the winner, when he fired 
inches wide in the dying 
moments, but Oldham 
chief  David Unsworth was 
pleased nevertheless.

“A point was the least we 
deserved because it was a 
game I felt we dominated,” 
he said. “We had 10 shots 
blocked, which shows our 
level of  dominance and 
Dagenham’s defending was 
outstanding.”

felt aggrieved 
when Oldham 
were not 
reduced to 
10 men just 
before the hour 
mark, when 
referee Gary 
Parsons chose 
to caution Joe 
Yarney after 
bringing down 
Effiong, who 
was through 
on goal.

to be a pivotal 
moment as, 
after Liam 
Hogan saw his 
close range 
header kept 
out, Oldham 
eventually got 
back on level 

terms.

5 SHOTS ON TARGET 3

 12 SHOTS OFF TARGET 13

 6 CORNERS 6

 1 OFFSIDE 1

 5 FOULS CONCEDED 8

 0 YELLOW CARDS 2

0 RED CARDS 0

DAGENHAM V OLDHAM
MATCH STATS

DAGENHAM: (4-4-2): Strizovic 6; 
Hare 6, Onariase 7, Phipps 6, John-
son 7; Saunders 7 (Weston 64, 6), 
Ling 6, Robinson 6, Sagaf 7; Bird 8 
(Vilhete 80), Effi ong 7 (Ibie 86). Subs 
not used: Mussa, Longe-King
OLDHAM: (4-4-2): Hudson 6;   
Sutton 6, Yarney 6, Hogan 6, Kitch-
ing 6; Green 7 (Tollitt 65, 5), Sheron 
6 (Chapman 59, 6), Shelton 5, 
Rooney 6; Sambou 5 (Fondop 59, 
7), Nuttall 5. Subs not used: Couto, 
Clarke

STAR MAN: Jay Bird (Dagenham)
ATT: 1,659 

ENTERTAINMENT: �����
REFEREE: Gary Parsons 

By Danny Rust

DAGENHAM & R 1
OLDHAM ATH 1

ACE BANKS ON
TOP SPIREITES

WOKING: Sass-Davies 8 (for 
Wilkinson 18), Nwabuokei 5 (for 
Korboa 60), Dackers 5 (for Lofthouse 60). 

Subs not used: Ross, McNerney
CHESTERFIELD: Dobra 6 (for Colclough 

80), Uchegbulam 6  (for Dallas 60), McCallum 

(for Quigley 90). Subs not used: Sheckleford, 

Oldaker

Jaaskelainen 6

Fitzsimons 6

Browne 6

Quigley 7

Kellermann 5

Grimes 7

Cuthbert 5

Banks 7

Amond 6

Colclough 8

Ince 5

Palmer 7

Wilkinson 5

Jones 7

Lofthouse 6

King 7

Moss 5

Dallas 8

Korboa 5

Maguire 7

Casey 5

Mandeville 7

LINE-UPS

EMILE Acquah celebrated 
his England C call with a 
brace as Maidenhead Unit-
ed heaped more misery on 
bottom club Maidstone at 
York Road.

Clinical Acquah netted 
twice in the space of  nine 
first-half  minutes to take 
his tally for the season to 13.

Regan Booty pulled a 
goal back for the Stones 
with 15 minutes left to play 
but Alan Devonshire’s men 
stood firm to pick up their 
first victory in the National 

vital that proved when they 
took the lead on 23 minutes 
– Ashley Nathaniel-George 
delivering a sublime ball 
from the left and Acquah 
finished with aplomb.

Maidstone keeper Dan 
Barden found himself  pick-
ing the ball out of  his net 
again on 32 minutes as Ac-
quah applied the finishing 
touch to another Nathan-
iel-George cross.

At this point, the momen-
tum was very much with 
the Magpies and Kane Fer-
dinand tried his luck from 
20 yards out with a shot hit 

dig the boys out too much.”
Under glorious sunshine 

initially, both sides got a 
sweat on quickly as they 
saw an equal share of  pos-
session in a lively opener.

Key midfielder Charlee 
Adams managed to run off  
a knock early on and the 
Magpies showed just how 

League since the end of  Feb-
ruary.

“We were very good in 
the first half, not the best in 
the second half,” said Dev-
onshire. “We looked tired, 
didn’t have a lot of  energy, 
and conceded a sloppy goal. 
We made hard work of  it but 
we won the game so I can’t 
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STAR MAN: name (team)
ATT: x,xxx 

ENTERTAINMENT: �����
REFEREE: name 

STAR MAN: Andrew Dallas (Chesterfi eld)
ATT: 3,119 

ENTERTAINMENT: �����
REFEREE: Lewis Smith 

BUT STONES ARE SUNK AGAIN

STAR MAN: Emile Acquah (Maidenhead)
ATT: 1,085 

ENTERTAINMENT: �����
REFEREE: Jacob Miles 

CHESTERFIELD drew 
level on points with 
Woking in the race for 

third spot after exacting re-
venge for their home loss to 
the Cards just 39 days ago 
at The Proact Stadium.

Ollie Banks’ 37th-minute 
penalty proved the differ-
ence between the two sides 
to earn the in-form Spireites 
a fourth win from their last 
five games. 

“I thought we were beaten 
today by a better team,” con-
ceded Woking boss Darren 
Sarll after this intriguing 
televised lunchtime kick-off.

“They were better than us 
at the things that we have 
become very good at, and 
that makes it even tougher 
to take. 

“I thought we played with 
a little bit of  a fragility about 
us. We are going to have to 
get used to tight games over 
the remaining eight games 
that  we’ve got left.”

Both of  these promotion 
chasers went at each oth-
er hammer and tongs with 
chances to break the dead-
lock falling to both inside the 
opening two minutes. 

Dan Moss’s wicked cross 
was deflected away for a cor-
ner for Woking, while, from 
the resulting set-piece, the 
visitors broke away quickly 
with Andrew Dallas playing 

got them back into the game. 
Kellermann and Ricky Kor-
boa combined  to square the 
ball to Ince, who couldn’t 
guide his effort towards goal.

The visitors came close 
to doubling their advantage 
when Joe Quigley hit the 
post, only for the offside flag 
to be raised.

Indeed, it 
was Ches-
t e r f i e l d 
who looked 
the more 
likely and 
they went 
close again 
on 64 min-
utes when 
Colclough’s 
goal bound 
shot was 
bri l l iant ly 
tipped over 
the bar by 

Will Jaaskelainen.
Dallas looked on course to 

make the game safe for the 
Spireites when through on 
goal with only Jaaskelainen 
to beat. He slotted the ball 
past the Woking stopper but 
also wide of  the mark. 

Woking pushed forward 
late on in search of  a lifeline 
but despite winning a free-
kick in a dangerous position 
in the dying seconds, they 
couldn’t make it count as 
Paul Cook’s men held on.

and up stepped  Banks to 
smash the spot-kick down 
the middle. 

Banks was a whisker away 
from doubling Chesterfield’s 
lead on the cusp of  half-time 
with a volley that flew just 
wide of  the post.

Woking, however, finished 
the half  strongly with a se-
ries of  corners leading to Ro-
han Ince’s header having to 
be cleared off  the line.

With the rain lashing 
down at the start of  the sec-
ond period, it was a Woking 
counter attack that  almost 

the ball across to Ryan Col-
clough at the back post but 
the former Altrincham wing-
er could only toe-poke across 
the face of  goal.

The Spireities were prov-
ing to be a handful on the 
counter attack with the dan-
gerous Dallas demonstrating 
a  superb turn of  pace, once 
again driving forward before 
firing over.

The deadlock was even-
tually broken on 37 minute 
when Jim Kellermann’s high 
boot caught Laurence Magu-
ire when contesting a corner 

TUSSLE: 
Woking’s 
Rhys Browne 
attempts to 
evade Jamie 
Grimes

Banks 37 (pen)
CHESTERFIELD 1

NO MERCY 
FOR MAHER 
IN A SHOTS 
FIGHTBACK

Murphy 16

Frost 63, Partington 70 (pen)

FRUSTRATED Kevin Ma-
her reckons his Southend 
United side got just what 
they deserved as they 
crashed at home to Alder-
shot Town.

Twenty-four hours after 
controversial chairman 
Ron Martin announced he 
was looking to sell the club, 
Southend slumped to a fifth 
successive setback.

And Maher was at pains 
to describe his side’s 
display. “I thought we were 
poor,” he moaned.

“Even in the first half, we 
were winning 1-0 but I don’t 
think the levels were good 
enough in terms of  perfor-
mance and we got what we 
deserved.

“We didn’t 
have enough 
quality in 
the final 
third. We 
turned it 
over cheaply 
and we 
looked like a 
side lacking 
confidence 
having lost 
games.”

The 
Shrimpers 
are now 
10th in the 
table. The 
result leaves 
them eight 
points 
adrift of  
the play-off  
places and 
Maher 
believes there is no point 
talking about a top-seven 
finish at this stage.

“We’re not thinking of  
that now, we’re thinking of  
getting a win because we 
need points on the board,” 
he added.

“We can talk all you want 
about play-offs but not if  
you lose five in a row, no 
chance.

“Talk is cheap, let’s win 
a game before we talk 
about the play-offs because 
there’s too much talk going 
on at the minute.”

Aldershot wasted a good 
early chance to take the 
lead with full debutant 
Jack Barham seeing his 
close-range shot deflected 
wide of  the right post by 

Southend defender Shaun 
Hobson.

But, on 16 minutes, the 
Shrimpers took the lead 
with Dan Mooney teeing up 
the fit-again Rhys Murphy, 
who fired an accurate low, 
right-footed shot into the 
bottom right-hand corner.

Aldershot wasted a huge 
chance to draw back level 
with Barham racing clean 
through on goal only to fire 
well wide of  the right post 
after the ball appeared to 
bobble up on a poor pitch.

The Shots went close 
again before the break with 
Tyler Frost firing just past 

the right post 
from 20 yards.

The visi-
tors remained 
on top in the 
second half  
and drew lev-
el in the 63rd 
minute when 
Frost fired a 
low shot into 
the right-hand 
side of  the net 
from 12 yards.

Aldershot 
continued to 
see more of  
the ball and 
bagged what 
proved to be 
the winning 
goal 20 
minutes from 
time when 
a poor back 
header from 

Ollie Kensdale was latched 
onto by Justin Amaluzor 
who was clattered into by 
Southend goalkeeper Steve 
Arnold.

The shot-stopper was 
shown just a yellow card 
for the challenge by referee 
Scott Simpson and Joe  
Partington kept his cool to 
send a smartly taken spot-
kick into the top right-hand 
corner of  the net to end a 
seven-match winless streak 
for Ross McNeilly’s side.

The result lifted Alder-
shot to 17th in the table, 
nine points above the 
relegation zone.

the right post 
from 20 yards.

tors remained 
on top in the 
second half  
and drew lev-
el in the 63rd 
minute when 
Frost fired a 
low shot into 
the right-hand 
side of  the net 
from 12 yards.

continued to 
see more of  
the ball and 
bagged what 
proved to be 
the winning 
goal 20 
minutes from 
time when 
a poor back 
header from 

 2 SHOTS ON TARGET 5
 7 SHOTS OFF TARGET 10
 4 CORNERS 3
 1 OFFSIDE 2
 3 FOULS CONCEDED 6
 2 YELLOW CARDS 2
 0 RED CARDS 0

SOUTHEND V ALDERSHOT
MATCH STATS

SOUTHEND: (5-3-2): Arnold 5, 
Scott-Morriss 6, Hobson 6, Kens-
dale 4, Ralph 5, Bridge 5, Miley 6, 
Fonguck 4 (Taylor 61, 5), Mooney 5 
(Wreh 86), Murphy 6 (Powell 61, 6), 
Cardwell 6. Subs not used: Lomas, 
Demetriou
ALDERSHOT: (4-5-1): Ashby- 
Hammond 6; Kenlock 7, Cordner 
7, Jordan 7, Glover 6; Amaluzor 6 
(McQuoid 84), Frost 8, Partington 7, 
Ochieng 5 (Klass 46, 6), Pendlebury 
6; Barham 6 (Hutchinson 71, 6).
Subs not used: Anderson, Thomas

STAR MAN: Tyler Frost (Aldershot)
ATT: 5,590 

ENTERTAINMENT: �����
REFEREE: Scott Simpson 

By Jason Creasey

SOUTHEND UTD 1
ALDERSHOT TN 2

THE MONEY AS
STRIKE IT RICH  

was Ches-
t e r f i e l d 
who looked 
the more 
likely and 
they went 
close again 
on 64 min-
utes when 
Colclough’s 
goal bound 
shot was 
bri l l iant ly 
tipped over 
the bar by 

 0 SHOTS ON TARGET 3
 1 SHOTS OFF TARGET 2
6 CORNERS 5
1 OFFSIDE 1
 10 FOULS CONCEDED 6
 2 YELLOW CARDS 2
 0 RED CARDS 0

WOKING V CHESTERFIELD
MATCH STATS

By Peter Moore

Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 

er, the defender just about 
thwarted by Barden’s right 
boot.

The Stones weren’t rocked 
and they man-
aged to keep 
the ball rolling 
in the Magpies’ 
half, however, 
with the side 
coming closest 
to equalising 
from a series of  
corners.

H o w e v e r , 
some shrewd 
football and a 
tactical sub-

stitution wound the clock 
down and ensured Maiden-
head took all three points 
to strengthen their own Na-
tional League survival bid.

other named in the England 
C squad, was able to halve 
the deficit from the sub-
sequent free-kick, as Dom 
O d u n s a n y a 
laid the ball 
off  for him to 
rifle an effort 
into the bot-
tom right cor-
ner.

Will De 
Havilland al-
most restored 
Maidenhead’s 
two-goal ad-
vantage just 
minutes lat-

with real intent but whis-
tled the frame of  the goal.

Maidstone – whose last 
win in the league came 
against Maidenhead on No-
vember 26 – upped their 
game after the interval with 
Mamadou Jobe first head-
ing over the bar from Boo-
ty’s cross before Josh Shoni-
bare got Alexis Andre Jr on 
his toes.

With 75 minutes on 
the clock, Bivesh Gurung 
looked to break into the box 
and let fly but he was fouled 
by captain Alan Massey.

Nevertheless, Booty, an-

and they man-
aged to keep 
the ball rolling 
in the Magpies’ 
half, however, 
with the side 
coming closest 
to equalising 
from a series of  
corners.

some shrewd 
football and a 
tactical sub-

O d u n s a n y a 

4 SHOTS ON TARGET 2
 1 SHOTS OFF TARGET 1
 5 CORNERS 6
 2 OFFSIDE 3
 5 FOULS CONCEDED 10
 1 YELLOW CARDS 2
 0 RED CARDS 0

MAIDENHEAD V MAIDSTONE
MATCH STATS MAIDENHEAD: (4-3-3): Andre Jnr 6, Asare 

7, De Havilland 7, Massey 6, Odutayo 7, 
Ferdinand 6, Barratt 6 (McCoulsky 70, 6), 
Adams 6, Nathaniel-George 7 (Beckwith 
90), Acquah 8, Smith 6 (Leathers 78, 6). 
Subs not used: Upward, Eweka
MAIDSTONE: (4-1-4-1): Barden 6, Fowler 
5, Alabi 6 (Wanjau-Smith 61, 6), Odunsanya 
6, Booty 7, Binnom-Williams 6, Marshall 6 
(Berkoe 61, 6), Bone 6, Jobe 6, Shonibare 
7 (Lawson 83), Gurung 6. Subs not used: 
Mersin, Brown
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KEVIN WILKINKEVIN WILKIN
THEBIGINTERVIEW

Buck stops 
with me, but 
we’ll bounce
back as one

SUFFERING: Kevin 
Wilkin feels the 
pain of another 
AFC Telford United 
defeat, inset

PICTURE: Alamy

By CHRIS 
DUNLAVYK

EVIN Wilkin says 
he would have had 
no complaints if 
AFC Telford Unit-
ed had sent him 

packing following relegation 
from National League North. 

Sacked by Brackley Town 
in September, Wilkin arrived 
at the New Bucks Head a fort-
night later and was asked to 
rescue a dismal campaign 
that had yielded just one win 
in 13 games under predeces-
sor Paul Carden. 

But the 55-year-old failed 
to inspire any significant im-
provement as the Bucks went 
down with a month of  the sea-
son to spare. 

“I hold my hands up, we 
were brought in to do a job 
and we didn’t do it,” says 
Wilkin, who had spent the 
previous seven years at 
Brackley, where he won the 
FA Trophy in 2018. 

“There’s no hiding from 
that. We were a relegated side. 
We finished bottom of  the 
league. If  Telford had wanted 
to get rid of  me, they’d proba-
bly have been justified.”

As Wilkin says, however, 
the writing had been on the 
wall for some time. Telford 
have rarely challenged for 
promotion since tumbling out 
of  the top flight in 2015, with 
several years of  diminishing 
returns culminating in a dra-
matic escape from relegation 
on the final day of  last season.   

However, the division’s 
expansion to 24 teams and 
a four-fold increase in the 
number of  relegation places 
left far less room for error, 
especially with a largely un-
changed squad. 

“So many things conspired 
against us,” says Wilkin. “A 
poor disciplinary record that 
we weren’t able to arrest. In-

juries at crucial times. We had 
high-profile players watching 
from the stands on too many 
occasions and very rarely 
were we able to field the same 
team in back-to-back games. 
It made consistency very elu-
sive. 

“But at the end of  the day, 
the group that was assembled 
didn’t have the profile of  a Na-
tional North side. That’s just a 
fact. 

Confidence
“If  you extend things past 

last season, Telford were ef-
fectively relegated the year 
before. They weren’t good 
enough then, and there 
wasn’t enough done last sum-
mer to change the make-up of  
the squad. 

“We ended up relying far 
too heavily on the loan mar-
ket. A lot of  young bodies 
came in, with varying levels 
of  effectiveness. 

“As much as we tried to up 
the fitness levels and to raise 
confidence, it was always a 
struggle and results never re-
ally picked up. 

“That’s difficult for every-
one to swallow. A club with 
the stature of  Telford United 
should be Step 2 as a mini-
mum. 

“But we are where we are. 
Now we need to stop this neg-
ative spiral, start winning 
games on a consistent basis 
and start enjoying football 
again.”

To that end, Telford have 
signed former Grimsby strik-
er Montel Gibson, who scored 
eight goals across two loan 
spells at the New Bucks Head 
last term. 

The 25-year-old has been 
joined by Brandon Hall, full-
back Nathan Fox and central 
defender Orrin Pendley, with 
just a handful of  last season’s 
squad retained for next sea-
son’s assault on the Southern 
Premier Central. 

“We’re probably about 
halfway done, which is where 
we’d expect to be,” says 
Wilkin, whose side will be 
playing Step 3 football for the 
first time since 2007.

“We did our best to get 
ahead of  the curve, and I took 
in as many games as I could at 
Step 3 to try and be a bit more 
informed about potential tar-
gets. 

“But sought-after play-
ers are sought-after players 
across the board, and we’re 

not awash with money where 
we can go out and get every 
single player we want. 

“We’re still competitive, 
and I think the club is attrac-
tive. We’ve got a fantastic sta-
dium and a fantastic surface, 
which will probably be the 
best in the division next sea-
son. 

“Ultimately, though, when 
you speak to players, the only 
thing they really care about is 
earning good money. I totally 
understand that, but it does 
make things challenging.”

Naturally, the target is pro-
motion. 

“We have to make sure that 
we have a solid pre-season, 
mentally prepare for the chal-
lenge ahead and hopefully get 
our best XI on the pitch con-

sistently,” says Wilkin. “If  we 
do that, we’ll be competitive.

“Are we shooting for pro-
motion? Yes. But that has to 
be balanced with the under-
standing that we’re recon-
structing virtually the whole 
squad.  Not everything is go-
ing to drop into place straight 
away.

Consistent
“People will come to Tel-

ford next year and they’ll 
want to perform. It’s a big 
club for the level, a fantastic 
stadium and that’s something 
our players will have to learn 
to handle. 

“I’m not making excuses 
but I’ve been in a similar sit-
uation as a player when Rush-
den & Diamonds were coming 

through. What a great set-up 
that was, and it made every-
body raise their game when 
they came to play us.  

“With the character of  
player that we’re trying to 
bring into the group, hopeful-
ly they’ll have enough resil-
ience and mental strength to 
cope.

“But we’re clearly going 
to be challenged. You take 
the likes of  Leamington and 
Kettering, who both finished 
above us last year. They 
won’t be getting any weaker. 
Coalville have been fantasti-
cally consistent over several 
seasons now. Nuneaton want 
to get out of  there. There’s 
some very good clubs down 
there and we won’t be taking 
anything for granted.”

Interviews

News

Results

Match Reports

Calendars and 
Pyramid Posters 
Working closely with our 
army of top photographers, 
The Non-League Paper 
produces an annual 
calendar – your perfect 
opportunity to advertise 
with us 365 days a year!

The Pyramid Poster is a 
much-loved league-by-
league guide displaying 
the club allocations each 
season. It offers the perfect 
place for your brand to 
feature with posters hung 
on clubhouse, changing 
room and bedroom walls all 
over the country.

Top Columnists
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259mm wide x 
50mm high
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259mm wide x 
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ADVERTORIAL

       Kaizen are 
consummate 
professionals 
you can 
rely on
James Tedford, 

Club Secretary, 

Southport FC

Kaizen Ticketing 
is a must-have. 

We’d be lost 
without 

them
James Smiles, 

Club Secretary, 

Bedford Town FC

Fast and 
smart 
are the 
words 
that best 
sum up 
Kaizen Ticketing
Chris Newbold, Management 

Committee, Hitchin Town FC

KAIZEN CAN HELP YOUR CLUB 
TO FIND OUT MORE 

e-mail: info@kaizenticketing.com or call: 0203 858 0709

www.kaizenticketing.com

Kaizen Ticketing Managing Director David Lynam 

has issued a rallying cry to non-league clubs – help is 

there for you in these testing times. Lynam said: “Day-in, 

day-out we manage the ticketing infrastructures of 23 clubs 

and are seeing the patterns of what is working. We want to 

share best practice and to help clubs generate income to 

keep them going”. He is urging those not already signed 

up to the system to get in touch, he says: “Collectively, 

our team has been working with Non-League clubs 

for the last fi ve years – we can help you.” The value 

of getting in touch, and staying in touch, is more 

prevalent than ever.

KAIZEN BOSS: 
“WE’RE HERE TO 

HELP - GET IN TOUCH”

23 CLUBS NOW 
USING THE 

HIGHLY-RATED 
SYSTEM 

� Online 50/50 draws are raising thou-

sands for clubs and the NHS

� Virtual matches are helping clubs’ 

cash fl ow in this fallow period

� Early bird season tickets and 

merchandise fl ash sales are boosting 

revenue

� Data capture is enabling community 

schemes to contact vulnerable fans

� Easy-to-use reporting functions help 

cashfl ow planning

We’d be lost 

CLUBS STILL GENERATING

INCOME THANKS TO
NIALL MALONE talks to Kaizen Ticket-

ing Managing Director David Lynam 

– and a host of Non-League execu-

tives – on how the state-of-the-art 

software and dynamic support is 

helping to steer clubs through this 

most unprecedented period.

“HONESTLY, the guys at Kaizen have 

been a godsend over the last few weeks 

– I really mean that.” It’s praise indeed 

from Bedford Town’s Club Secretary 

James Smiles. We speak after a long 

day for him, one of  many recently. 

His club’s tale is all too familiar as the 

coronavirus grips – try and make ends 

meet, fight on, adapt and then fight 

some more. 
The Eagles chief  makes clear: “Ba-

sically, we need to roll out ideas that 

can help generate us some income. We 

have no matches but players who need 

paying – it’s that simple.” That’s exact-

ly the gap that Kaizen have plugged. 

See a problem, solve a problem.

Smiles goes on: “I phone Kaizen and 

say ‘I need to put 2020/21 season tick-

ets online at a discount’ and it’s done. 

Then I say, ‘we need to put a 50/50 raffle 

online’ and that’s done too. Brilliant. 

Also, I can offer fans the opportunity 

to donate online to the club and local 

hospital without the need for BACS 

transfer. Kaizen makes that all possi-

ble. We’d be stumped without it.” 

REVENUE
That sentiment is echoed 20 miles 

down the road at Hitchin Town. There, 

Chris Newbold – who is part of  the 

club’s management committee – is 

heartened from a recent bumper 50/50 

online draw. He tells me that, ordinari-

ly, on a good day the club might make 

£80. Their first foray into an online 

version has brought in just under 

£1,400 – and the East and North Herts 

Hospital will benefit. “Just remark-

able”, says Chris.

club £3,000. Club Secretary James 

Tedford – who was instrumental in 

bringing the idea to fruition – said: 

“At times like these, striking the right 

balance is key. Obviously we want 

people to support us but we want to 

be able to offer them something. The 

screening and t-shirt proved to be 

hugely successful. 
People still want that 90 minutes of  

football escapism – arguably more so 

than usual – and the Kaizen infrastruc-

ture has allowed us to provide that.”

COMMUNITY
Christine Classon works alongside 

James as a volunteer. A former Oper-

ations Manager for Barclays, her pro-

cedural focus and eye for detail means 

that she helps oversee the clubs’ book-

keeping function. By her own admis-

sion she: “Loves a good system!”, so 

has been at home with Kaizen’s pro-

fessional, easy-to-use software. “In 

a few minutes I run a report, which 

shows what our cashflow is, which in 

the current climate has been extreme-

ly useful”, she says.
Volunteers like Christine are the 

lifeblood of  the game – they keep 

clubs going because they care. They 

understand the value of  the club 

within its community – another area 

where Kaizen comes into its own. 

Southport’s community arm has been 

able to use the database function to 

quickly segment their supporters by 

age and proactively phone everyone 

over 70 to see how they are and wheth-

er they needed anything.

“It’s great what Southport have 

been able to do with the older fans, 

isn’t it? Pro-actively contacting them 

like that”, says Lynam when that case 

study crops up. “That keeps me and 

the team going – in every sense”, he 

reflects. It’s a poignant reminder how 

vital football clubs are and how im-

portant Kaizen has become to those 

who run them.

computer games in the next room. 

“That’ll keep them occupied – for 

now!” delivers Lynam, knowingly. His 

reality is the same as millions of  oth-

er households now – that realism and 

new sense of  perspective is informing 

how his business responds. “These are 

challenging times. Chairmen, CEOs, 

Finance Directors – people’s liveli-

hoods – are relying on our experience, 

so we’re very conscious of  that.”

Lynam is steely. A former non-

league player himself, he rose to work 

for The FA, Spurs, London 2012 and 

UEFA in ticketing roles that have 

seen him help run some of  the biggest 

shows on earth. The rest of  the Kai-

zen team are made of  up the best and 

brightest he met along the way. There 

isn’t much they haven’t dealt with pre-

viously. 

VIRTUAL MATCHES 
“Something like coronavirus is once 

in a generation stuff, completely un-

precedented,” he says, before adding: 

“We’re still fully operational though, 

thankfully. Each day now is about 

doubling down efforts on what our 

clubs need to get them through. Club 

A wants X – how quickly can we do 

that for them? When X is done what 

other club of  ours could benefit? Have 

we called them to give them the same 

functionality? We share best practice 

– we ask our clubs all the time ‘have 

you thought about this as a revenue 

generator because it’s worked for oth-

er teams’”. 
That philosophy is being felt keenly 

on Merseyside. Southport FC worked 

with Kaizen to host a ‘virtual match’. 

The call was for supporters to donate 

what they would usually spend at a 

home match in return for an online 

screening of  the Southport vs Notts 

County FA Cup clash from 2002. Any-

one donating over £20 received a free 

t-shirt to acknowledge their support 

tangibly. The novel idea brought the 

“Times like these bring out the good 

in people”, relays Newbold. “There is 

a lot of  good will towards us and we’re 

very thankful for that. Some of  our 

supporters have been furloughed, or 

worse, so we have to think carefully 

about what we’re asking of  those that 

follow us. However, that task is made 

easier when we can tweet a link to 

a nice, Hitchin-branded, 50/50 raffle 

page with a commitment to help the 

NHS. As a result, we have raised a sig-

nificant amount of  money. Kaizen is 

driving that.” 
Kaizen Ticketing have been a non-

league success story with 23 clubs now 

using their system. They have gained 

notoriety for the counsel they offer 

clubs beyond whatever bespoke sys-

tem update has been asked of  them. 

That’s why their expertise is more 

sought after now than ever before. 

Managing Director David Lynam is 

leading the charge.
When I catch-up with David, the 

call is punctuated with the boister-

ous sounds of  his young sons playing 

without 
them

Kaizen Ticketing

       Kaizen are   

Kaizen Ticketing 

Fast and 
smart 
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GEOFF’S ON THEUP AT LASTSOUTH SHIELDS chairman 
Geoff Thompson has already 
turned his attention to the Na-
tional League North after the 
Mariners fi nally broke their 
promotion hoodoo.

The Mariners have been held back by a combination of  Covid and play-off  heartache in recent years but Monday’s 1-0 victory at Whitby Town was enough to take Kevin Phillips’ men to the NPL Premier title at the fourth time of  asking.
Joyous scenes at both Whitby’s Turnbull Ground and back at the Mariners’ 1st Cloud Arena home  were played out as the north-east club rejoiced in securing a place in Non-League’s second tier for the first time in their history.

The nightmare of  two play-off  defeats against Warrington Town and the two seasons cur-tailed by the impact of  Covid-19 have plagued the Mariners since tentered Step 3 after going up through the NPL Division One North play-offs in 2018-19.
“I am just relieved that we have finally got there and got into the National League North,” said charman Thompson, relieved and delighted in equal measure.
“Everyone talks about the sea-son when we won the FA Vase, 

Tom Broadbent, Gary Liddle and Mackenzie Heaney helped install the Mariners as firm favourites to secure the league title this season and they lived up to that billing with a storming season which led to promotion with two games to go.
Thompson hailed rookie boss Phillips for the job he has done and believes the Mariners boss has ‘created a positive environ-ment’ at the club.
“He’s done a great job and his remit was clear when he joined us,” he added. “That was to get us out of  the division and allow us to take the next step.  
“The first half-season he was in charge was him working with what really wasn’t his team and we narrowly missed out with the play-off  defeat against War-rington Town.  
“But I have given him – or at least I would hope I have given him – what he needed to do the job and as a consequence he has been able to build his own team.
“I don’t micro-manage or in-terfere so it’s not for me to talk on management style, I just let them get on with it, but it is very evident he has created a positive environment and he has applied his thinking to benefit the club as a whole.”

Northern League, the Northern League Cup and the Durham Challenge Cup, and that season was a landmark moment for the football club, but getting out of  the Northern Premier League is another because it’s been such a tough journey.
“We had a period where we made things more difficult than it should have been, but we bounced back and got it over the line, which is just wonderful.  That’s credit to Kevin and the management team, as well as the players of  course.  It’s fantastic for us to be heading where we are heading and I look forward to the challenges that lie in wait for us.”

Overhaul
The title success has marked a fine first full season in the dug-out for Phillips, the former Sun-derland, Watford and England striker.
The Black Cats legend was a surprise choice to replace for-mer manager Graham Fenton just over 14 months ago and had to oversee something of  an over-haul of  his squad during his first summer in charge.

The arrival of  the likes of  

By Mark Carruthers

SILVER SURFERS: 
South Shields lift 
the NPL Premier title 
yesterday and, inset,  
chairman Geoff 
Thompson proud 
holds the trophy aloft 

PICTURE: Kev Wilson

MICHAEL Clegg has 
earned a new two-year 
deal as manager of  War-
rington Rylands – despite 
being at the club for just 
two months!

The former Atherton 
Collieries boss took over 
as boss from Jody Banim 
back in February and has 
helped maintain the Step 
3 newcomers’ top ten po-
sition in NPL Premier 
after four wins from their 
last five matches.

Now both he and as-
sistant Nicky Hunt have 
been rewarded for their 
efforts with a deal to stay 
at Gorsey Lane until the 
end of  the 2024-25 season.

“I’m delighted, it’s a 
no-brainer for me,” Clegg 
told the club’s YouTube 
channel. “Tuesday night 
[a 3-0 win at Radcliffe] 
was a great night for us 
and what we have been 
working towards. Perfor-
mances have been good, 
the mood in the camp has 
been good, and we want 
to keep a lot of  this squad 
for next season, so that’s 
the next project now.”

Chairman Mark Pye 
added: “In terms of  sta-
bility for the club, keep-
ing someone like Cleggy 
with us, is an absolute 
priority.”

RYLANDS 
TIE DOWN 
CLEGG TO 
NEW DEAL
By Jon Couch
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Top boss gong is 
wide open again

Give your
main man 
the honour

ANOTHER rollercoaster season 
still needs to be settled – but the 
National Game Awards doesn’t nec-
essarily wait for the trophies to be 
lifted before honouring its winners.

Indeed, we’re already putting our 
plans in place for the big day at AFC 
Wimbledon’s Plough Lane stadium 
on Tuesday May 23 and it’s our job 
is to give you everything you need to 
know before you cast your votes. 

This week, we bring a run-down of  
the Our Game Football Player of  the 
Year – an award which covers every 
player numbered two and above from 
the National League and the Nation-
al League North and South.

Once again this year, there’s plen-
ty to choose from – and we certain-
ly don’t envy you decision-makers 
when it comes to picking the right 
man.

Rightly or wrongly, when picking 
any Player of  the Year, the mind nat-
urally often drifts towards the top of  
the scoring charts with the golden 
boys  setting the tone for another 
thrilling season at Steps 1 and 2.

So, look no further than Notts 
County’s Macaulay Langstaff. 
Brought in from newly-promoted 

Gateshead to cover the loss of  Kyle 
Wootton, the 26-year-old has proved 
a revelation at Meadow Lane – and is 
set to break numerous records along 
the way.

His 40th league goal of  the season 
at Altrincham on Tuesday night not 
only broke a club record but also 
drew him level with Ricky Miller as 
a National League best.

In this memorable two-horse race 
for the National League title this 
season, both Wrexham and Notts 
County boast numerous candidates 
to claim our top award this season.

Langstaff  may have to compete 
against the likes of  teammates Kyle 
Cameron, Adam Chicksen and Ru-
ben Rodrigues for the top honour, 
while the Racecourse also houses a 
number of  contenders, notably Paul 
Mullin, scorer of  31 goals himself  
so far this season, or Aaron Hayden, 
who has netted 12 times from cen-
tre-back. Captain Ben Tozer, too, has 
been a colossus for the Dragons.

Away from the top two, Woking 
have enjoyed a storming season – 
boosted by the goals of  Rhys Browne, 
who also wowed at Wealdstone – but, 
come on, Chesterfield and Barnet 
fans, who has stood out for you this 
season?

Elsewhere, how about the likes of  
Dominic Poleon, scorer of  31 goals 
form National League South cham-
pions elect Ebbsfleet United or Nick 
Haughton, who has led AFC Fylde’s 
charge towards the North title.

The choice, as always, is yours, so 
get your votes in and give your club’s 
star man the recognition he deserves.

OUR GAME 
Player of the Year

SPORTS GROUND 
DEVELOPMENT
Manager of the year
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THE NLP                                                                
Lifetime Achievement          
ACERBIS                                                                 
Team of the Year                              
ISUZU   

Unsung Hero                 
OUR GAME                                                   
Community Club 
of the Year 

SPORTS GROUND 
DEVELOPMENT
Manager of the Year    
THE FA
Cup Run of the Year 
REUSCH                      
GK of the Year 
Step 3 & 4 Player 
of the Year   
HUCK NETS                                        
Goal of the Season 
SK KITS                              
Golden Boot  
OUR GAME
Player of the Year       
THE FSA                                                                
Away Day Experience 
of the Year 

SPORTSBEAT 
Young Player 
of the Year 

WILLIAM HILL
Fan of the Year 

Voting is now open!  
Make sure you have 
your say by getting 
your nominations 
into us by email to

 ngavotes@
greenways

publishing.com

NGA 
2022-23 LIST 
OF AWARDS

HOW TO
VOTE!

■IN many ways, AFC 

Wimbledon are the ulti-

mate Non-League success 

story – so what better way to 

celebrate their fairytale rise 

to the Football League by 

hosting our National Game 

Awards at their plush new 

Plough Lane stadium.

We enjoyed our ceremony 

in SW19 so much last year 

that we’ve arranged to do it 

all again this time around – 

with Tuesday May 23 the key 

date for your diary.
So, with the dry cleaners 

on speed dial, we’re, ready for 

another glittering occasion.

WHO would be a manager? 
In an age when success 
is paramount to impatient 
chairmen amid severe fi -
nancial pressures, they are 
the fi rst to get stick when 
the going gets tough.

Because of this, any 
manager who achieves 
success should be cele-
brated, which is why our 
NGA for Manager of the 
Year is much sought after. 

Sponsored by S&C Slat-
ter, the award be handed 
out at AFC Wimbledon’s 
Plough Lane Stadium on 
Tuesday May 23 – and we 
want to hear who you think 
should get it! 

Last year’s award went 
to Dave Challinor, who led 
Stockport County back 
into the Football League 
after a 11 years away. 

He fended off a number 
of top contenders for 
the award and this year 

promises to be just as 
competitive with a number 
of high-calibre bosses to 
pick form. 

Luke Williams has taken 
to the National League 
like a duck to water in 
steering Notts County to 
a record-breaking season 
which is likely to yield 100+ 
points and goals.

Wrexham boss Phil Par-
kinson simply can not be 
ignored either, while Dean 

Brennan has performed 
wonders in lifting Barnet 
from the bottom of the 
table to promotion conten-
tion, similarly Darren Sarll 
at Woking.

And how about Kevin 
Maher, who has steered 
the ship admirable ay 
Southend United amid 
turbulent waters in the 
boardroom and in the High 
Court.

Elsewhere, Dennis 
Kutrieb has blitzed 
National League South 
with Ebbsfl eet United in 
a record season, while 
rookie boss Kevin Phillips 
is on the verge of fi nally 
lifting South Shields to the 
National League North 
after years of near misses.

These are just a few 
suggestions so if you have 
someone else in mind get 
in contact with us and 
place your vote now! 

on speed dial, we’re, ready for 

TOP CONTENDER?
Dean Brennan has 
performned wonders 
at Barnet this season
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ISTHMIAN LEAGUE

FORMER Manchester 

United, Millwall and Ip-

swich Town midfielder 

Lee Martin says Rams-

gate’s family values make 

them the perfect fit.

The 36-year-old has 

joined the Isthmian Divi-

sion One South East out-

fit after leaving National 

League South Dover Ath-

letic in the off-season.

Martin came through 

the youth ranks at Man-

chester United, making 

his Premier League de-

but in the 2008-09 season 

before spending the bulk 

of  his career in the Foot-

ball League. 
He moved into Non-

League with Ebbsfleet 

from Exeter City in 2020 

before moving to Dover 

last term.
And Martin, who has 

set up his own coaching 

business outside of  play-

ing, wants to make his 

mark at the Step 4 promo-

tion hopefuls under new 

boss Ben Smith. 
“I can’t wait to get 

started and get down to 

see all the fans and all the 

kids,” he said.
“I’ve got three young 

boys myself  so I know 

what it’s like – I am a fam-

ily man and it’s a family 

club so it’s a perfect fit.

“The squad is being 

built, it’s impressive. I 

know a few of  the boys. 

I just can’t wait to get go-

ing and see if  we can do 

well.”

NEIL SMITH has con-

tinued to strengthen his 

Cray Wanderers squad by 

signing his former Brom-

ley frontman George 

Porter.
The 30-year-old strik-

er began his career at 

the Wands having come 

through their academy.

His form led to a move 

to Leyton Orient where 

he made 35 appearances 

before joining Burnley.

He thrived under Smith 

at Bromley and scored 12 

times for Dulwich in the 

National League South 

last season.
Also arriving at Hayes 

Lane is defender Camer-

on Black, who was at Bog-

nor Regis Town last term.

He is joined by former 

Cray loanee left-back Ja-

mie Mascoll from Horn-

church and former Met 

Police defender Archy 

Taylor. 
Meanwhile, Mitch 

Chapman and David Ija-

ha have been retained by 

boss Smith. 

MARTIN 
READY TO
RUMBLE 
AT RAMS

SMUDGER 
SNAPS UP 
PORTER!

ISTHMIAN LEAGUE

BRAD’S 
GOT THE
GREEN 
FOR GO

EXPERIENCED midfielder 

Bradley Pritchard wants to 

help Lewes keep growing in 

the coming year – on and off 

the pitch.
The 37-year-old former 

Charlton and Leyton Orient 

man arrived at the Dripping 

Pan a couple of  years ago 

– and it wasn’t just for foot-

balling reasons.
“I really got into garden-

ing during lockdown,”  he 

told The NLP. “I live in a flat 

and there was  a communi-

ty garden below which the 

residents were happy for me 

to work on. I learned a lot in 

lockdown and I tried to see 

how I could use that along 

with the community work I 

do in my day job.
“When I stopped play-

ing football professionally, I 

wanted to stay local. I live on 

the border of  Lewisham and 

Bromley, so Lewes isn’t local. 

“When I left Cray Wander-

ers, my old boss Tony Russell 

was at Lewes. I said I would 

sign if  I was able to have an 

impact in the community. 

At the Dripping Pan, I saw a 

corner of  the ground that was 

wild with grass and weeds.

“I said if  you could give me 

that bit of  soil, I would create 

a community garden where 

people could come and grow 

things. I said I would really 

appreciate that and it would 

be one of  the reasons I would 

sign.”

Joe (Vines, assistant) and 

they are still keen to have me 

around. It’s nice to feel want-

ed – even at 37!
“If  I decide to play and 

commit, it’s about making 

sure I’m available. My role 

changes – it’s not playing ev-

ery game, it’s making sure my 

teammates feel supported. 

“I will be there more for 

guidance, but I don’t want to 

be an old ex-pro saying ‘you 

need to do this or that’. The 

game has changed a lot and 

players have also.”

together as a collective.”

How much Pritchard con-

tributes on the pitch remains 

to be seen, but he’s eager to 

use all his experience from 

approaching two decades in 

the game to good effect at the 

East Sussex club.

Guidance
“I’m not overly confident 

I will play for the whole sea-

son,” he admitted. “I’m still 

trying to work that one out. 

I’ve been talking to Tony and 

He said: “Promotion is the 

aim, automatic or otherwise, 

but I’m sure every other team 

would say the same thing. 

There’s always a lot of  change 

at this level and I think the 

competition will be harder 

this year with the fact that 

there are some big teams that 

have come into the league.

“We have brought in some 

fantastic young players and 

you just hope that everyone 

gels and works together. 

That’s the way Tony wants to 

play – with everyone working 

The unusual request was 

granted and the area has 

since been transformed with 

the support of  many, includ-

ing the club itself  and grant 

funding from Lewes District 

Council.
The community 

allotment, which 

has been named 

‘Brad’s Pit’ in hon-

our of  its founder, 

is now branching 

out. Every Tues-

day there are free 

sessions so that 

local residents can 

learn about grow-

ing their own fruit 

and vegetables, re-

ducing food waste 

and cooking with 

limited ingredi-

ents.
“We started off  with about 

four people and we now have 

12 who have registered on-

line,” he explained. “Begin-

ning slowly is important – we 

want to make sure we can 

cope with the capacity and be 

a sustainable project.

“I cringe a bit with the 

name it’s been given, but I 

like the creativity!”
On the footballing side, 

Pritchard is keen to help the 

Rooks improve on last sea-

son’s sixth-place finish in the 

Isthmian Premier, which saw 

them miss out on the play-offs 

on goal difference.

Ace sows seeds at Lewes
By John Lyons

CHAMBERS RETURNS TO HIS HAMLET ROOTS

MICHAEL CHAMBERS has 

returned to Dulwich Hamlet 

– and he admits promotion 

back to Step 2 has to be their 

aim.
The 28-year-old defend-

er is back to a third spell at 

the Champion Hill outfit, 

who suffered relegation on 

of  former Chesterfield and 

Maidstone United left-back 

Jerome Binnom-Williams. 

“Hak and Terry gave me 

an opportunity at Maidstone 

when I was really unfit, and 

helped turn me into a Nation-

al League South winner, so I 

am respectful to them.”

process I have been part of  

before but it is long and gru-

elling and one that shouldn’t 

be taken lightly, but I am ex-

cited for the challenges of  

this season.”
Boss Hayrettin has land-

ed more National League 

experience with the signing 

Wrexham in 2019.
Since then, the centre back 

has had spells at Bromley, 

Chelmsford City and Biller-

icay Town.
Chambers told the club’s 

website: “When you sign for 

a club like Dulwich, the aim 

is to win promotion, it’s a 

the final day of  the National 

League South season.

 The academy graduate 

was part of  the side that 

won promotion through the 

Isthmian Premier play-offs 

in 2018, before moving on to 

By Neil Harvey

A PRIT OF ALRIGHT: 
Bradley Pritchard in 
action for Charlton 
Athletic and his 
new home at the 
Dripping Pan, inset

PICTURE:Alamy

The community 

allotment, which 

has been named 

‘Brad’s Pit’ in hon-

our of  its founder, 

“We started off  with about 
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INSIDE:

AND

PLUS

COBBLERS 
CLOSING IN 
ON GLORY

OH YES! QPR sub
Chris Martin  
celebrates his late 
winner at leaders 
Burnley

PICTURE: Alamy

RICHIE Wellens couldn’t 
hide his delight after Ley-
ton Orient clinched the 
League Two title.

Goals from George Mon-
cur (pen) and Charlie Kel-
man earned a 2-0 home 
success against Crewe and 
sparked jubilant scenes of  
celebration.

“A few teams have tried 
to knock us off  our perch 
but just look at how long 
we’ve been at the top, and 
look at the gap in points,” 
said O’s boss Wellens. “It 
is not often you win it with 
three games still to play.

 “We have certain indi-

viduals who have quality, 
but we are a team.”

Rochdale have been rele-
gated from the EFL after a 
1-0 loss at Stockport, while 
Wrexham come the other 
way after beating Boreham 
Wood 3-1 to win the Nation-
al League title.
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ON CORONATION week-
end, Plymouth and         
Ipswich are desperate 
to round off brilliant 
seasons with the League 
One crown.

Argyle head into to-
day’s noon showdown at 
Port Vale with a one-point 
lead over the Tractor 
Boys, who visit Fleet-
wood. Remarkably, both 
promoted sides could 
break the 100-point barri-
er as they hunt down the 
title.

Plymouth midfielder 
Matt Butcher told The 
FLP: “It’s another mas-
sive achievement to go for. 
If  we can do it, it would 
round off  an unbelievable 
season.”

Ipswich defender Luke 
Woolfenden said: “The 
title is in everyone’s 
thoughts and we really 
want to win it, although 
we know it’s not in our 
hands and we’ll have to 
rely on another result.”

While the League One 
regular season finishes 
today, the Championship 
and League Two wrap up 
tomorrow.

EFL clubs are set to 
mark the coronation of  
King Charles III at match-
es today and tomorrow, 
ranging from the playing 
of  the national anthem to 
use of  digital assets.
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Pilgrims and Blues go for title
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By John Lyons
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CHAMPIONSHIP 10,391,945
LEAGUE ONE 5,857,547
LEAGUE TWO 3,191,719
PLAY OFFS 443,754
CARABAO CUP 1,551,748
EFL TROPHY 312,727
TOTAL 21,749,440

2022/23 ATTENDANCE NUMBERS

Clubs span the length and breadth of 
England and Wales, bringing supporters 
and communities together. With more 
than 1,650 matches taking place across 
all three divisions, EFL clubs bring the 
drama and excitement of professional 
football into the heart of the towns and 
cities they serve every week.

ATTENDANCES IN EFL 
COMPETITIONS - 2022/23
The EFL achieved the highest league at-
tendances for nearly 70 years in the 2022-
23 football season. 21.7 million supporters 
passed through the turnstiles of an EFL 
competition in 2022-23, with the highest 
cumulative attendances recorded for 
league matches since 1953-54:
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C
HASETOWN’S 
part-time play-
ers couldn’t 
help but feel 
disappointed 
when the team-
sheet landed 

an hour before their historic 
FA Cup clash with Cardiff  City 
in 2008. 

Jimmy Floyd Hasselbaink, 
the Bluebirds’ star player, was 
on the bench. Robbie Fowler 
hadn’t even boarded the coach. 

But when the deflation 
subsided, the eighth-tier 
minnows spotted an opportu-
nity. Playing in midfield for 
the Championship side was 
a 17-year-old making his first 
professional start. 

“Aaron Ramsey was the one 
we picked as the one we could 
get at,” recalled Danny Smith, 
who had scored a dramatic 
winner in the previous round 
against Port Vale. 

“We thought, ‘He’s 17, he’s 
playing in the centre of  the 
park on a muddy pitch at 
Chasetown, he’s being linked 
to all these top clubs but he’s 
not going to know what’s hit 
him’.”

The problem - for Chase-
town, at least - was that nobody 
could hit him. Ramsey scored 
one, made one, and played 
with an assurance that made 
a mockery of  his tender years. 
“We couldn’t get anywhere 
near him,” laughed Smith. “He 
absolutely ran the show.”

Like Smith, I left the Schol-
ars Ground that icy January 
evening in no doubt that Ram-
sey was destined for the top. 
His touch and technique was a 
class apart. 

Fifteen years on, those qual-
ities are undiminished. After a 
decade at Arsenal, 82 caps for 
Wales and stints at Juventus, 
Rangers and Nice, Ramsey 
remains an accomplished 
mezzala. 

Much, however, has been 
lost. And as the 32-year-old 
returns to Cardiff  for what 
is almost certainly a career 
swansong, it is important that 
everyone in South Wales tem-
per their expectations. 

The player that wiped the 
floor with Chasetown and 
won three FA Cups at Arsenal 
was nimble, lithe and elusive. 
The man who returns, though 
relatively young in chronolog-

But a little part of  your 
brain replayed the famous 
slalom against Argentina and 
said ‘Yeah, but surely he can 
do better than this?’.

Ramsey’s situation is differ-
ent. He is a local boy and fan 
of  the club whose motivation 
cannot be questioned. Never-
theless, expectation remains 
his biggest enemy. 

For Ramsey’s homecoming 
to stand any chance of  success, 
Cardiff  fans must forget those 
glorious FA Cup triumphs and 
virtuoso performances on the 
international stage. Forget 
the skinny kid who terrorised 
Chasetown. 

Simply enjoy the moments, 
the fleeting appearances and 
the flashes of  quality. Ramsey 
must be embraced for who he 
is, not mourned for what he 
was.

progressive playing style, the 
superior strength of  oppo-
nents means they are going to 
spend a lot of  time without the 
ball. Does Ramsey - a skilled 
defensive midfielder at his 
peak - still have the legs to rat 
and scrap?

All of  this may seem obvi-
ous. Ramsey is getting old. But 
knowing that and accepting it 
are two very different things. 

Frustration
As a supporter of  Newcastle, 

I vividly remember the frustra-
tion of  watching a broken Mi-
chael Owen trudge around St 
James’, a shadow of  the player 
who’d won the Ballon d’Or just 
a few years earlier.

We all knew he was operat-
ing on half  a hamstring. That 
his pace was gone. 

body has ever questioned his 
professionalism or technical 
ability. “All Aaron needs is to 
be healthy,” said Andrea Pirlo, 
his manager at Juve. 

Perhaps. Yet all the evidence 
points to a player who - in his 
18th season as a pro - can no 
longer operate as consistently 
or dynamically and probably 
never will again.

Physically, the modern-day 
Championship is as tough as 
it gets. Every team competes. 
Every team presses.

As Wayne Rooney found 
after signing for Derby in 
2020, it is a division that will 
ruthlessly expose any lack of  
athleticism. 

Remember, too, that Cardiff  
are a relatively weak side. Last 
season, they averaged just 46 
per cent possession. Even if  
Erol Bulut institutes a more 

ical terms, is a veteran of  519 
games with a body ravaged by 
injury. 

Ramsey’s intelligent off-the-
ball runs and ability to attack 
space, such a critical com-
ponent of  Wales’ run to the 
semi-finals of  Euro 2016, were 
completely absent at last year’s 
World Cup. Gone, too, were the 
swift half  turns and perceptive 
breaks. 

Ability
Like Gareth Bale, his per-

formances were characterised 
by an inertness that surprised 
UK audiences but provided an 
accurate reflection of  a player 
who has averaged just 12 
league starts per season since 
leaving the Gunners in 2019.

This is not a criticism. When 
fit, he often excelled, and no-

Please don’t expect 
the Ramsey of old

NEW rules aimed at 
eliminating the in-
timidation of offi cials 
are long overdue. 
Nobody wants to see 
overgrown toddlers 
having a tantrum, 
and the example their 
behaviour sets puts 
grassroots referees in 
genuine peril. 

If the price for 
cleaning up football 
is an explosion of red 
and yellow cards that 
reduce elite games to 
farce, it’s well worth 
paying. But will this 
latest clampdown last 
beyond August? 

Speaking last 
season, Millwall boss 
Gary Rowett summed 
up the standard 
trajectory of any refer-
eeing initiative. 

“You know how 
it goes,” he said. 
“There’s always a 
directive, and they’ll 
do it for the fi rst fi ve 
games then forget 
about it and nobody 
will ever see it again 
for ten years.

“It’s like holding 
at corners. Remem-
ber that? In the fi rst 
weekend they gave 
about ten penalties in 
the Premier League 
and for the rest of the 
season they didn’t 
give any.”

Another example 
came at last year’s 
World Cup, when a 
commitment to add 
the correct amount of 
stoppage time (anoth-
er directive suppos-
edly being adopted 
by the EFL this term) 
quietly fell by the way-
side midway through 
the group stages. 

If refs are serious 
about enacting per-
manent change - and 
they should be given 
what’s at stake for 
their brethren in the 
amateur game - the 
rules must be applied 
consistently, ruthless-
ly and, most impor-
tantly, permanently.   

MESSAGE: Gary Rowett

REF HELP
MUST NOT 
JUST FADE 
AWAY INTO 
NOTHING 

Chris  Dunlavy
A FRESH TAKE ON FOOTBALL

TEENAGE KICKS:
Aaron Ramsey 
celebrates scoring 
for Cardiff against 
Chasetown and, Inset, 
enjoys FA Cup suc-
cess with Arsenal

PICTURE: Alamy
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RECORD signing Haji 
Wright says it was an 
‘easy decision’ to agree to 
join Coventry City.

The £7.7m fee (9m Eu-
ros) paid to Turkish club 
Antalyaspor beats the 
£6.5m paid to Norwich 
City when they signed 
Craig Bellamy in August 
2000.

The 25-year-old USA 
international has signed 
a four-year contract to 
become City’s ninth sum-
mer signing. He has al-
ready packed plenty into 
his career.

After starting out with 
the New York Cosmos, 
he has since played for 
Schalke 04 (Germany), 
VVV-Venlo (Holland), 
Sonderjyske (Denmark) 
and, latterly, Antalyaspor.

Now he will play his 
part in Coventry’s bid 
to reach the Premier 
League under boss Mark 
Robins. The Sky Blues 
lost on penalties to Luton 
in last season’s Champi-
onship play-off  final at 
Wembley.

“It feels amazing, I’m 
really excited to get go-

ing,” Wright told the 
club website. “I was im-
mediately excited by the 
project and the invest-
ment being made at the 
club and the team and all 
round really excited to be 
part of  it. It was an easy 
decision to make.

“Moving to England 
played a massive part. 
It’s always been one of  
my dreams to play in 
England and I know how 
competitive the Champi-
onship is.

“We have a lot of  am-
bition to hopefully go up 
one day, so I’m excited to 
join the club.”

Manager Robins ex-
pressed his delight at 
capturing Wright, who 
scored for the USA in 
their 3-1 defeat to Holland 
in the last 16 of  the World 
Cup in Qatar in Decem-
ber.

“Haji is a quick, pow-
erful striker, and a very 
good finisher, who will 
add another exciting at-
tacking dynamic to our 
play and clear quality to 
our squad,” said Robins.

CHAMPIONSHIP

By Tom Blackett

RECORD
MOVE TO 
COV JUST 
WRIGHT 
FOR ACE 

DREAM: Haji Wright

HOME TIME CAN 
LET OWLS SOAR
SHEFFIELD Wednesday 
defender Michael Ihiekwe 
reckons a raucous Hills-
borough faithful can ensure 
there is “no ceiling” on the 
club’s aspirations back in 
the Championship.

The famous old ground 
was rocking last season as 
the Owls overturned a 4-0 
first-leg League One play-off  
semi-final deficit at Peterbor-
ough to triumph 5-1 in front 
of  their own fans and win 
a penalty shoot-out. They 
then went on to defeat Barn-
sley 1-0 at Wembley thanks 
to Josh Windass’ last-gasp               
extra-time winner.

Wednesday’s loud and loy-
al supporters were also cred-
ited with playing a major 
role as eventual Champions 
League qualifiers Newcastle 
were dumped out of  the FA 
Cup in January.

In fact, since being relegat-
ed from the EFL’s top tier in 
2021, the Owls have only lost 
three league games on their 
own soil and last term’s av-
erage attendance of  25,738 
was higher than all but four 
Championship outfits.

Crazy
The impact of  such vocif-

erous off-the-pitch backing is 
not lost on Ihiekwe, who ar-
rived at S6 from neighbours 
Rotherham last summer.

He said: “We have a mas-
sive following and, from the 
first minute I experienced 
the crowd at this club, I knew 
that they would give us such 
an advantage. I don’t think 
it matters what level we’re 
playing at when we have 
them behind us.

“They were our 12th man 
when we played Newcastle 
last season and we know 
what’s possible when they 
give us that strong and pos-
itive support. Wembley was 
Wembley but the semi-final 
against Peterborough was 
up there with the best atmo-
spheres I have ever played in.

“It’s crazy how much peo-
ple who aren’t on the pitch 
can make a difference, but 
they did and that’s full cred-
it to them. Every time we 
play at Hillsborough, we’re 
looking to win – it doesn’t 
matter who the opposition 
are or what level and, whilst I 
don’t want to say we’re going 
to finish in this or that posi-
tion, we’ve got to ride on the 
back of  the fans’ positivity 
from last season, try as hard 
as we can and, then, you nev-

er know what could happen. 
There’s no ceiling on that.” 

Ihiekwe added that he feels 
the passing of  less than a 
month between the club’s 

open-top bus parade and re-
turn for pre-season training 
at the end of  June should 
only help carry momentum 
into the new campaign, rath-
er than lead to fatigue issues 
caused by a perceived inade-
quate period of  rest.

“It wasn’t that long a break 
and it went quickly but 
we’re obviously coming off  
the back of  a promotion, so 
there’s lots of  things to be ex-
cited about,” said the 30-year-
old centre-back. “We are go-
ing into a better league and 
all the lads are raring to go.

“If  Wembley had gone a 
different way, I’m sure we’d 
have a different mindset and 
maybe we’d have taken some 
tiredness into pre-season, but 

everyone is real-
ly positive.”

Ihiekwe’s last 
two campaigns 
in English foot-
ball’s second 
tier both ended 
in relegation 
with Rother-
ham.

Success
But in Xisco Munoz, who 

replaced Darren Moore as 
manager last month follow-
ing the latter’s departure by 
mutual consent, the Owls 
have a boss who gained 
promotion to the Premier 
League with Watford in 2021.

On the ex-Hornets chief ’s 
credentials, Ihiekwe added: 

“He’s had success at this lev-
el, so it would be wise for us 
to listen and soak up every-
thing that he says because 
he has the promotion on his 
CV to back it up. It’s all about 
trusting and believing in him 
as our manager now.

“Most of  our squad has 
Championship experience 
too. It’s not like it’s a level 
that a lot of  us haven’t played 
before.”

By Dave Flett

“He’s had success at this lev-

“Every time 
we play at 
Hillsborough, 
we’re looking 
to win – it 
doesn’t matter  
who we play”

 - Michael Ihiekwe

WHAT AN ATMOSPHERE! 
Liam Palmer celebrates 
scoring Wednesday’s 
fourth in their incredible 
play-off semi-final win 
against Peterborough at 
Hillsborough and, Inset, 
Michael Ihiekwe

PICTURE: Alamy
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CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS

WATFORD 1 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3

STOKE 1 1 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 3

PLYMOUTH 1 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 3

SOUTHAMPTON 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 3

BLACKBURN 1 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3

NORWICH 1 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3

MILLWALL 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 3

BIRMINGHAM 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1

PRESTON NORTH END 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1

BRISTOL CITY 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

SWANSEA 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

CARDIFF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

COVENTRY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IPSWICH 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

LEEDS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

LEICESTER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

SUNDERLAND 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HULL 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 -1 0

WEST BROM 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 -1 0

SHEFF WED 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0

MIDDLESBROUGH 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0

HUDDERSFIELD 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 -2 0

ROTHERHAM 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 4 -3 0

QPR 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 -4 0

Markanday 20
Leonard 22

Bell 47

Rowe 45
Idah 90

Whittaker 6
Mumba 73
Hardie 76

Blackburn: Pears, Rankin-Costello (Brittain 77), Carter, 
Hyam, Pickering, Travis, Tronstad (A Wharton 59), 
Markanday (Hedges 59), Szmodics, Dolan, Leonard. 
Subs not used: Ennis, S Wharton, Buckley, Batty, Garrett, 
Hilton. Booked: Carter, Hedges, Szmodics, Travis.

Bristol City: O’Leary, Tanner, Vyner, Dickie, 
Pring, Weimann (Williams 23), James, Knight 
(King 88), Cornick (Sykes 70), Wells (Conway 
69), Bell (Mehmeti 87). Subs not used: Rob-
erts, Wiles-Richards, Knight-Lebel, Araoye.

Middlesbrough: Dieng, McNair, Fry, Lenihan, 
Coulson (Silvera 69), Barlaser (Howson 76), 
Hackney, Forss, Crooks (Jones 87), McGree, Rog-
ers. Subs not used: van den Berg, Gilbert, Coburn, 
Payero, Glover, Akpom. Booked: Howson.

Norwich: Gunn, Stacey, Duffy, Gibson (Omobamidele 
74), Giannoulis, McLean, Rowe (Springett 75), 
Hernandez (Fassnacht 61), Gabriel Sara (Nunez 
75), Sargent, Barnes (Idah 86). Subs not used: Krul, 
Gibbs, McCallum, Fisher. Booked: Duffy, Gibson.

Plymouth: Hazard, Edwards, Scarr, Gibson, Kes-
ler-Hayden, C Wright (Azaz 89), Houghton, Randell 
(Butcher 86), Whittaker, Hardie (Waine 89), Mumba 
(T Wright 90). Subs not used: Warrington, Earley, 
Burton, Roberts, Issaka. Booked: Edwards.

West Brom: Palmer, Furlong, Ajayi, Kipre (Bartley 72), 
Townsend, Yokuslu (Mowatt 72), Chalobah (Swift 66), Wal-
lace, Molumby (Gardner-Hickman 85), Phillips (Sarmiento 
71), Thomas-Asante. Subs not used: Pieters, Fellows, 
Malcolm, Griffiths. Booked: Kipre, Wallace, Yokuslu.

Preston North End: Woodman, Storey, Lindsay, 
Hughes, Potts, Browne, McCann, Ledson (Holmes 
72), Best (Woodburn 82), Frokjaer-Jensen, Keane. 
Subs not used: Felipe, Taylor, Bauer, Cornell, What-
mough, Leigh, Mawene. Booked: McCann.

Millwall: Sarkic, Hutchinson, Cooper, Wallace, McNamara, 
Mitchell, De Norre (Saville 64), Watmore (Esse 73), Bryan 
(Leonard 90), Flemming (Emakhu 73), Nisbet (Bradshaw 
90). Subs not used: Evans, Voglsammer, Bialkowski, 
Harding. Booked: Bryan, Cooper, Nisbet.

Hull: Ingram, Coyle, Jones, Greaves, Ruben Vinagre 
(McLoughlin 66), Traore (Christie 66), Slater, Seri, Vaughan 
(Simons 79), Delap (Estupinan 79), Tufan (Connolly 
72). Subs not used: Lokilo, Longman, Fleming, Lo-Tutala. 
Booked: Greaves, Ingram, Ruben Vinagre, Seri, Traore.

Huddersfield: Nicholls, Edwards, Pearson (Hogg 
42), Helik, Ruffels, Edmonds-Green, Rudoni, 
Thomas (Jackson 77), Diarra (Jones 77), Koro-
ma (Harratt 84), Ward. Subs not used: Maxwell, 
Headley, Spencer, Hudlin, Nakayama.

Att:

Att:

Att: 29,359

Att: 25,892

Att:

Ref: D Whitestone

Ref: D Webb

Ref: G Ward

Ref: K Stroud

Ref: M Donohue

Phillips 50

Keane 86

Esse 79

Delap 17

Helik 45

BLACKBURN 2 WEST BROM 1

BRISTOL CITY 1 PRESTON NORTH END 1

MIDDLESBROUGH 0 MILLWALL 1

NORWICH 2 HULL 1

PLYMOUTH 3 HUDDERSFIELD 1

ON TARGET 3
OFF TARGET 9
CORNERS 6
OFFSIDES 2

FOULS 11
YELLOW CARDS 4
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 58

ON TARGET 2
OFF TARGET 3
CORNERS 2
OFFSIDES 1

FOULS 10
YELLOW CARDS 0
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 47

ON TARGET 2
OFF TARGET 14
CORNERS 12
OFFSIDES 1

FOULS 3
YELLOW CARDS 1
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 68

ON TARGET 4
OFF TARGET 24
CORNERS 9
OFFSIDES 6

FOULS 13
YELLOW CARDS 2
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 58

ON TARGET 7
OFF TARGET 7
CORNERS 2
OFFSIDES 1

FOULS 9
YELLOW CARDS 1
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 53

ON TARGET 4
OFF TARGET 10
CORNERS 5
OFFSIDES 2

FOULS 11
YELLOW CARDS 3
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 42

ON TARGET 3
OFF TARGET 8
CORNERS 4
OFFSIDES 2

FOULS 10
YELLOW CARDS 1
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 53

ON TARGET 2
OFF TARGET 10
CORNERS 6
OFFSIDES 1

FOULS 8
YELLOW CARDS 3
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 32

ON TARGET 3
OFF TARGET 5
CORNERS 4
OFFSIDES 0

FOULS 12
YELLOW CARDS 5
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 42

ON TARGET 3
OFF TARGET 12
CORNERS 8
OFFSIDES 2

FOULS 15
YELLOW CARDS 0
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 47

Dele-Bashiru 1
Louza 20
Martins 38
Bayo 43

Yates 76

Hoever 5
Vidigal 45, 45
Brown 90

Gregory 54

Watford: Bachmann, Ngakia, Porteous, Hoedt, Morris 
(Andrews 46), Dele-Bashiru (Chakvetadze 66), Sier-
ralta (Livermore 66), Louza (Kone 66), Sema, Bayo, 
Matheus Martins (Kayembe 82). Subs not used:
Healey, Pollock, Asprilla, Hamer. Booked: Morris.

Swansea: Rushworth, Darling, Cabango, 
Wood-Gordon, Ashby (Abdulai 70), Grimes, Fulton, 
Key, Paterson (Cullen 70), Piroe, Yates. Subs not 
used: Fisher, Allen, Ginnelly, B Cooper, Kukharevych, 
Naughton, O Cooper. Booked: Paterson.

Stoke: Travers, Hoever, Rose, Wilmot, Stevens, Pearson 
(Thompson 79), Laurent, Brown, Johnson (Sidibe 90), 
Andre Vidigal (Wesley 90), Mmaee (Oliveira 75). Subs 
not used: Bonham, Tymon, McNally, Lowe, Okagbue. 
Booked: Brown, Johnson, Laurent, Pearson, Thompson.

Sheff Wed: Dawson, Paterson, Iorfa, Ihiekwe, Famewo, 
Vaulks (Palmer 77), Bakinson, Delgado (Fletcher 77), 
Bannan, Windass (James 86), Gregory (Musaba 68). 
Subs not used: Valentin, Bernard, Wilks, Smith, Charles. 
Booked: Dawson, Delgado, Gregory, Paterson.

QPR: Begovic, Kakay, Fox, Gubbins, Paal, Dozzell 
(Dixon-Bonner 90), Field, Smyth (Duke-Mckenna 
46), Kelman (Armstrong 46), Chair (Willock 90), 
Dykes. Subs not used: Archer, Richards, Larkeche, 
Drewe, Adomah. Booked: Armstrong, Field.

Birmingham: Ruddy, Laird (Oakley 70), Sanderson, Long, 
Buchanan, Sunjic, Bielik, Roberts (James 61), Anderson 
(Bacuna 84), Dembele (Miyoshi 85), Hogan (Jutkiewicz 
85). Subs not used: Etheridge, Chang, Cosgrove, Longelo. 
Booked: Bielik, Miyoshi, Roberts, Sunjic.

Rotherham: Johansson, Humphreys, Morrison (Peltier 
46 (Lembikisa 58)), Blackett, Onyedinma (McCart 79), 
Rathbone (Kayode 79), Cafu, Bramall, Odofin, Wiles, Hugill 
(Kelly 63). Subs not used: Phillips, Bola, McGuckin, Ayres. 
Booked: Bramall, Cafu, Morrison, Odofin. Sent-off: Cafu.

Southampton: Bazunu, Walker-Peters, Bednarek, Stephens, 
Manning, Smallbone, Ward-Prowse, Alcaraz (S Armstrong 73), 
Tella, A Armstrong (Adams 79), Edozie (Aribo 89). Subs not 
used: Charles, McCarthy, Lyanco, Djenepo, Amo-Ameyaw, Lavia. 
Booked: A Armstrong, Manning, Stephens, Tella.

Att: 20,087

Att: 18,051

Att: 22,601

Att: 28,558

Ref: T Bramall

Ref: J Linington

Ref: J Busby

Ref: R Madley

Dembele 45

Peltier 46

A Armstrong 8
Adams 87

WATFORD 4 QPR 0

SWANSEA 1 BIRMINGHAM 1

STOKE 4 ROTHERHAM 1

SHEFF WED 1 SOUTHAMPTON 2

ON TARGET 12
OFF TARGET 11
CORNERS 8
OFFSIDES 1

FOULS 8
YELLOW CARDS 1
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 70

ON TARGET 5
OFF TARGET 6
CORNERS 5
OFFSIDES 2

FOULS 9
YELLOW CARDS 1
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 60

ON TARGET 6
OFF TARGET 9
CORNERS 10
OFFSIDES 1

FOULS 12
YELLOW CARDS 5
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 70

ON TARGET 1
OFF TARGET 7
CORNERS 3
OFFSIDES 2

FOULS 11
YELLOW CARDS 4
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 22

ON TARGET 1
OFF TARGET 3
CORNERS 2
OFFSIDES 1

FOULS 15
YELLOW CARDS 2
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 30

ON TARGET 6
OFF TARGET 6
CORNERS 5
OFFSIDES 1

FOULS 12
YELLOW CARDS 4
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 40

ON TARGET 3
OFF TARGET 3
CORNERS 2
OFFSIDES 2

FOULS 10
YELLOW CARDS 4
RED CARDS 1
POSSESSION 30

ON TARGET 6
OFF TARGET 17
CORNERS 6
OFFSIDES 0

FOULS 10
YELLOW CARDS 4
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 78

STANDINGS

1

13

7

19

4

16

10

22

2

14

8

20

5

17

11

23

3

15

9

21

6

18

12

24

 P W D L F A W D L F A GD Pts

CARD COUNT
 Y R  Y R

D Cafu  Rotherham 1 1
D Johnson  Stoke 1 0
J Paterson  Swansea 1 0
J Laurent  Stoke 1 0
T Roberts  Birmingham 1 0

C Paterson  Sheff Wed 1 0
K Nisbet  Millwall 1 0
R Manning  Southamptn 1 0
J Stephens  Southamptn 1 0
R Vinagre  Hull 1 0

Sarkic
Millwall

Whittaker
Plymouth

Louza
Watford

Hoedt
Watford

Vidigal
Stoke

Hoever
Stoke

Martins
Watford

Ward-Prowse
Southampton

Hutchinson
Millwall

Rowe
Norwich

Bryan
Millwall

TOP 
BOSS

Valerien Ismael Watford

LEADING SCORERS LEAGUE GOALS ONLY
PLAYER CLUB TOTAL PLAYER CLUB TOTAL PLAYER CLUB TOTALW

VIDIGAL STOKE 2
PHILLIPS WEST BROM 1
GREGORY SHEFF WED 1
WHITTAKER PLYMOUTH 1
LEONARD BLACKBURN 1
HARDIE PLYMOUTH 1

A ARMSTRONG SOUTHAMPTON 1
MUMBA PLYMOUTH 1
HOEVER STOKE 1
LOUZA WATFORD 1
MARKANDAY BLACKBURN 1
YATES SWANSEA 1

ADAMS SOUTHAMPTON 1
ESSE MILLWALL 1
BELL BRISTOL CITY 1
DEMBELE BIRMINGHAM 1
KEANE PRESTON 1
DELE-BASHIRU WATFORD 1

TEAM 
OF THE 

DAY

DELIGHT: Watford’s Imran Louza celebrates

GOOD CALL: Jacob Brown enjoys 
scoring Stoke’s fourth goal

HARLEE Dean didn’t 
need asking twice 
when he heard Read-
ing wanted him – he 
jumped straight in 
his car and drove to 
the training ground!

The experienced 
defender has joined 
the League One out-
fit, who were relegat-
ed from the Cham-
pionship last season 
following a six-point 
deduction for breach-
ing an EFL business 
plan, on a two-year 
deal.

Their transfer em-
bargo was lifted on 
Thursday, allowing 
new boss Ruben Sell-
es to sign Dean from 
Birmingham and ex- 
Swansea midfielder 
Tivonge Rushesha.

Dean made 16 ap-
pearances for the 
Blues last season and 
the former Brentford 
man, who won pro-
motion from League 
One with the Bees, 
plans to bring all his 
nous as the club look 
for an instant return 
to the second tier.

“I’ve been around 
the squad for three 
weeks, so I am really 
happy to get it done, 
and now I am look-
ing forward to having 
a good season,” the 
32-year-old told the 
club’s website.

“A club like Read-
ing, you aren’t going 
to say ‘No’! Once I 
knew they were inter-
ested, I jumped into 
the car and headed to 
the training ground.

“I want to be a part 
of  what the hierarchy 
has planned for the 
club. Working with 
the manager and the 
coaches, I have been 
really impressed.”

Dean believes the 

club have made a 
real coup in landing 
former Southampton 
boss Selles.

“I think this is a 
top appointment for 
this level,” Dean add-
ed. “He is intense, 
dedicated and pas-
sionate. It might not 
be perfect right away, 
but I am certain he 
will get there.”

Like Dean, Rushe-
sha, 21, has been 
training with the 
club in pre-season 
and has now penned 
a one-year deal.

The Welsh youth 
international came 
through Swansea 
City’s academy and 
is looking forward to 
working under Span-
iard Selles – and util-
ising his Spanish A 
Level.

“The Spanish has 
come in handy so 
far,” he joked. “He 
is very intense and 
demanding, which 
is what you want as 
a young footballer. I 
want to improve and 
learn every day. I 
learn and understand 
well.

“I love to play foot-
ball. In fact all I want 
to do is play football, 
so having games all 
the time this season 
is what I want!”

Head of  football op-
erations Mark Bowen 
said: “Tivonge is a 
young man who has 
really impressed us 
during his trial, not 
just on the football 
pitch, but with his at-
titude. He is extreme-
ly keen to learn, and 
always asks the right 
questions about how 
he can improve.”

LEAGUE ONE

By Tom Blackett

HARLEE SO 
HAPPY TO 
SIGN FOR 
ROYALS...

CHANCE: Harlee Dean has joined Reading
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By Kingsley Henderson

SUTTON UNITED 5CREWE ALEX’ 2

MANSFIELD TN 2

Demetriou 32, Adebisi 60

Keillor-Dunn 22, 26

Att: 5,574 Rating: ����� Ref: Ben Atkinson 7/10

CREWE: Davies 7, Adebisi 8, Offord 7, Demetriou 8, Williams 7 (Cooney 81, 
6), Thomas 7, Tabiner 6, Tracey 7, Long 7, Powell 8 (Holicek 81, 6), Nevitt 6 
(Baker-Richardson 70, 6). Subs not used: Booth, O’Riordan, Billington, Lunt.

MANSFIELD: Pym 6, Johnson 7, MacDonald 5, Reed 7, Kilgour 7, Lewis 6 
(Maris 75, 6), Cargill 8, Quinn 7 (Boateng 75, 6), Oates 7 (Gale 90+4), 
Keillor-Dunn 9 (Flint 60, 6), Akins 7. Subs not used: Flinders, Hartigan, Bowery.

NIGEL Clough was 
pleased Mansfield 
shrugged off  the 
shock of  Calum Mac-
Donald’s second-half  
dismissal at Crewe.

The defender re-
ceived a straight red 
for a challenge on 
Chris Long just be-
fore the hour mark, 
which halted the 
Stags in their stride 
after they command-
ed a two-goal lead 
in the first half  at 
Gresty Road.

Davis Keillor-Dunn 
punished Crewe 
twice inside three 
first-half  minutes, 
but Mickey Demetri-
ou hit back for the 
home side and Rio 
Adebisi levelled from 
the free-kick which 
resulted from the 
sending off.

“It was a good 
point in the cir-
cumstances 
when you’re 
facing 35 
minutes and 
more with 
ten men. Over 
the course of  the 
game we should have 
had three points,” 
said Clough. 

“We were good 
going forward and I 
was pleased with our 
shape when we went 
down to ten men.

“Keillor-Dunn 
had a great chance 
to make it 3-0 in the 
first half, which 
would have proba-
bly sealed the game 
then. But we gave 
away a needless cor-
ner and then within 
minutes of  hitting 
a post we get what I 
thought was a very 
harsh red card.”

Keillor-Dunn drove 
a powerful low shot 
past Alex keeper 
Harvey Davies from 
the edge of  the box 
for a 22nd-minute 

opener. He then 
showed a deft touch, 
taking Stephen 
Quinn’s pass and 
firing into a just four 
minutes later.

Crewe grappled 
their way back into 
contention with a 
close-range finish 
from veteran defend-
er Demetriou after a 
corner. 

Mansfield were 
fortunate when 
Chris Long’s effort 
beat Pym, but came 
back off  the bar just 
before the break.

Keillor-Dunn wast-
ed a good chance 
to claim a hat-trick 
when he skewed on 
to a post and then, 
down to ten men, the 
visitors were pegged 

back by Adebisi’s 
header from 
Jack Powell’s 
cross.

Despite 
their numer-

ical disadvan-
tage, Mansfield 

still posed a threat 
with Lucas Akins 
going close.

Crewe boss Lee 
Bell said: “I was 
pleased we scored 
from two set-plays as 
our percentage from 
them last season was 
low. We’ve got to get 
better there and we 
had good delivery 
into the box; Adebisi 
has a knack for that, 
he’s good in the air.”

Bell believes the 
new added-on time 
directive needs care-
ful examination as 
he feels it will take 
its toll on players. 
After more than 17 
extra minutes were 
added on, Bell said: 
“The players could 
break under this and 
I hope the officials 
will see some sense.”

By Matthew Dale

Clough relief
as ten-man
Stags earn
‘good point’

“It was a good 
point in the cir-

ten men. Over 
the course of  the 

visitors were pegged 
back by Adebisi’s 

header from 
Jack Powell’s 
cross.

their numer-
ical disadvan-

tage, Mansfield 
still posed a threat 

STAR MAN
DAVISKEILLOR-DUNNMansfield Town

SUTTON UNITED 
LEAGUE TWO

‘WEAK’
MAGPIES
TAKEN 
APART
FUMING Notts County 

boss Luke Williams 
branded his side 

“weak” and “pathet-
ic” after their humbling 
League Two return at 
Sutton United.

Goalkeeper Aiden 
Stone was sent off  after 
just 15 minutes at Gan-
der Green Lane.  But Wil-
liams insisted that was 
no excuse for his side’s 
disappointing display.

Joe Kizzi opened the 
scoring for the hosts in-
side two minutes, before 
Omari Patrick’s brace 
made it 3-0.

Harry Beautyman 
grabbed the U’s fourth 
and Harry Smith added 
gloss with 12 minutes left 
after David McGoldrick 
got a mere consolation. 

When asked if  the 
sending off  changed the 
game, angry Williams 
said: “Don’t dare say that 
because that’s a lie.

“We were weak and pa-
thetic and the opposition 
were the total opposite of  
that. They were ferocious 
and really competitive 
and really impressive.

“We were thoroughly 
beaten and deserved to be 

thoroughly beaten. It had 
nothing to do with the 
sending off.

“I’ve said many, many 
times before that I love 
this group of  players and 
I’ve spent an entire sea-
son not being able to crit-
icise them really because 
they lost three games the 
entire season last year.

“But I have to tell the 
truth and I’ve told the 
players in the changing 

room and that breaks my 
heart because imagine 
how much we’ve been 
through together and 
how much these players 
mean to me.

“Unfortunately in the 
job description I have to 
drive them on and have 
to tell them the truth. If  
they want to make a fist 
of  it then they will have 
to do a hell of  a lot better.”

Sutton struck the first 
goal of  the League Two 
season as Kizzi headed in 
former Magpie Rob Mil-
som’s corner at the far 
post, and County’s after-
noon got worse as Scott 
Kashket pounced on a 
poor back pass and was 
brought down by Stone, 
who was immediately 
sent off  by Sam Purkiss. 

Milsom’s free-kick 
went just wide, but sub-
stitute keeper Sam Slo-

combe was soon picking 
the ball out of  his net as 
Patrick rifled a shot home 
from Josh Coley’s pass. 

The U’s might have had 
a third when Kashket’s 
header hit the crossbar. 

Hopes of  a County 
comeback in the second 
half  lasted only five min-
utes as Coley’s superb 
cross was powered home 
by Patrick’s header at 
the far post, and as Sut-
ton continued to boss the 

game Craig Eastmond’s 
low shot hit a post. 

Jack Rose made one 
good save from Macaulay 
Langstaff, but the pun-
ishment for County was 
relentless as Beautyman 
made it 4-0 from Aiden 
O’Brien’s pass.

County pulled one back 
when McGoldrick scored 
from Langstaff ’s pass, 
but any prospect of  a ner-
vous end for Sutton fans 
was ended by Smith’s 

goal of  the League Two 
season as Kizzi headed in 
former Magpie Rob Mil-
som’s corner at the far 
post, and County’s after-
noon got worse as Scott 
Kashket pounced on a 
poor back pass and was 
brought down by Stone, 
who was immediately 
sent off  by Sam Purkiss. 

went just wide, but sub-
stitute keeper Sam Slo-

Att: 4,010 Rating: �����

Ref: Sam Purkiss 7/10

SUTTON v NOTTS CO

6 Shots on target 3

6 Shots off target 4

4 Corners 5

1 Offside 2

16 Fouls conceded 8

3 Yellow Cards 3

0 Red Cards 1

34 Possession % 66

MATCH STATS

Williams’ rage
after sobering
rout in opener

Kizzi 2, Patrick 23, 51, Beautyman 63, Smith 78

DEBUT DELIGHT FOR EASTWOOD
By Thomas Sage

PAUL Hurst believes his 
Grimsby side had the 
better of  their draw with 
AFC Wimbledon, despite 
the visitors having a sec-
ond-half  penalty saved.

Despite Town’s bright 
start to the second half, 
the visitors were gifted a 
golden opportunity to go 
ahead in the 59th minute 
as Harry Clifton brought 

down sub Ali Al-Hamadi 
in the box. The latter took 
the penalty, which was 
saved by Jake Eastwood, 
with a double save made 

in the end by the Grimsby 
stopper to deny Al-
Hamadi on the follow-up.

Town boss Hurst was 
honest in his recollection 

of  the game, taking into 
account the big moment 
in the second half, which 
could have seen his side 
walk away with noth-

ing, but still believing 
Grimsby had the better 
of  the general play.

“In the main, we were 
the team most likely to 

GRIMSBY TOWN 0
GRIMSBY: Eastwood 8, Mullarkey 8, Rodgers 8, Maher 8, 
Driscoll-Glennon 7, Clifton 5 (Pyke 90+5), Hunt 7 (Green 81, 6), 
Conteh 7, Vernam 7 (Gnahoua 77, 6), Rose 6, Eisa 6. Subs not 
used: Cartwright, Efete, Waterfall, Khouri.

AFC W’DON 0
AFC WIMBLEDON: Bass 7, Ogundere 7, Lewis 8, Pearce 8, Johnson 
7, Tilley 7, Reeves 7, Little 8, Neufville 7, Davison 6 (Al-Hamadi 
55, 6), Bugiel 6 (Pell 80, 6). Subs not used: Tzanev, Sutcliffe, Ball, 
Williams, Sasu.

Att: 7,214 Rating: ����� Ref: Matthew Corlett 7/10

ALL-SMILES:
Sutton United’s 
Omari Patrick 
celebrates 
smashing in to 
make it 2-0

PICTURES: Dan 
Westwell

HEAD MASTER: Sutton’s Harry Smith makes it 5-1
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SUTTON UNITED: Rose 6, Kizzi 9, Sow-
unmi 6, Goodliffe 7 (John 81, 6), Milsom 
8, Coley 8 (Clay 58, 6), Beautyman 8, 
Eastmond 7, Patrick 9 (Fadahunsi 68, 
6), Smith 8 (Angol 82, 6), Kashket 7 
(O’Brien 58, 6). Subs not used: Arnold, 
Kasimu.
NOTTS COUNTY: Stone 4, Cameron 5, 
Rawlinson 5 (Baldwin 61, 6), Brindley 
5, Jones 5 (Crowley 73, 6), Bostock 6, 
Palmer 6, Nemane 6 (Chicksen 61, 6), 
McGoldrick 7, O’Brien 5 (Slocombe 18, 
6), Langstaff 7 (Scott 73, 6). Subs not 
used: Adebayo-Rowling, Austin.

NOTTS COUNTY 1 FOREST GREEN 0

SALFORD CITY 2
McAleny 52, Smith 90+5

Att: 1,936 Rating: ����� Ref: Daniel Middleton 7/10

FOREST GREEN: Daniels 6, Robson 6, Inniss 6, Moore-Taylor 6, Bernard 7, McAllis-
ter 6, Jones 6 (Robertson 87), McCann 6 (Bunker 67, 6), Jenks 6 (Kadji 67, 6), 
Stevens 6, Omotoye 6 (Taylor 67, 6). Subs not used: Searle, Johnson, McKenzie.

SALFORD CITY: Cairns 8, Ashley 8, Mallan 6 (Lund 90+2), Tilt 8, Watson 
7, McAleny 8 (McLennan 78, 6), Hendry 6 (Smith 85), Bolton 7, Vassell 8, 
Shephard 8, Garbutt 7. Subs not used: Wright, Mariappa, Berkoe, Bailey.

NEIL Wood says 
Salford’s pre-season 
was a “worthwhile” 
exercise after his 
side opened their 
account with victory 
over recently relegat-
ed Forest Green.  

Goals from Conor 
McAleny and substi-
tute Matt Smith were 
enough for all three 
points for Wood’s 
side at a damp Bolt 
New Lawn.  

For recently 
appointed David 
Horseman, it’s a 
tough start to life 
in League Two with 
a Forest Green side 
who have only won 
once in 2023. 

“I was really 
pleased to be able 
to start with a win. 
I didn’t think we 
looked like we’d 
concede in open 
play. I was 
really pleased 
with the 
defending, 
but we get 
better,” 
said Wood.  

It was the hosts 
who should’ve taken 
the lead through 
Tyrese Omotoye, but 
he could only head 
over the crossbar 
from just inside the 
penalty area.  

Matty Stevens was 
next to come close 
and he connected 
with a Callum Jones 
corner, but the 
forward man was 
denied by the 
crossbar and City 
scrambled to safety.  

Callum Hendry 
came closest for 
Salford when he met 
a cross Liam Shep-
hard, but Luke Dan-
iels parried wide.  

Forest Green 
also had Kyle 
McAllister’s long-
range effort denied 
brilliantly by a fine 

one-handed save by 
Alex Cairns in the 
first half.  

Salford forward 
McAleny took full 
advantage of  a cor-
ner not dealt with by 
Forest Green as he 
fired home right-foot-
ed from six yards.  

Hendry passed up 
a huge opportunity 
to make it two after 
Dom Bernard’s clear-
ance could only find 
the City No.9, but he 
blazed over.  

Experienced for-
ward Smith doubled 
Salford’s tally late 
in the day after he 
nodded home Luke 
Bolton’s cross.  

Wood continued: 
“They came down, so 
we knew it would be 

difficult. It was 
a good result 
to start with 
against a 
tough team. 
They’ll be a 

real test this 
season. 

“We wanted to 
do was built on the 
foundations we laid 
last season. We’ve 
started, but there’s a 
long way to go.” 

Rovers boss Horse-
man has taken his 
first senior role with 
Rovers but is looking 
to build on yester-
day’s display rather 
than the result.  

“If  that’s a top-sev-
en team and we’re 
just starting out in 
our project, we’re 
not a million miles 
off,” says Horseman. 

“It was a really 
high-quality game, 
we more than held 
our own but to win 
games we’ve got 
to show that extra 
quality and patience 
around the final 
third.” 

By Alex Uney

Wood eyes
building on
pre-season
foundation

looked like we’d 
concede in open 

really pleased 

It was the hosts 

difficult. It was 
a good result 
to start with 
against a 
tough team. 
They’ll be a 

real test this 
season. 

“We wanted to 

STAR MAN
CONORMcALENYSalford City

header from 
Kizzi’s cross. 

On the flip 
side, Matt Gray’s 
outfit enjoyed the perfect 
start to the new season. 

He beamed: “It’s a re-
ally good start for us. We 
were aggressive and got 
down the sides of  them 
and that’s what I want.

“The sending off  cer-
tainly changed the game 
and helped us, but I was 
pleased with our shape.

“It’s difficult at 
times when the op-

position go down to 
ten men and we coped 

with that really well.” 

On the flip 
side, Matt Gray’s 

times when the op-
position go down to 

ten men and we coped 

STAR MAN
OMARI PATRICKSutton United

McGoldrick 69

AS DONS FLUFF PENALTY CHANCE
win it in all honesty,” said 
Hurst. “Obviously they 
had the major opportu-
nity with the penalty, so 
they’ll be disappointed.

“We hit a post and were 
the team that was push-
ing towards the end, but 
they did certainly carry a 
threat on the break with 
the pace in particular of  
Al-Hamadi who came. 
I thought our two cen-
tre-backs dealt well with 

him in the main though.
“Overall, the attempts 

we had were more from 
distance and the keeper 
made some great saves 
one from Abo Eisa to 
turn his shot onto a post. 
From our point of  view, 
we want to try and do a 
bit more, but it was nice 
to get the first clean sheet 
and point on the board.”

Wimbledon’s best 
chances aside from the 

penalty came in quick 
succession around the 
34th minute as Ryan 
Johnson won two 
headers from back-
to-back corners.

In the second 
period, buoyed 
by the penalty 
save, the hosts 
went down the 
other end a few 
minutes later with Eisa 
having his long-range 

effort tipped onto a post 
by Alex Bass. Before that, 
Grimsby’s Harvey Rod-

gers also had a shot 
from outside the 

area saved by the 
visiting keeper.

For Wimble-
don, there would 
have been a tinge 

of  disappointment 
with the penalty 

miss, but similarly to the 
Mariners’ perspective, it 

was an encouraging way 
to start the term for John-
nie Jackson and his men.

“We’re obviously disap-
pointed with the penalty 
miss,” said Jackson. “In 
the end, its a point on the 
board, we would’ve liked 
it to be three considering 
the circumstances, but 
you only need to look at 
some other results to see 
that other bosses might 
have more concerns.”

Johnson won two 
headers from back-

In the second 

save, the hosts 
went down the 
other end a few 

gers also had a shot 
from outside the 

area saved by the 
visiting keeper.

don, there would 
have been a tinge 

of  disappointment 
with the penalty 

STAR MAN
JOELEWISAFC Wimbledon
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PREMIER LEAGUE
Bournemouth 1 Chelsea 3
Man City 2 Leeds 1
Tottenham 1 Crystal Palace 0

Woves 1 Aston Villa 0
Liverpool 1 Brentford 0

THIS WEEK’S
FIXTURES

TO ADVERTISE IN THE 
FOOTBALL LEAGUE PAPER 
CONTACT SAM EMERY ON
020 8971 4335 

CLASSIFIEDS

FOOTBALL PROGRAMMES

STEVE EARL FOOTBALL PROGRAMMES (DEPT.FL)
BROAD STREET, BUNGAY, SUFFOLK, NR35 1AH, ENGLAND

To receive a FREE programme plus a 
copy of our latest catalogue (listing 

several thousand different mint 
condition Big Match, League, Scot-
tish, Irish, Foreign and Non-League 
teams programmes etc.) please send 

your name and address to:

or phone 01986 892621 or visit www.footballprogs.co.uk   
      The 2023 Carabao Cup Final

(Man.Utd v Newcastle) £15.50 (inc.p&p)

SUN, MAY 7
Sky Bet League One
All at Noon
Barnsley v Peterborough
Bristol R v Bolton
Burton v MK Dons
Cambridge v Forest Green
Cheltenham v Charlton
Exeter v Morecambe
Fleetwood v Ipswich
Lincoln v Shrewsbury
Oxford v Accrington
Port Vale v Plymouth
Portsmouth v Wycombe
Sheff Wed v Derby

MON, MAY 8
Sky Bet Championship
All at 3pm
Birmingham v Sheff U
Burnley v Cardiff
Huddersfi eld v Reading
Luton v Hull
Middlesbrough v Coventry
Millwall v Blackburn
Norwich v Blackpool
Preston v Sunderland
QPR v Bristol C
Swansea v West Brom
Watford v Stoke
Wigan v Rotherham
Sky Bet League Two
All at 12.30pm
Barrow v Stevenage
Bradford v Leyton Orient
Colchester v Mansfi eld
Grimsby v AFC Wimbledon
Harrogate v Rochdale
Newport v Crewe

Salford v Gillingham
Stockport v Hartlepool
Sutton v Carlisle
Swindon v Crawley
Tranmere v Northampton
Walsall v Doncaster

FRI, MAY 12
8pm unless stated
Sky Bet League One 
Play-Off Semi-Final 
First Leg 
6th v Sheff Wed

SAT, MAY 13
3pm unless stated
Sky Bet League One 
Play-Off Semi-Final 
First Leg 
5th v Barnsley
Sky Bet Championship 
Play-Off Semi-Final 
First Leg 
6th v Luton (5.30)
Sky Bet League Two 
Play-Off Semi-Final 
First Leg 
7th v 4th (7.45)

SUN, MAY 14
12pm unless stated
Sky Bet Championship 
Play-Off Semi-Final 
First Leg 
5th v Middlesbrough
Sky Bet League Two 
Play-Off Semi-Final 
First Leg 
6th v 5th (7)

GLENN 
& GILLS 
AIMING 
HIGH

IN SAFE HANDS:
Glenn Morris has 
had an excellent 
season for the Gills

PICTURE: Alamy

VETERAN goalkeeper 
Glenn Morris is hoping 
that Gillingham’s stunning 
revival in the second half 
of this season can be the 
springboard for a promo-
tion push next term.

The Gills endured a di-
sastrous opening half  of  
the campaign following on 
from relegation last term. 
They were bottom of  the 
table and five points off  
safety after 23 games. In-
credibly, the Kent club only 
scored seven goals in that 
time.

There were fears over 
their EFL future, but a 
remarkable turnaround 
changed the mood at Priest-
field. A takeover by Amer-
ican businessman Brad 
Galinson just before Christ-
mas proved the catalyst 
and manager Neil Harris 
was able to carry out some 
shrewd shopping in the 
January transfer window.

Impressive
Heading into tomorrow’s 

final game at Salford, the 
Gills are 18th in the ta-
ble and a comfortable ten 
points above the drop zone. 
That has come through 
an impressive haul of  38 
points from their last 22 
games.

“We still believed we 
would be okay after the first 
half  of  the season,” said 
Morris, who rejoined the 
Gills in the summer, initial-
ly on loan from Crawley be-
fore making it permanent 
in January, “but we proba-
bly didn’t realise the size of  
the task ahead of  us. 

“We had to have top three 
form to get out of  it. Even 
play-off  form would have 
left us in the relegation 
zone. When you are in-
volved in it, you just get on 
with it. Thankfully, we won 
games and players came in 
and helped us get over the 
line. To have done what 
we’ve done is fantastic.”

If  Gillingham can con-
tinue on their upward 
curve next term, then there 
is reason to believe they 

could mount a promotion 
push. “It would be brilliant 
to do something like that 
with Gillingham,” said the 
39-year-old. “The club has 
had a tough time of  it of  
late and it would be nice for 
everyone.

“There’s a lot of  hard 
work that needs to be done, 
though there’s a feelgood 
factor around the place. If  
we can carry that on and 
have a promotion push, it 
would be fantastic.

“If  we bring in a few 
more players and add to the 
squad as well it will be good 
for everyone. You need com-
petition for places.”

Amid a testing cam-
paign, Morris has been one 
of  Gillingham’s shining 
lights. He’s notched up 15 
clean sheets in 41 appear-
ances and his displays have 
been recognised by Gills 
supporters, who voted him 
their Player of  the Year. 
He has also been rewarded 
with a new contract.

Contract
“It’s always nice when 

the fans vote for you, espe-
cially at the end of  a long, 
tough season,” he said. “I 
was really pleased to get my 
contract sorted, too – it’s 
nice not to have to worry 
about that going into the 
summer. I know I have an-
other season of  football 
next year.”

While some players may 
be tempted to take a com-
plete break over the sum-
mer, Morris won’t be one 
of  them. Having made his 
first senior appearances for 
Leyton Orient more than 
20 years ago, he has all the 
experience in the world and 
knows what he needs to do 
to keep in trim.

“I don’t like to stop for 
too long, I like to keep my 
body moving,” he added. 
“I’ll have a little break and 
then get straight into some 
gym work. I’ll do some run-
ning and swimming to keep 
myself  in shape. It’s worked 
for me the last few years.”

By John Lyons

DAWES OPEN 
FOR NEW ERA

LEAGUE TWO

By Chris Dunlavy

IAN Dawes has 
pledged to bring back 
the pride after being 
named permanent 
boss of  Tranmere.

The 39-year-old 
- who will be assist-
ed by former Rov-
ers midfielder Neil 
Danns - has been 
in interim charge 
since the departure 
of  Micky Mellon in 
March and has won 
two of  his seven 
matches.

“It’s an honour to 
be appointed manag-
er of  Tranmere Rov-
ers,” said Dawes. “I 
want to reassure the 
fans that I personal-
ly hate failure and 
would not have taken 

the job unless I was 
confident of  bringing 
success to the club.

“Every player that 
steps foot onto that 
pitch has to play for 
the badge and make 
the fans and the club 
proud, and this is one 
of  the key messages 
I will be implement-
ing.

“I believe we will 
soon see an improve-
ment and get back to 
having something to 
play for come the end 
of  the season, at the 
positive end of  the 
table!”

English Football 
League... 
we have it covered

Our Columnists

ENGLISH FOOTBALL LEAGUE NUMBERS...

3 million
The number of people the Football Association 
estimate play football throughout the UK

17,605,726 
The cumulative attendance for all three EFL 
divisions in 2021/22

20 million
A total of 20 million fans attended fixtures in  
EFL competitions 2021/22; 9.4m in the 
Championship, 5.6m in League One, 2.8m 
in League Two, 1.4m in the Carabao Cup 
and 257k in the Papa Johns Trophy
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TEAM OF 
THE DAY

Sluga
Luton

Martin
Bristol C

Onyedinma
Luton

Dickie
QPR

Pack
Cardiff

Smith
Stoke

Smallwood
Hull

Lewis-Potter
Hull

Flint
Cardiff

Swift
Reading

Bell
Luton
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Best mate?
Jon Guthrie. He’s 
new to the squad this 
season but he lives 
down the road from 
me so we drive in 
together every day. 
We have a few mutual 
friends – and I know 
his brother, funnily 
enough – so it made 
it easy to pick up a 
common ground and 
hit it off. 

Last to buy dinner?
Paul Lewis. We had 
our fi rst fi nes meeting 
this week and he’s 
the one I’ve had to 
chase the hardest. 
As captain, I’m in 
charge of the 
fi nes and 
after the fi rst 
round-up, 
he was the 
only one 
who hadn’t 
paid up...

Worst dressed?
That’s Josh Flanagan, 
a young lad just up 
from the academy. 
We had a team 
evening recently and 
to say his jeans were 
baggy and fl arey 
would be on the mild 
side – and the lads let 
him know about it!  

Dressing room DJ?
We have a new DJ 
this season, Dylan 
Connolly has taken 
over on the decks. 
Caleb Chukwuemeka 
tried to get involved 
and was quickly 
voted off by a vast 
majority, so Dylan 
has taken over. He’s 
coming out with a 
lot of house and old-
school hip-hop 
– he chucked 
his stuff on 
once, it went 
down well 
and we put 
in a good 
performance, 
so he’s stuck 
to it now.

Always late for 
training?
We’re all pretty good. 
We’ve got a good 
fi nes system in place 
so the lads don’t want 
to be late, otherwise 
they know what’s 
coming.

Teacher’s pet?
Fraser Horsfall. He’s 
always in and around 
everything that’s 
going on, the fi rst one 
to see what the gaffer 
wants and trying to 
implement it. His form 
improved when the 
new manager (Jon 

Brady) came in at 
the back end of last 
season and the lads 
noted a few con-
versations between 
them.

First on the dance-
fl oor?
Mitch Pinnock, hands 
down. He’s got some 
moves, I’ll give him 
that, and he has no 
shame when it comes 
to the dancefl oor. 
Whatever he’s feeling, 
he’ll put it out there 
and whether you 
like it or hate it, he 
doesn’t care. He’s in 
his own world and it’s 

comical.

Most likely 
to disgrace 
themselves 
at the 
Christmas 
party?
Jonny 
Maxted. It 

could be him or Liam 
Roberts, to be fair – 
it’s true what they say 
about goalies being a 
different breed. Jonny 
is a livewire and I can 
imagine him being 
good fun on a night 
out.

Best at FIFA?
I haven’t got a clue. 
I’ve got two young 
kids so I’m miles off it 
now, I can’t remem-
ber the last time I 
picked up a controller. 
Nicke Kabamba likes 
to think he’s the best 
when it comes to any 
game, so I’d probably 
have to say him.
UNO and card games 
are the choice on the 
bus at the moment 

rather than FIFA and 
Call of Duty – 

you can’t beat 
the classics!

Worst tat-
too?
To be 
honest, I 
don’t know. 

I’m sure we’ll get a 
couple of games in 
and I’ll see something 
horrendous but for 
now, I couldn’t tell 
you who’s got what.

Best future 
manager?
Max Dyche, for 
obvious reasons (son 
of Sean). He likes to 
debrief a game and 
he’s obviously got the 
inside track from his 
old man. He hasn’t 
yet got the gravelly 
voice – I think Sean’s 
got that from years of 
shouting at wingers 
and full-backs!

As captain, I’m in comical.

Most likely 
to disgrace 
themselves 
at the 
Christmas 
party?
Jonny 
Maxted. It 

party?
Jonny 
Maxted. It 

Jon Guthrie

school hip-hop 
Call of Duty – 

you can’t beat 
the classics!

Worst tat-
too?
To be To be 
honest, I 
don’t know. 

To be 
honest, I 
don’t know. 

Max Dyche

teamteam
mates
Best mate?

Joseph Mills
Northampton
Town left-back
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Gallagher 36
Brereton Diaz 48 
(pen)

Martin 44

Pack 54

Davies 39

Adebayo 30
Cornick 68
Onyedinma 71

Jakobsen 8

Blackburn: Kaminski, Nyambe, Lenihan, Ayala, Pickering, Rothwell, Travis, Buckley (Butterworth 81), Gallagher (Davenport 73), Dolan (Carter 84), Brereton. Subs not used: McBride, Garrett, Magloire, Eastham. Booked: Ayala, Buckley, Pickering, Rothwell.

Bristol City: Bentley, Vyner, Baker, Atkinson, Dasilva, James, King, Weimann, Scott (Williams 77), O’Dowda (K Palmer 13 (Bell 88)), Martin. Subs not used: Simpson, O’Leary, Wells, Kalas. Booked: Baker, Bell.

Cardiff: Phillips, McGuinness, Flint, Nelson, Ng, Pack, Ralls, Bagan (Moore 76), Bacuna (Wintle 65), Giles (Harris 86), Collins. Subs not used: Morrison, Smithies, Colwill, Bowen.

Derby: Roos, Byrne, Stearman, Davies, Forsyth, Bird, Shinnie, Jozwiak (Ebosele  68), Lawrence (Hutchinson 90), Watson (Sibley 53), Kazim-Richards. Subs not used: Allsop, Cashin, Thomp-son, Williams. Booked: Byrne, Sibley, Watson.

Luton: Sluga, Bree, Osho, Naismith, Bell, Campbell, Mpanzu (Lansbury 85), Clark, Cornick (Muskwe 78), Adebayo, Onyedinma (Mendes Gomes 82). Subs not used: Shea, Rea, Kioso, Jerome. Booked: Bree.

Preston North End: Rudd (Iversen 13), Storey, Lind-say, Hughes, Barkhuizen, Ledson, Browne, Whiteman (Johnson 70), Cunningham (van den Berg 46), Evans, Jakobsen (Potts 46). Subs not used: Bauer, Rodwell-Grant, Thomas. Booked: Barkhuizen, Ledson.

Swansea: Benda, Cabango, Bennett, Latibeaudiere, Naughton, Paterson, Grimes, Bidwell, Smith (Dhanda 57), Cullen (Whittaker 87), Lowe. Subs not used: Joseph, B Cooper, O Cooper, McFayden, Defreitas-Hansen. Booked: Cabango, Latibeaudiere.

Blackpool: Maxwell, Connolly, Keogh, Husband, Garbutt, Hamilton (Lavery 80), James, Ward, Anderson, John-Jules (Bowler 73), Yates. Subs not used: Carey, Casey, Ekpiteta, Antwi, Grimshaw.

Barnsley: Collins, Sibbick, Helik, Kitching, Brittain, Styles, Palmer (Benson 63), B Williams (Moon 76), Morris, Woodrow, Frieser (Oduor 72). Subs not used: Walton, J Williams, Halme, Thompson.

Huddersfi eld: Schofi eld, Pearson, Sarr, Colwill, Turton, Hogg, High, Thomas, Ward (Koroma 64), Rhodes (Campbell 63), Holmes (Sinani 90). Subs not used: Vallejo, Brown, Jackson, Roxburgh. Booked: Holmes, Turton.

Peterborough: Pym, Thompson, Kent (Edwards 69), Beevers, Butler, Ward, Knight (Hamilton 62), Grant, Tomlinson (Randall 59), Szmodics, Clarke-Harris. Subs not used: Cornell, Burrows, Jade-Jones, Kanu. Booked: Beevers, Kent, Knight, Szmodics, Ward.

Hull: Ingram, Coyle, Jones, Greaves, Emmanuel, Smallwood, Docherty, Wilks (Smith 80), Moncur (Cannon 90), Lewis-Potter (Scott 90), Magennis (Eaves 89). Subs not used: Bernard, Baxter, Fleming. Booked: Eaves, Lewis-Potter.

Att: 10,260

Att: 17,431

Att: 12,452

Ref: D Webb

Ref: A Davies

Ref: S Martin

Ref: G Eltringham

Ref: L Doughty

Ref: G Ward

Paterson 52

Lavery 90

Sibbick 69

Sarr 45

Lewis-Potter 35
Smallwood 62
Magennis 85

Cannon 90

BLACKBURN 2 SWANSEA 1

BRISTOL CITY 1 BLACKPOOL 1

CARDIFF 1 BARNSLEY 1

DERBY 1 HUDDERSFIELD 1

LUTON 3 PETERBOROUGH 0

PRESTON NORTH END 1 HULL 4

ON TARGET 10
OFF TARGET 11
CORNERS 7
OFFSIDES 0

FOULS 11
YELLOW CARDS 4
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 31

ON TARGET 2
OFF TARGET 9
CORNERS 2
OFFSIDES 5

FOULS 9
YELLOW CARDS 2
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 49

ON TARGET 6
OFF TARGET 4
CORNERS 2
OFFSIDES 6

FOULS 7
YELLOW CARDS 0
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 45

ON TARGET 3
OFF TARGET 8
CORNERS 4
OFFSIDES 2

FOULS 16
YELLOW CARDS 3
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 51

ON TARGET 6
OFF TARGET 6
CORNERS 7
OFFSIDES 2

FOULS 18
YELLOW CARDS 1
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 49

ON TARGET 4
OFF TARGET 3
CORNERS 2
OFFSIDES 1

FOULS 9
YELLOW CARDS 2
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 48

ON TARGET 4
OFF TARGET 3
CORNERS 5
OFFSIDES 0

FOULS 10
YELLOW CARDS 2
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 69

ON TARGET 1
OFF TARGET 6
CORNERS 4
OFFSIDES 2

FOULS 12
YELLOW CARDS 0
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 51

ON TARGET 3
OFF TARGET 7
CORNERS 4
OFFSIDES 4

FOULS 5
YELLOW CARDS 0
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 55

ON TARGET 6
OFF TARGET 11
CORNERS 6
OFFSIDES 1

FOULS 15
YELLOW CARDS 2
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 49

ON TARGET 1
OFF TARGET 3
CORNERS 2
OFFSIDES 1

FOULS 6
YELLOW CARDS 5
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 51

ON TARGET 5
OFF TARGET 11
CORNERS 5
OFFSIDES 5

FOULS 6
YELLOW CARDS 2
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 52

Dickie 31
Powell 25
Brown 28
Surridge 85

Marcondes 12
Billing 52

QPR: Dieng, Dickie, De Wijs, Barbet, Odubajo, Johansen (Thomas 73), Ball, Wallace, Willock, Austin (Dozzell 68), Dykes. Subs not used: Kakay, Archer, Dunne, Bettache, Adomah.

Stoke: Bursik, Smith, Wilmot, Batth, Fox, Tymon (Doughty 78), Vrancic (Thompson 88), Allen, Powell (Clucas 73), Brown, Fletcher (Surridge 73). Subs not used:Davies, Ince, Souttar.

AFC Bournemouth: Travers, Smith, Mepham, Kelly, Zemura, Marcondes, Billing, Kilkenny, Brooks (Saydee 90), Solanke, Anthony. Subs not used: Taylor, Rossi, Glover, Moriah-Welsh, Dennis, Camp. Booked: Mepham.

Millwall: Bialkowski, Ballard, Hutchinson, M Wallace, McNamara, Evans (Mitchell 88), Kieftenbeld, Saville (Leonard 68), Malone, J Wallace, Afobe (Smith 78). Subs not used: Long, Bradshaw, Pearce, Mahoney. Booked: Ballard, Saville, M Wallace.

Reading: Rafael Cabral, Yiadom, Morrison, Moore, McIntyre, Rinomhota, Laurent, Azeez (Holmes 88), Swift (Tetek 77), Bristow, Lucas Joao (Puscas 77). Subs not used: South-wood, Camara. Booked: Laurent, Moore.

West Brom: Button, Kipre, Bartley, O’Shea, Furlong, Livermore, Mowatt, Townsend, Diangana (Phillips 64), Ahearne-Grant (Zohore 87), Rob-inson. Subs not used: Johnstone, Ajayi, Tulloch, Ingram. Booked: Bartley, Livermore, Mowatt.

Att: 9,068

Att: 9,254

Ref: O Langford
Ref: M Donohue

Ref: D Bond

J Wallace 11
Swift 26

Moore 61

O’Shea 33
Robinson 67

QPR 1 MILLWALL 1 STOKE 3 READING 2

SHEFF UTD 0 BIRMINGHAM 1 AFC BOURNEMOUTH 2 WEST BROM 2

ON TARGET 4
OFF TARGET 7
CORNERS 7
OFFSIDES 0

FOULS 9
YELLOW CARDS 0
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 58

ON TARGET 6
OFF TARGET 12
CORNERS 6
OFFSIDES 2

FOULS 15
YELLOW CARDS 0
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 48

ON TARGET 
OFF TARGET 
CORNERS 
OFFSIDES 

FOULS 
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RED CARDS 
POSSESSION 

ON TARGET 4
OFF TARGET 3
CORNERS 4
OFFSIDES 3

FOULS 11
YELLOW CARDS 1
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 57

ON TARGET 3
OFF TARGET 7
CORNERS 5
OFFSIDES 1

FOULS 17
YELLOW CARDS 3
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 42

ON TARGET 5
OFF TARGET 6
CORNERS 9
OFFSIDES 1

FOULS 7
YELLOW CARDS 2
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 52

ON TARGET 
OFF TARGET 
CORNERS 
OFFSIDES 

FOULS 
YELLOW CARDS 
RED CARDS 
POSSESSION 

ON TARGET 5
OFF TARGET 10
CORNERS 8
OFFSIDES 1

FOULS 13
YELLOW CARDS 3
RED CARDS 0
POSSESSION 43
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 P W D L F A W D L F A GD Pts

LEADING SCORERS LEAGUE GOALS ONLY

FORM LAST 6 GAMES

PLAYER CLUB TOTAL PLAYER CLUB TOTAL PLAYER CLUB TOTAL

 W D L F A Pts FORM
Coventry 4 1 1 13 5 13 WWWLDWBlackburn 4 1 1 15 8 13 WLWDWWHull 4 1 1 13 7 13 WDWWLWBlackpool 4 1 1 8 2 13 LWWWWDQPR 4 1 1 10 6 13 WWLWWDPreston 4 1 1 9 5 13 DWWWWLCardiff 2 4 0 10 5 10 DDWWDDBirmingham 3 1 2 8 11 10 WWDWLLLuton 2 3 1 8 6 9 DWDDLWSheff Utd 3 0 3 3 7 9 WLLWLWPeterborough 2 2 2 10 10 8 LWDDWLStoke 2 2 2 8 8 8 DLDLWWBarnsley 2 2 2 5 7 8 LWWLDDBournemouth 2 1 3 9 8 7 WWLLLDMiddlesbro 2 1 3 7 10 7 LLWWDLHuddersfi eld 1 3 2 8 10 6 WLLDDDSwansea 1 2 3 7 10 5 DLDWLLMillwall 1 2 3 7 13 5 DLLWLDNottm Forest 0 4 2 3 6 4 DLDDDLReading 0 4 2 8 12 4 DDDLDLDerby 0 2 4 7 13 2 LLLLDDBristol City 0 2 4 7 14 2 DLLLLDWest Brom 0 2 4 7 14 2 DLLLLDFulham 0 2 4 3 11 2 DLLLDL

CARD COUNT
 Y R  Y RJ Livermore  West Brom 1 0

J Laurent  Reading 1 0
K Lewis-Potter  Hull 1 0
T Eaves  Hull 1 0
T Barkhuizen  Preston North End 1 0

B Cabango  Swansea 1 0
M Beevers  Peterborough 1 0
C Mepham  AFC Bournemouth 1 0
A Mowatt  West Brom 1 0
J Knight  Peterborough 1 0

O’SHEA WEST BROM 1PATERSON SWANSEA 1BILLING AFC BOURNEMOUTH 1ADEBAYO LUTON 1CANNON HULL 1

LEWIS-POTTER HULL 1SWIFT READING 1MARCONDES AFC BOURNEMOUTH 1DAVIES DERBY 1CORNICK LUTON 1

ONYEDINMA LUTON 1LAVERY BLACKPOOL 1GALLAGHER BLACKBURN 1SARR HUDDERSFIELD 1BRERETON DIAZ BLACKBURN 1
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CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS

TOP BOSS
Grant McCann Hull

ALL OVER: Luton’s Fred Onyedinma celebrates
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Non League Day 
is back. 26.03.22 

Find out more 
nonleagueday.co.uk

GIVE ME A LIFT:
Derby County’s Ravel 
Morrison, left, 
celebrates scoring 
his second against 
Barnsley with skipper 
Tom Lawrence
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10-MAN MK 
KO MILLERS

HOWSON: BORO
LIFE IS GREAT

MCCLEARY’S FAITH 
IN CHAIRBOYS

By John Lyons

RAVEL Morrison breathed fresh life 
into Derby County’s Championship 
survival fi ght with a crucial double 
to beat Barnsley – and earned the 
acclaim of assistant manager Liam 
Rosenior.

The victory moved the Rams to 
within five points of  fourth-bottom 
Reading.

Of  the former Manchester United 
starlet, Rosenior said: “In terms of  
his energy and pressing that makes 
you just as happy as the moments of  
quality he brings – he was absolute-
ly outstanding.”

Leaders Fulham extended their 
lead to 11 points with a solid 2-0 
home success against Blackburn.

TOP DOGS: Fulham’s Harry Wilson 
and Aleksandar Mitrovic celebrate

SUPER
RAVEL 

REVIVES 
RAMS

Morrison at the double 
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I
’LL be honest with you – I 

didn’t think I’d ever be 

lacing up my walking 

boots again. 
However, the chance 

to take on one more 

challenge in support of  

Prostate Cancer UK and also 

pay tribute to broadcaster and 

Wycombe Wanderers fan Bill 

Turnbull was too much to resist.

It’s why I’ll be walking from 

Wembley to Wycombe’s Adams 

Park on Sunday, September 17 – 

and I’d love you to join me. 

I’ve previously done ten 

marathons from Hartlepool to 

Wembley and 15 from Exeter to 

Newcastle, among others, so at 

least I’ve just got one to do 

this time!
Since we officially 

launched the new charity 

fundraiser at Wycombe 

Wanderers on Monday, 

people have been asking 

me if  I’m looking forward 

to it. The answer is: no, not 

at all!
I thought I was 33 mara-

thons and out. Since my last 

one in 2021, my body size 

has increased significantly 

and my knees are worse. I’m 

not lying when I say 

I’m a bit apprehensive, 

but it’s all in the mind 

– at least I’m hoping 

that’s the case!
Most people are 

capable of  walking 26 

miles so when your 

feet start to ache and 

body starts to chafe, 

you have to win the 

mental battle and 

keep going.
I believe the walk 

is a fraction over the 

marathon distance, 

but what could be a bigger 

concern is the hills around 

Wycombe that people have been 

telling me about. 
I haven’t noticed them before 

because I’ve been in the car, but 

the good thing is that by the time 

I get to High Wycombe I’ll feel 

as though the finishing line is in 

sight and that’s a big motivation.

A few years ago, the finish 

line of  one of  the walks was at 

Forest Green Rovers. It was like 

the Matterhorn leading up to the 

ground so at least nothing can 

beat that!
I’ve been told the walks I’ve 

done have helped raise around 

£1.4m for Prostate Cancer UK 

This will be my 34th walk for 

Prostate Cancer UK, a brilliant 

charity who do so much to help 

men and their loved ones affect-

ed by this disease.
By taking part, people can 

help their quest to raise crucial 

funds to save and improve the 

lives of  men affected by prostate 

cancer through funding re-

search and supporting men and 

their families.
I’m sure any temporary pain 

on the walk will be worth it. Now 

where did I leave those boots?

� You can sign up to join Jeff  

Stelling’s Football March and 

raise crucial funds for Prostate 

Cancer UK at prostatecanceruk.

org/jeffsmarch

followed, me with Hartlepool 

and Bill with Wycombe.

His support for not just Pros-

tate Cancer UK but for everyone 

affected by this awful disease 

was incredible. Those people he 

touched with his story, and those 

lives he saved by going public, 

that’s the legacy he leaves.

Legacy
Sadly for Bill, he was diag-

nosed too late. His subsequent 

mission was to inform men and 

their families about this disease 

and ensure others don’t go 

through what he and his family 

did. Walking to Wycombe in 

memory of  him is the perfect 

way to continue his legacy. 

aware of  and early 

detection can make 

a big difference.
When I started supporting 

Prostate Cancer UK, the first 

person I needed to make aware 

was myself. What I was told, 

going into research labs, hearing 

about people who got it – it gave 

me an insight into what it’s real-

ly like. Of  course, it’s nice we can 

do this latest march in honour 

of  Bill, whose life was cruelly 

cut short by prostate cancer.

Although our paths crossed 

fleetingly, we shared so many 

similar values and we trod simi-

lar paths in our careers. We also 

embraced true underdog spirit 

in the teams we passionately 

which is something I’m really 

proud of. I don’t take any credit, 

though – I’m just the flag-waver 

at the front.
When I did the first one, the 

fundraising was a side issue. It 

was more about raising aware-

ness of  prostate cancer, which 

is the most common cancer in 

men.

Statistics
The statistics tell their own 

story – one in eight men will be 

diagnosed with prostate cancer 

in their lifetime and this rises 

to one in four for black men, so 

it’s something we should all be 

I’m getting my boots 
on - and you can, too IT TOOK my beloved 

Hartlepool United four 

years to get out of the 

National League so 

you can understand 

why I’m reluctant to 

go back.
To be honest, it’s 

been another of those 

‘don’t watch but don’t 

look away’ seasons 

for us in League Two.

Heading into the 

weekend we were 

third bottom, but had 

played a couple more 

games than the team 

directly below us, 

Crawley.
It looks as if it will 

go right to the wire, 

but if after eight 

or nine games this 

season you had said 

to Hartlepool fans 

that we would have a 

chance of staying in 

the Football League in 

the run-in, most would 

have taken it.
We started so horrif-

ically and looked to 

have a poor squad, 

so it was hard to see 

where the wins would 

come from. To still be 

in the mix is some-

thing of an achieve-

ment, but I just hope it 

doesn’t go to the last 

game.
We’re away to 

Stockport and that’s 

Dave Challinor 
country. Dave took us 

back into the Football 

League a couple of 

years ago and I love 

him and his family, but 

I don’t want to have to 

rely on a favour from 

DC to keep us in the 

EFL. His focus will 

purely be on getting 

Stockport up.
I’m president and a 

minority shareholder 

at Pools and even 

though we made some 

good memories in the 

National League be-

fore, I don’t want to go 

back – it’s such a hard 

division to get out of. 

Even if both Wrex-

ham and Notts County 

go up this season, 

you’d still have clubs 

like Chesterfi eld, 

Southend – if they can 

sort out their fi nancial 

issues – and Bromley 

to contend with.
There are no guar-

antees you’ll come 

back. If the worst 

comes to the worst 

and we go down, at 

least we’ll still have a 

club to support – and 

we’ll also have a good 

idea of what’s in store.

PRAYING 
POOLS BID 
DOESN’T
GO RIGHT 
TO WIRE...

Stelling
SOCCER SATURDAY ANCHORMANJeff Prostate Cancer UK is a registered charity in 

England and Wales (1005541) and in Scotland 

(SC039332). Registered company 02653887

WHAT A RELIEF:
Jeff Stelling fi nishes
one of his previous 
charity walks and, 
Inset, launching 
his new march with 
Wycombe Wanderers 
boss Matt Bloomfi eld 

but what could be a bigger 

aware of  and early 

detection can make 

Wembley to 
Wycombe

Sunday  
17 Sept

2023
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BOOK REVIEWS

CUP OF CHEERS
it be the chairman, webmaster or press 
offi cer, among others, to get their recol-

lections on the glory days.
It’s a shame the author 

wasn’t able to speak to some 
of the managers and/or players 
involved. It would have been 
fascinating to get their thoughts 
on what may well have been the 
peak days in their career. 

A bit more detail on the show-
piece game(s) in the run would 
have been good, too, though, 
overall, it is a solid offering with 
plenty of depth and content. It 
will bring back plenty of good 
memories for those from the clubs 
covered – and for general football 
fans as well.

John Lyons

ination, as did Lincoln’s incredible run 
to the quarter-fi nals in 2017 under the 
Cowley brothers.

Moore covers 
the whole of the 
cup runs as well 
as giving some 
background 
about how each 
club was doing 
in that particu-
lar season (and 
what happened 
after the cup 
publicity had 
died down).

He also inter-
views some-
one connected 
with each 
club, whether 

A Sprinkle of Magic – Non-League
Clubs in the FA Cup, by Aaron Moore,
published by Pitch Publishing, 
Price: £12.99

Rating out of 10: 7

TO SAY that Ernie Moss is revered at 
Chesterfi eld hardly does it justice.

In three spells with the Spireites, the 
home-town hero scored a club record 192 
goals in 539 appearances, with not one 
coming from the penalty spot.

He may not have made it to the top or 
gained international hon-
ours, but he was the arche-
typal target man who could 
plunder goals for fun in 
the lower leagues. It wasn’t 
just the towering headers 
or cool fi nishes that made 
him so popular and had the 
supporters chanting ‘Ernie, 
Ernie, Ernie’, it was his 100 
per cent effort and commit-
ment for the shirt every time 
he pulled it on.

Once his playing days, 
which also included spells 
with the likes of Peterbor-

they were given the news that he had 
high levels of Chronic Traumatic Enceph-
alopathy (CTE) in his brain, caused by 
repeated head trauma.

It’s a subject that author Stephen Poxon 

is keen to highlight in Ernie! While goals 
and memories were Moss’ footballing 
legacy, it could be wider still if it raises 
awareness of an issue that needs far more 

urgent attention.
The book is a fi tting tribute to a 

Chesterfi eld, and football, hero. Poxon 
has compiled entertaining and engaging 
stories and anecdotes from a huge array 
of people who met Moss. Some knew him 
well, others less so, but they all have their 
own memories.

With a foreword from Roy McFarland, 
an introduction from Miller and contribu-
tions from the likes of Neil Warnock, Mark 
Bright and the late John Duncan, it’s a 
wonderful read. There’s warmth, humour 
and reminders of more innocent times. 
Whether you’re a Chesterfi eld fan or not, 
it’s a book to cherish.

John Lyons

ough, Mansfi eld, Port Vale and Doncaster, 
eventually came to an end, he stepped 
into Non-League management, taking 
the reins at clubs such as Gainsborough 
Trinity, Matlock Town and Belper Town. 

He was also co-owner of sports shop 
Moss & Miller in partnership with Der-
byshire and England cricketer Geoff Miller. 

They had stores in Chesterfi eld and Mat-
lock, and supporters would often come in 
for a chat if they saw Moss was there.

He was an approachable and friendly 
local hero, but, sadly, his later 
years were largely spoiled by 
dementia, something that has 
affl icted many of football’s 
former favourites. The repeat-
ed heading of heavy footballs 
decades ago seems likely to 
have been a major factor, 
particularly for someone like 
Moss who was so good in 
the air.

After his death at the age 
of 71 in 2021, his family do-
nated his brain for ongoing 
research being carried out 
by Dr Willie Stewart and 

Ernie! Hearfelt Recollections of the 
Footballing Legend Ernie Moss, by 
Stephen Poxon, published by
Pitch Publishing, Price: £16.99

local hero, but, sadly, his later 
years were largely spoiled by 
dementia, something that has 
affl icted many of football’s 
former favourites. The repeat-
ed heading of heavy footballs 
decades ago seems likely to 
have been a major factor, 
particularly for someone like 
Moss who was so good in 
the air.

of 71 in 2021, his family do-
nated his brain for ongoing 
research being carried out 
by Dr Willie Stewart and 

Rating out of 10: 9

WE all love a cup shock, don’t we? Well, 
apart from those on the receiving end.

In A Sprinkle of Magic, author Aar-
on Moore tells the tale of a number of 
Non-League clubs who battled through 
various qualifying rounds to reach the 
fi rst round proper and beyond.

He covers the period from 2009-10 
onwards, featuring the likes of Bath City, 

Stourbridge (twice), Warrington Town 
and  Lincoln City. 

Some may well stick in the mind of 
neutral football fans as well as those 
who followed their teams to glory. War-
rington’s victory against Exeter in 2014 
is one that captured the public’s imag-

lections on the glory days.

wasn’t able to speak to some 
of the managers and/or players 
involved. It would have been 
fascinating to get their thoughts 
on what may well have been the 
peak days in their career. 

A bit more detail on the show-
piece game(s) in the run would 
have been good, too, though, 
overall, it is a solid offering with 
plenty of depth and content. It 
will bring back plenty of good 
memories for those from the clubs 
covered – and for general football 
fans as well.

Cowley brothers.

the whole of the 
cup runs as well 

about how each 

what happened 

Rating out of 10: 7

DOING ERNIE PROUD
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against St Johnstone, Nevin tripped over his 
own foot in the box and the referee awarded 

a penalty. But Nevin told the referee it wasn’t 

a penalty and it wasn’t awarded, much to 
the shock of the players around him.  

Motherwell fi nished fourth in the SPL as 
they beat Rangers 2-0 in Nevin’s last ever 
game, but he was asked to break up the 
team in the close season to alleviate the 
fi nancial problems. 

He also had the diffi cult task of sacking 
manager Billy Davies when, inevitably, the 
following season’s results weren’t good 
enough. The ownership had broken all their 
promises to Nevin, and they put the club 
into administration despite all his best efforts 

to fi nd another solution.
He left with his head held high and with 

his love of the game still intact. He quotes 
American theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, who 
famously said, ‘God, grant me the serenity 
to accept things I cannot change, courage 
to change the things I can and wisdom to 
know the difference’.

Nevin has managed to provide a deep 
insight into the workings of professional 
football in Britain. It is a remarkable story 
and thoroughly recommended if you want 
to know how football really operates.

Ian Aspinall

popular culture, how society might 
change over the coming years, 
alien invasions, Joe Wicks becom-
ing Prime Minister, assassinations, 
world wars, but then it’s set in the 
future so given the unreal, impossi-
ble series of events which has taken 
place since Ryan and Rob arrived at 
the Racecourse it might not be too 
far away from reality.”

Wrexham fans, in particular, will love this 
book as it weaves some of the past with 
the present and future. It is a bit weird and 
wacky, but doing something different is to 
be applauded. Foley Jones is in talks about 
turning the novel into a screenplay so there 
could yet be, fi ttingly, a Hollywood ending.

John Lyons

enjoyable time at Tranmere under the stew-
ardship of idiosyncratic manager Johnny 
King. Rovers played attractive, attacking 
football and went close to promotion to 
the Premier League on several occasions, 
but they couldn’t quite make the step up to 
round off his time at Prenton Park.

When Nevin returned to Scotland he 
joined Kilmarnock under manager Bob-
by Williamson. Everything went well until 
he suffered a compressed fracture of the 
cheekbone in training. Kilmarnock achieved 
a fourth-place fi nish in the SPL and qualifi ed 
for Europe, but the directors didn’t honour 
their commitment to give the players bo-
nuses and Nevin was rightly upset.

He was offered the opportunity to take 
over as CEO at Motherwell while continuing 
playing. It was the fi rst such role in British 

football at the time. It was inevitably 
very demanding, especially as he 
had a long commute from his family. 

Despite owner John Boyle’s initial 
enthusiasm, fi nancial problems 
began to mount and the club was 
soon £4.4m in debt. The off-the-
fi eld problems, player confl icts and 
media attacks are recounted as well 
as Nevin’s earnestness and remark-
able honesty. 

For example, during a game 

are now under the stewardship of 
two A-list superstars.

“The concept of a man who 
woke up in 2030 from a coma 
without any memory of his life 
beforehand was based on an idea 
I was previously writing about, 
and it became the engine for a 
fl urry of weird and wonderful 
ideas which I managed to weave into 
something tangible,” he said.

“This isn’t a textbook about life, or football 
or even Wrexham AFC. There are plenty 
of publications out there which tell such 
stories much better than I ever could. This 
is my personal version, refl ection, anecdote, 
memory, history, and ultimately a prediction 
of the future.

“The rest is fi ction, and there’s some 
surreal stuff in there, stuff to do with politics, 

Football and how to survive it, by 
Pat Nevin, published by Monoray, 
Price: £22 

It’s Always Sunny in Wrexham, 
by Andrew Foley Jones, Price: £5.99

THIS is Pat Nevin’s second memoir, a follow 
up to his successful ‘The Accidental Foot-
baller’. 

It covers the period with his less glamor-
ous clubs - Tranmere Rovers, Kilmarnock 
and Motherwell - and refl ects on a time of 
what he calls, ‘extreme madness, higher 
levels of fun and deeper levels of pain…’.

Few others have seen football from as 
many angles as Nevin. He was a top player, 
international, PFA chairman, a chief execu-
tive, served on boards, a columnist and TV 
and radio pundit.  

Nevin’s memoir is unlike many footbal-
lers’, which concentrate on the high life, the 
successes and dramas of being a profes-
sional footballer. He is far more 
insightful about the football 
industry and has much more 
to say than the average player. 
He is not afraid to discuss the 
diffi cult times, such as the death 
from cancer of his mother, the 
premature death of his friend 
Tommy Coyne’s wife and his 
own son’s autism.

Nevin enjoyed an eventful but 

AFTER all that’s happened at Wrexham over 

the last few years, it’s not surprising that 
someone would use it as the inspiration to 
write a book.

Not that Andrew Foley Jones has gone 
for the tried and tested chronological tale of 
what’s happened on and off the pitch.

A director of Mackenzie Jones Solicitors, 
who represented the previously fan-owned 
club for a number of years pre-takeover and 
was on the legal team when the acquisition 
by Hollywood stars Ryan Reynolds and Rob 
McElhenney took place in 2021, Foley Jones 
has put an entirely different twist on things.

It’s Always Sunny in Wrexham tells the 
crazy tale of a fanatical fan who wakes from 
a ten-year coma to fi nd the Red Dragons 

very demanding, especially as he 
had a long commute from his family. 

enthusiasm, fi nancial problems 
began to mount and the club was 
soon £4.4m in debt. The off-the-
fi eld problems, player confl icts and 
media attacks are recounted as well 
as Nevin’s earnestness and remark-
able honesty. 

popular culture, how society might 
change over the coming years, 
alien invasions, Joe Wicks becom-
ing Prime Minister, assassinations, 
world wars, but then it’s set in the 
future so given the unreal, impossi-
ble series of events which has taken 
place since Ryan and Rob arrived at 
the Racecourse it might not be too 
far away from reality.”ideas which I managed to weave into 

COVERING ALL ANGLES

Rating out of 10: 8

Rating out of 10: 7

WHAT NEXT FOR DRAGONS?
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IPSWICH TOWN

29th, the clincher was a thumping 6-0 
victory against Exeter:

Ipswich 2023
HIRST Sun Aquarius*
DAVIS Mars Aquarius
CHAPLIN Sun Aquarius Mars Libra
WOOLFENDEN Sun Libra
BURGESS Sun Libra
MORSY Mars Libra
LUONGO Sun Libra

Has Kieran somehow tapped into the 
spirit of the place and the genius of En-
gland’s greatest managers?

History
Ipswich claims, with some justification, to 
be the oldest English town. In the 600s 
the Anglo Saxons extended the settle-
ment along the banks of the Orwell. In 
the 1200s King John granted it a Charter, 
before he was forced to sign the Magna 
Carta. In 1473 the future Cardinal Wolsey 

A 
19-GAME unbeaten run at the 
end of the season saw Kieran 
McKenna’s Ipswich Town, in 
his first full season in manage-

ment, overhaul Sheffield Wednesday to 
claim an automatic promotion place from 
League One alongside champions Plym-
outh Argyle.

McKenna was born in London in 1986 
and brought up in Ireland. He was a 
promising midfielder and aged 16 signed 
for Tottenham. Injury cut short his play-
ing career so he switched to coaching, 
moving on to be assistant manager at 
Manchester United.

In 2021 he was appointed manager of 
Ipswich Town. Their impressive late sea-
son run last term gathered momentum 
on April 7, beating Wycombe 4-0. Picking 
an unchanged team the following week, 
McKenna’s side beat Charlton 6-0. 

Unchanged again the following week, 
they beat Peterborough 3-0, then Barn-
sley away 3-0. Unchanged again on the 

was born in Ipswich. In 1620 Ipswich wel-
comed England’s first recorded refugees 
– persecuted Huguenots. In the 1800s it 
was a hub of free thinkers challenging the 
establishment, including Charles Darwin. 
In 1895 Felix Cobbold gifted the towns-
folk a recreation area and football really 
kicked on. In 1933 Eric Blair changed his 
name to George Orwell, in honour of his 
favourite river and persona (geo= earth, 
georgos= farmer: if you think England’s 
patron saint was a Roman soldier, think 
again). In 1939, just beyond the town 
boundary, Edith Pretty discovered the 
Sutton Hoo gold hoard. In 1962, Ipswich 
won the First Division title under the 
management of Alf Ramsey and they 
won the UEFA Cup in 1981 under Bobby 
Robson.
  
Alf Ramsey
In 1954-55, Ipswich were relegated to Di-
vision 3 (South) and their manager Scott 
Duncan, after 18 years in charge, did the 

On a high: 
Ipswich boss 
Kieran McKenna 
is hoisted aloft 
after clinching 
promotion last 
season

KIERAN FOLLOWS 
IN FAMOUS 
FOOTSTEPS

ALAN AYRE EXAMINES KIERAN MCKENNA
,S IPSWICH TOWN 

SUCCESS . AND THOSE OF HIS ILLUSTRIOUS PREDECESSORS
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player list above how important he was to 

the team dynamic.
Arthur Hopcraft writing in The Football 

Man (1968) said Ramsey was ‘impene-
trable’ to reporters ‘appearing to believe 
that if he opens up his mind to the public 
they will not understand a word he is 
talking about’; words like ‘pattern’ and 
‘blend’ and strange concepts like ‘I don’t 
always pick the best players’.  

Alf worked in mysterious ways. Maybe 
if he had a conventional education and 
pursued a career say as an architect 
he would have used phrases like ‘form 
follows function’ or something more 
mundane.  

He was born into poverty. One of five 
kids, Alfred’s dad drove a horse and cart 
and they lived in a wooden hut. Social 
outcasts, some folk said his family were 
gypsies (including Bobby Moore).

Alf was reticent about his roots, prob-
ably because of the English class system: 
the Landed gentry ran the country and 

honourable thing and resigned. Eccentric 
chairman and gentleman John Cobbold 
offered the job to the eccentric Alfred 
Ernest Ramsey on one condition: Ramsey 
kept the club out of Administration with 
no money for signings. By 1962 he had 
built the best team in the land. 

Ipswich 1962
CRAWFORD Sun Cancer

MORAN Mars Cancer
NELSON Sun Cancer
LEADBETTER Sun Cancer Mars Taurus
STEPHENSON Mars Taurus
BAXTER Sun Taurus
BAILEY Mars Taurus 

Their pivotal player was Jimmy Lead-
better, a deep-lying wing-half - a winger 
by reputation but too slow to make the 
grade at Chelsea. He was a reserve team 
player when Alf joined but Alf ignored 
his shortcomings and exploited Jimmy’s 
accurate passing. You will see from the 

the Upper Class got the top jobs. They 
treated Alf’s ilk like serfs. 

Nevertheless, after transforming 
Ipswich, the FA put their Rule book on 
pause and appointed him. What Rule 
book? The one that said the England 
manager should have coaching qualifica-
tions for a start and Alf never had any.

The Rule that stated anyone with an 
outstanding FA fine didn’t qualify, Alf 
never paid his. In addition, he was an 
outspoken critic of the FA Committee – 
some members never forgot and, in spite 
of all the acclaim, a disappointing season 
in 1973-74 gave them the chance to hu-
miliate, then sack him. 

He continued to live in Ipswich. In later 
life he suffered serious illnesses and in 
1999 died in poverty ‘a broken man’. 
Ramsey is remembered as a football 
genius, a visionary. But where did he get 
his ideas?

As a young Spurs player, he was a 
forward-looking full-back but too slow 

Smart work: England boss Alf 
Ramsey, left, and Bobby  Moore
show off the Jules Rimet Trophy
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FRESH CHALLENGE

Having a ball:
Jonathan Sayer makes
himself at home at
Ashton United
Picture: Colin Thomas

JON
,S 

NON.LEAGUE 
ADVENTURE
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Hurst Cross outfit as David’s dad, John-
ny Burke, played over 400 games for 
the club in the 50s and 60s.

Sayer’s wallet is lighter and there has 
been plenty of stress and strain on the 
journey, but he’s still, just about, laugh-
ing four years down the line.

As for that first season – which was 
ultimately ruled null and void due to 
Covid – he said: “You make quite a lot of 
mistakes partly because you’re doing it 
with someone else and you don’t want 
to be the person saying no, but also you 
get carried away by the enthusiasm. 

“You desperately want everything to 
work but, as you go on, you realise that 
you can’t guarantee that things will go 
well. 

“What I’ve learned about my role is 
that you actually have far less control 

I
F JONATHAN Sayer knew then 
what he does now about what 
running a Non-League club 
would entail, he would proba-

bly have given Ashton United a swerve!
However, the actor and comedy 

playwright has come to appreciate the 
good, the bad and the ugly of foot-
ball below stairs since taking the reins 
alongside his dad, David, four years ago.

He admits they made mistakes in their 
first season as co-chairmen and joint 
owners at the NPL Premier outfit and it’s 

all chronicled in his new book - Nowhere 

To Run: The ridiculous life of a semi-pro-
fessional football club chairman.

It’s an entertaining romp about taking 
over and running an established Non-
League club, and the 34-year-old has 
used his comedy background and a bit 
of poetic licence to good effect.

Sayer admits his own footballing skills 
as a youngster left a lot to be desired 
but the chance to run his local club, 
along with his dad, was a challenge he 
simply couldn’t resist. 

They have a special bond with the 

and power to do anything than I think a 
lot of people would imagine. You really 
can’t affect a lot of stuff.

“You can support the manager as best 
you can, but, outside of that, there’s 
not a lot you can do. As the person 
who’s away a lot more (than my dad), 
I’ve gone on a bit of a journey where I 
realised my job is to support, be that fi-
nancially when needed or in other ways. 

“A lot of the time you are just there 
on the terraces with your head in your 
hands like everyone else!”

As for what advice he would give to 
would-be owners following his own 
experiences in the NPL, he explained: 
“Just go in with your eyes open and 
be kind to yourself. Don’t beat yourself 
up because you’re doing it on top of a 
normal job and you’re doing your best – 
that’s enough. 

“It’s not a binary proposition. It’s a 
little bit like theatre in a sense that it’s 
never done. I work in comedy and you 
might be really funny on Friday but you 
might be awful on Tuesday. You’ve got 
to keep working away. 

“Also, don’t be afraid to make deci-
sions if you have to make them.”

Sayer lives in London and gets to as 
many games as he can, though his work 
can also take him away from his Non-
League fix. When we caught up with 
him, he was on tour in New York, though 

thoughts of the Robins were never far 
from his mind. 

That distance can sometimes be a 
blessing in helping Sayer to keep a cool-
er head. He’s also learned over the past 
four years to let those at the club get on 
with things.

“Really good producers know when 
to intervene a little bit,” he said. “My 
philosophy (if I had one!) would be to 
trust people to do their jobs. When peo-
ple feel like they are in a good position 
they tend to do better. Backseat driving 
never works in any world.”

The last four years have given Sayer 
the chance to study the Non-League 
scene in depth and he has no doubt 
about the best thing about it.

“It’s definitely the people,” he said. 
“It’s all the volunteers that are doing a 
mind-blowing amount of work for noth-
ing. It’s often a thankless task, particu-
larly when results go badly.

Good times:
Ashton United 
celebrate

JOHN LYONS TALKS TO ASHTON
UNITED CO.OWNER JONATHAN 
SAYER ABOUT WHAT IT

,
S REALLY 

LIKE TO RUN A NON.LEAGUE CLUB

NEW ADVENTURE

it was now or never – and he decided it 
was now. A four-year deal with Germa-
ny’s almost permanent champions Bay-
ern Munich proved too tempting – and 
if he doesn’t win anything with them, he 
might as well pack up.

If there’s any such thing as a sure bet 
in football, it’s Bayern Munich. They’ve 

won the Bundesliga 11 times 
in a row and you wouldn’t 

think they’d be a worse 
side with Kane on 
board.

With his goalscor-
ing prowess, you can 
understand why the 

German giants were 
willing to splash 

out an initial 
100m euros 

H
ARRY Kane and 
Tottenham Hotspur. 
They went together 
magically like Saint 

and Greavsie, Torvill and Dean, 
and Morecambe and Wise.

Okay, there were no trophies 
to show for it, but it was a 
partnership that seemed to 
have been made in heaven. 
Harry had even overtaken 
Greavsie to become Spurs’ highest ever 
goalscorer.

But it is a funny old game. Who would 
have thought years ago that Kane would 
one day leave the Lilywhites – to go to 
Germany?

The odds would have been pretty 
tasty, but, right now, I can understand 
why he’s done it. He’s given his all for 
the north London side, but they haven’t 
been able – despite all his goals – to 
become winners.

There were 280 goals in 435 
appearances for Spurs, and yet they 
couldn’t even win a Carabao Cup. 
True, they did make it to a Champions 
League fi nal, but that ended in yet 
more disappointment in a lacklustre fi nal 
against Liverpool in 2019.

And since those heady days under 
Mauricio Pochettino (whatever hap-
pened to him?), Tottenham have only 
gone backwards. Not even serial winners 

like Jose Mourinho and Antonio Con-
te could turn Spurs into winners, and 
the style of play (yawn!) left a lot to be 
desired.

True, if their opening game of the new 
Premier League season is anything to 
go by, then they will be a more enter-
taining team to watch this year. A 2-2 
draw at Brentford will hardly have 
got the big guns quaking in their 
boots but at least it looks as though 
Tottenham’s former Celtic boss 
Ange Postecoglou is going to get 
them playing front-foot football. 

Sadly, though, it will be with-
out Kane. The England captain 
turned 30 at the end of July 
and hasn’t got the time to 
wait and see if Postecoglou’s 
work bears fruit. 

There have been occa-
sions before when we 
wondered if he would 
be on his way, but he 
ended up staying 
put. In 2023, 

(£86.4m) to sign him - and taking 
into account the number of replica 
shirts with ‘Kane’ on the back be-
ing snapped up by fans, they’ve 
earned a chunk of their outlay 
back already.

So, will it prove to be a 
good move for Kane in the 
long run – or will be regret 
not staying put to give 
himself the best chance 
to overtake Alan Shearer’s 
Premier League goalscoring 
record (260)?

Well, I reckon he’s done the 
right thing. He could easily 
have sat back, rested on his 
laurels and cruised towards 
that goalscoring milestone, 
albeit one that only covers 
the last 30-odd years.

However, it’s refreshing to see 
that he wasn’t willing to do that. 
He was prepared to uproot him-
self and his family, go to a foreign 

country, learn the language and take 
on a different football challenge.

Some might say he’s left it 
too late, but 30 isn’t the 

30 of back in the day 
when players 

were already 

HARRY 
GAIN
LATE TACKLE EDITOR 

JOHN LYONS ON 
HARRY KANE

,
S DECISION 

TO QUIT TOTTENHAM FOR 
THE BUNDESLIGA
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out an initial 
100m euros 

True, if their opening game of the new 
Premier League season is anything to 
go by, then they will be a more enter-
taining team to watch this year. A 2-2 
draw at Brentford will hardly have 
got the big guns quaking in their 
boots but at least it looks as though 
Tottenham’s former Celtic boss 
Ange Postecoglou is going to get 
them playing front-foot football. 

Sadly, though, it will be with-
out Kane. The England captain 
turned 30 at the end of July 
and hasn’t got the time to 
wait and see if Postecoglou’s 
work bears fruit. 

There have been occa-
sions before when we 
wondered if he would 
be on his way, but he 
ended up staying 
put. In 2023, 

not staying put to give 
himself the best chance 

record (260)?

the last 30-odd years.

long run – or will be regret 

to overtake Alan Shearer’s 
Premier League goalscoring 

Well, I reckon he’s done the 
right thing. He could easily 
have sat back, rested on his 
laurels and cruised towards 
that goalscoring milestone, 
albeit one that only covers 

However, it’s refreshing to see 
that he wasn’t willing to do that. 
He was prepared to uproot him-
self and his family, go to a foreign 

country, learn the language and take 
on a different football challenge.

Some might say he’s left it 
too late, but 30 isn’t the 

30 of back in the day 
when players 

were already 
Flying start:
Kane celebrates
scoring on his
Bundesliga debut
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ones to follow...

TOP TRAINERS IN AUGUST PAST TWO SEASONS

FORM GUIDE

54

George, T R 10 4 6 40% 60% 11

Twomey, P 26 9 18 35% 69% 7

Nicholls, P F 15 5 6 33% 40% 8

Pauling, Ben 24 8 12 33% 50% 28

Mullins, W P 95 30 46 32% 48% -16

OBrien, Fergal 74 23 30 31% 41% 43

McCain Jnr, D 82 25 44 30% 54% 32

Appleby, Charlie 89 27 42 30% 47% -25

Brassil, Martin 10 3 4 30% 40% 18

Frost, Kevin 21 6 9 29% 43% 23

Cody, Patrick 14 4 9 29% 64% 11

Mason, Christopher 36 10 18 28% 50% 23

Crisford, Simon 88 24 42 27% 48% -5

Haggas, W J 181 49 91 27% 50% -12

Ralph, Alastair 15 4 6 27% 40% 8

Dunlop, H J L 30 8 13 27% 43% 15

Twiston-Davies, N A 16 4 6 25% 38% -3

Longsdon, C E 20 5 12 25% 60% 2

Bowe, Colin 16 4 7 25% 44% 26

Morrison, H 71 17 29 24% 41% 14

Moffatt, James 21 5 7 24% 33% -4

Varian, Roger 167 38 79 23% 47% -54

McBride, P J 22 5 6 23% 27% 18

Ferguson, James 40 9 17 23% 43% 2

Burrows, Owen 27 6 13 22% 48% -8

Tregoning, M P 41 9 15 22% 37% 25

Lavelle, Miss E C 14 3 4 21% 29% -5

Dwyer, C A 28 6 14 21% 50% -2

Lupini, Miss Natalia 14 3 7 21% 50% 1

Lidster, Craig 14 3 5 21% 36% 3

Kubler, Daniel 47 10 19 21% 40% 20

Gansera-Leveque, Mrs Ilka 19 4 7 21% 37% 6

Suroor, Saeed Bin 62 13 24 21% 39% -12

Perratt, Miss L A 48 10 22 21% 46% 47

Hanmer, G D 24 5 8 21% 33% -6

Christie, D M 24 5 8 21% 33% 25

Tuer, Grant 58 12 27 21% 47% 6

Woods, S P C 39 8 11 21% 28% 19

Muir, W R 79 16 33 20% 42% 24

Millman, B R 89 18 47 20% 53% 36

Tutty, Mrs K J 15 3 6 20% 40% -3

Gosden, J H M 125 25 49 20% 39% -32

Cromwell, Gavin Patrick 122 24 52 20% 43% 22

Morris, Patrick 26 5 8 19% 31% 6

Prescott, Sir Mark 73 14 24 19% 33% -28

Stoute, Sir Michael 68 13 26 19% 38% 20

OBrien, A P 136 26 45 19% 33% -28

Boughey, George 116 22 44 19% 38% 13

Thornton, Karl 16 3 7 19% 44% -3

Skelton, Daniel 16 3 5 19% 31% -8

West, Miss Sheena 16 3 6 19% 38% 6

Beckett, R M 150 28 61 19% 41% -35

Fellowes, Charlie 59 11 22 19% 37% 0

Fitzgerald, T J 11 2 3 18% 27% 0

Hogan, T 11 2 2 18% 18% 7

Main, Mrs H S 44 8 12 18% 27% 142

Lee, Norman 11 2 4 18% 36% 11

England, Sam 28 5 8 18% 29% 18

Mulholland, N P 56 10 16 18% 29% 24

Watson, Archie 113 20 37 18% 33% -2

Jockey Rides Wins Places Win% Place% £1 Bet Jockey Rides Wins Places Win% Place% £1 Bet

TOP JOCKEYS IN AUGUST PAST TWO SEASONS

Mullins, Mr P W 23 11 16 48% 70% -1

Townend, Miss J 16 7 10 44% 63% 8

Burke, Jonathan 19 7 10 37% 53% 28

Jones, Charlotte 16 5 6 31% 38% 1

Gillard, Mr T 16 5 7 31% 44% 14

Morgan, Luca 13 4 6 31% 46% 19

Brennan, P J 26 8 13 31% 50% -5

Cobden, Harry 10 3 4 30% 40% 9

Murphy, Oisin 142 42 71 30% 50% 13

Townend, P 24 7 15 29% 63% 6

Hughes, Brian 79 23 41 29% 52% 23

Obrien, Miss Fern 14 4 5 29% 36% 23

Hogan, Mr J 14 4 7 29% 50% 1

Bewley, Callum 18 5 7 28% 39% 53

Walsh, M P 37 10 16 27% 43% 11

Winn, Mark 19 5 7 26% 37% 50

Gleeson, Mr J L 12 3 3 25% 25% 3

Harrison, Liam 16 4 7 25% 44% 26

Cooper, Bryan J 48 12 21 25% 44% 45

Fisher, Taylor 32 8 12 25% 38% 27

Ingram, Rhiain B 12 3 5 25% 42% 27

Atzeni, Andrea 142 35 62 25% 44% 5

Buick, William 256 60 107 23% 42% -8

Millman, Mr P 13 3 6 23% 46% 15

Jacob, Daryl 13 3 3 23% 23% -3

Kennedy, J W 35 8 13 23% 37% 3

Moore, Ryan 88 20 37 23% 42% -3

McSweeney, O 40 9 17 23% 43% 15

Crowley, Jim 121 27 41 22% 34% 37

Bellamy, Tom 18 4 5 22% 28% -6

Bowen, Sean P 54 12 20 22% 37% -14

Wilkie, Brandon 14 3 5 21% 36% 1

Buckell, Georgean 14 3 5 21% 36% 2

Mullins, D E 56 12 25 21% 45% 21

Woods, K K 33 7 14 21% 42% -4

McLernon, R P 20 4 8 20% 40% 21

Ryan, Mr A P 10 2 5 20% 50% 65

Hampson, Brodie 20 4 10 20% 50% 6

Obrien, P V 10 2 2 20% 20% 5

Walker, Mr S 20 4 6 20% 30% -5

Doyle, James 141 28 64 20% 45% -50

Fanning, Joe 56 11 19 20% 34% 18

Villiers, Angus 41 8 15 20% 37% 7

Dawson, R 149 29 58 19% 39% 85

Tart, Robert 26 5 11 19% 42% 0

Davies, Harry 47 9 16 19% 34% -17

Hayes, Brian 58 11 26 19% 45% -3

Keane, C T 213 40 88 19% 41% -22

Noonan, G B 16 3 6 19% 38% 11

Phillips, Mollie 80 15 27 19% 34% 7

OConnor, Miss A B 16 3 7 19% 44% -2

England, Jonathan 16 3 4 19% 25% -2

Brookes, Aiden 43 8 12 19% 28% 3

Hansen, Thore 70 13 27 19% 39% -20

Muscutt, D 147 27 52 18% 35% -36

Mulcahy, Shane 11 2 3 18% 27% 11

Tutty, Gemma 11 2 5 18% 45% -2

Taaffe, Pat 11 2 4 18% 36% -7

Catton, Luke 22 4 5 18% 23% 9

Woods, Sebastian 11 2 3 18% 27% 5

Jockey Rides Wins Places Win% Place% £1 Bet Jockey Rides Wins Places Win% Place% £1 Bet
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SPEED FIGURES

CITY OF TROY 108 15/07/2023 NEWM 7 GS 1 1 -6.5

KHAADEM 105 24/06/2023 ASCO 6 G  1 1 -0.3

PADDINGTON 103 08/07/2023 SAND 9.94 G  1 1 -0.5

SHAQUILLE 103 15/07/2023 NEWM 6 GS 1 1 -1.5

SACRED 102 24/06/2023 ASCO 6 G  1 2 0.3

STAR OF MYSTERY 101 01/07/2023 NEWM 6 GF 1 1 -4

AUDIENCE 100 01/07/2023 NEWM 7 G  1 1 -2

EMILY UPJOHN 100 08/07/2023 SAND 9.94 G  1 2 0.5

HIGHFIELD PRINCESS 98 24/06/2023 ASCO 6 G  1 3 1.55

ARTORIUS 98 24/06/2023 ASCO 6 G  1 4 3.05

PYLEDRIVER 98 24/06/2023 ASCO 11.95 G  1 1 -1.25

WEST WIND BLOWS 98 24/06/2023 ASCO 11.95 G  1 2 1.25

CHANGINGOFTHEGUARD 98 24/06/2023 ASCO 11.95 G  1 3 2.25

GREAT TRUTH 98 29/06/2023 LEIC 7 G  4 1 -5.5

SWINGALONG 98 14/07/2023 YORK 6 G  1 1 -0.3

GREAT STATE 98 15/07/2023 YORK 5 GS 1 3 2.25

DEAUVILLE LEGEND 97 24/06/2023 ASCO 11.95 G  1 4 2.75

NYMPHADORA 97 15/07/2023 YORK 5 GS 1 1 -1.75

JUMBY 96 01/07/2023 NEWM 7 G  1 2 2

ROGUE LIGHTNING 96 07/07/2023 DONC 5.01 GF 2 1 -2

BLUE FOR YOU 96 15/07/2023 YORK 7.87 GS 2 1 -3

SILKY WILKIE 96 15/07/2023 YORK 5 GS 1 2 1.75

VAFORTINO 95 14/07/2023 YORK 7 G  2 2 0.07

ROYAL ACLAIM 95 14/07/2023 YORK 6 G  1 2 0.3

RUN TO FREEDOM 95 15/07/2023 NEWM 6 GS 1 2 1.5

KINROSS 95 15/07/2023 NEWM 6 GS 1 3 1.57

CHATURANGA 94 24/06/2023 HAYD 6.96 GF 2 1 -1

JASOUR 94 13/07/2023 NEWM 6 GF 1 1 -2

MAKAROVA 93 24/06/2023 AYR  5 GF 1 1 -1.25

THE ASTROLOGIST 93 24/06/2023 ASCO 6 G  1 5 4.3

DAZZLING STAR 93 30/06/2023 NEWM 6 G  4 1 -3.5

POGO 93 01/07/2023 NEWM 7 G  1 3 2.07

NORTHERN EXPRESS 93 14/07/2023 YORK 7 G  2 1 -0.07

HAATEM 93 15/07/2023 NEWM 7 GS 1 2 6.5

AGE OF KINGS 92 24/06/2023 ASCO 7 G  1 1 -1

AL SUHAIL 92 24/06/2023 ASCO 6 G  1 6 5.05

KINROSS 92 24/06/2023 ASCO 6 G  1 7 5.05

COEUR DE PIERRE 92 24/06/2023 ASCO 6 G  1 8 5.2

EMPIRE OF LIGHT 92 29/06/2023 NEWM 6 G  4 1 -0.15

WEST WIND BLOWS 92 08/07/2023 SAND 9.94 G  1 3 6.5

GEOLOGIST 92 10/07/2023 RIPO 6 G  5 1 -4.25

MAMMAS GIRL 92 14/07/2023 YORK 6 G  1 6 3.1

SYMBOLOGY 92 14/07/2023 YORK 6 G  2 1 -0.75

POPMASTER 92 14/07/2023 ASCO 6 S  3 1 -2.25

PRIDE OF AMERICA 92 15/07/2023 YORK 10.25 G  2 1 0

ART POWER 92 15/07/2023 NEWM 6 GS 1 4 2.82

MARINE WAVE 91 24/06/2023 AYR  5 GF 1 2 1.25

RUN TO FREEDOM 91 24/06/2023 ASCO 6 G  1 9 5.5

FREE WIND 91 24/06/2023 ASCO 11.95 G  1 5 3.05

SAM MAXIMUS 91 01/07/2023 NEWM 7 G  1 5 4.07

ROCKET RODNEY 91 07/07/2023 DONC 5.01 GF 2 2 2

KITAI 91 11/07/2023 PONT 6 G  2 1 -2.5

GALE FORCE MAYA 91 14/07/2023 YORK 6 G  1 3 1.05

PINK CRYSTAL 91 14/07/2023 YORK 6 G  1 4 1.8

ZOOLOGY 90 24/06/2023 ASCO 7 G  1 2 1

WELLINGTON 90 24/06/2023 ASCO 6 G  1 10 5.65

CRY FICTION 90 01/07/2023 NEWM 6 GF 1 2 4

ALDAARY 90 01/07/2023 NEWM 7 G  1 4 3.57

TWILIGHT ROMANCE 90 03/07/2023 PONT 6 GF 2 2 0.5

PER CONTRA 90 10/07/2023 CHEP 7.07 GS 5 1 -3.25

SECRET ANGEL 90 14/07/2023 YORK 6 G  1 5 2.8

KHAADEM 90 15/07/2023 NEWM 6 GS 1 5 3.57

NELLIE LEYLAX 89 24/06/2023 HAYD 6.96 GF 2 4 1.75

GOLDEN MIND 89 24/06/2023 ASCO 7 G  1 3 0.65

ODDYSSEY 89 24/06/2023 ASCO 7 G  1 4 0.65

STREETS OF GOLD 89 24/06/2023 ASCO 7 G  1 3 1.3

LOCAL DYNASTY 89 24/06/2023 ASCO 9.96 GF 2 3 3.5

CHEEKY BLIMEY 89 29/06/2023 NEWM 6 G  4 2 0.15

THE CAMDEN COLT 89 03/07/2023 PONT 6 GF 2 3 0.65

STARLORE 89 07/07/2023 SAND 7 G  3 1 0

CLASSIC 89 08/07/2023 SAND 7 G  3 1 -1

NIGHTEYES 89 14/07/2023 YORK 6 G  2 2 0.75

BRAVE EMPIRE 88 24/06/2023 REDC 5.98 GF 5 1 -3.5

ROCKSTAR ICON 88 24/06/2023 HAYD 6.96 GF 2 2 1

HOLLOWAY BOY 88 24/06/2023 ASCO 7 G  1 4 1.6

EMARAATY ANA 88 24/06/2023 ASCO 6 G  1 11 6.4

WE NEVER STOP 88 03/07/2023 PONT 6 GF 2 1 -0.5

MAXIMUM DIVIDEND 88 07/07/2023 SAND 7 G  3 2 0

LAKE FOREST 88 13/07/2023 NEWM 6 GF 1 2 2

TOCA MADERA 88 13/07/2023 NEWM 6 GF 1 3 2.15

ISRAR 88 13/07/2023 NEWM 12 GF 1 1 -4.5

GWEEDORE 88 14/07/2023 YORK 7 G  2 3 1.07

RADIO GOO GOO 88 14/07/2023 YORK 6 G  1 7 3.4

KERDOS 88 15/07/2023 YORK 5 GS 1 6 5

ROYAL ACLAIM 87 24/06/2023 AYR  5 GF 1 3 1.75

HOT FUSS 87 24/06/2023 ASCO 7 G  1 5 1.15

BURDETT ROAD 87 24/06/2023 ASCO 9.96 GF 2 1 -0.75

KYLIAN 87 07/07/2023 SAND 5.04 G  1 1 -6

SPARKS FLY 87 09/07/2023 AYR  8 G  3 1 -1.75

IT JUST TAKES TIME 87 11/07/2023 PONT 6 G  2 2 2.5

MILL STREAM 87 13/07/2023 NEWM 6 GF 2 2 0

VENTURA EXPRESS 87 14/07/2023 YORK 5 G  4 2 0.3

LUCKY MAN 87 14/07/2023 ASCO 6 S  3 3 3.75

ROHAAN 87 15/07/2023 ASCO 5 S  2 7 2.9

MONDAMMEJ 87 15/07/2023 YORK 5 GS 1 4 4

SNELLEN 86 24/06/2023 ASCO 7 G  1 1 -0.15

PEARLS AND RUBIES 86 24/06/2023 ASCO 7 G  1 2 0.15

OLIVIA MARALDA 86 24/06/2023 ASCO 7 G  1 5 1.75

LION OF WAR 86 24/06/2023 ASCO 9.96 GF 2 2 0.75

GALACTIC JACK 86 28/06/2023 SALI 12.02 GF 3 1 -1

SIGNIFICANTLY 86 06/07/2023 HAYD 6 G  4 1 -0.5

KORKER 86 07/07/2023 SAND 5.04 G  2 2 0.15

YIBIR 86 07/07/2023 SAND 16.22 G  1 1 -3.5

ARABIAN CROWN 86 07/07/2023 SAND 7 G  3 3 0.75

WILD WAVES 86 07/07/2023 SAND 7 G  3 4 1.25

DEVIL’S POINT 86 07/07/2023 SAND 7 G  3 5 1.4

EXPERT CHOICE 86 08/07/2023 BEVE 7.43 G  5 2 1.75

DUBAI HONOUR 86 08/07/2023 SAND 9.94 G  1 4 8.5

JULIET SIERRA 86 14/07/2023 YORK 6 G  1 8 4.15

COPPER KNIGHT 86 14/07/2023 YORK 5 G  4 1 -0.3

HAYMAKER 86 14/07/2023 ASCO 6 S  3 2 2.25

HOT FUSS 86 15/07/2023 SALI 6.96 S  4 1 -5.5

AL MUSMAK 86 15/07/2023 ASCO 7 S  2 1 -0.3

EILEAN DUBH 86 15/07/2023 YORK 7.87 GS 2 3 3.75

CHIPSTEAD 86 15/07/2023 YORK 5 GS 1 5 4.5

CHANGEOFMIND 86 15/07/2023 YORK 5 GS 1 8 5.8

CALLIANASSA 86 15/07/2023 YORK 6 G  4 2 2

ODDYSSEY 86 15/07/2023 NEWM 7 GS 1 3 9.75

GREAT TRUTH 86 15/07/2023 NEWM 7 GS 1 4 9.75

SON 86 15/07/2023 NEWM 7 GS 1 5 10.05

BAND OF JOY 86 18/07/2023 LING 6 GF 5 1 -1.25

DALLAS STAR 85 24/06/2023 ASCO 7 G  1 8 2.6

HOLGUIN 85 24/06/2023 ASCO 7 G  1 6 3.25

METALLO 85 28/06/2023 SALI 6.96 GF 4 1 -1.25

LORDSHIP 85 30/06/2023 YARM 14.07 G  5 1 -0.5

READY FREDDIE GO 85 07/07/2023 DONC 5.01 GF 2 3 2.15

EQUALITY 85 08/07/2023 SAND 5.04 G  1 1 -1.5

THUNDER BLUE 85 13/07/2023 NEWM 6 GF 1 4 3.4

MARINE WAVE 85 14/07/2023 YORK 6 G  1 9 4.65

KING’S LYNN 85 15/07/2023 ASCO 5 S  2 6 2.75

MASTER OF THE SEAS 85 15/07/2023 ASCO 7.96 S  1 1 -4

UNDER THE SUN 85 15/07/2023 ASCO 7 S  2 2 0.3

ASTRO KING 85 15/07/2023 YORK 10.25 G  2 2 0

WATCH MY TRACER 85 17/07/2023 WIND 6.05 GF 5 1 -3

JEHANGEER 84 24/06/2023 AYR  6 GF 4 1 -0.3

WARNIE 84 24/06/2023 ASCO 7 G  1 9 2.75

FLIGHT PLAN 84 24/06/2023 ASCO 7 G  1 7 3.4

THUNDERBEAR 84 24/06/2023 ASCO 7 G  1 8 3.47

ART POWER 84 24/06/2023 ASCO 6 G  1 12 7.9

EQUITY LAW 84 28/06/2023 SALI 6 GF 2 1 -0.75

JUMEIRAH BREEZE 84 30/06/2023 NEWM 6 G  4 2 3.5

DESERT VOICE 84 01/07/2023 DONC 7.02 G  5 1 -0.5

Name SF Date Course Dist Going Class Placed Beaten Name SF Date Course Dist Going Class Placed Beaten

to look for horses that are proven to 
have stayed a tiny bit further. 14 of 
the last 21 winners had won previous-
ly over 1m2f.

Recent Form/Runs - With 13 of the 
last 21 (62%) winners having finished 
fifth or better in their last race, then 
horses coming here in-form have 
done well. But just three of the last 
21 winners won their most recent 
outing, plus with 14 of the last 21 
winners having had at least five runs 
that season this is another trend to 
consider. 

The final stat in this category is 
that six of the last 21 (29%) winners 
raced at Newbury last time out – in-
cluding last year’s winner Majestic – 
so this is certainly something to look 
back on. 

Price - It’s also been a race that’s 
thrown up plenty of big-priced win-
ners in recent years. In 2004 we saw 
a 100/1 winner, while more recently a 
50/1 winner in 2017 and the last three 
winners returned 40/1 (twice) and 
25/1. he average winning SP in the 
last 21 runnings is also around 22/1! 

Trainer - Paul and Oliver Cole won 
the race in 2020, but the standout 
yards of late have been John Gosden 
and Marcus Tregoning. The Gosden 
camp have won this race five times 
in the past, with the first of those 
coming in 1994, while in the last 21 
years they’ve had four winners and 
two in the last five – Frankie Dettori 
rode them both! 

Frankie has three wins in total with 
Halling in 1994 with other success – it 
will be the last spin in the race for 

A
s we race towards the 
end of September, and 
into October, the focus 
switches back to New-
market.

First up this month for track known 
as ‘HQ’ is the three-day Cambridge-
shire Meeting, that runs from Thurs-
day September 28 to Saturday 30. 

We’ve plenty of decent races to 
savour over the three days, includ-
ing the Royal Lodge, Cheveley Park 
and Middle Park Stakes, but the 
ultra-competitive Cambridgeshire 
Handicap is the main betting heat for 
the bookies with a big field of 20+ 
runners entered – on the last day of 
September this year. 

First run in 1839, this 1m1f handi-
cap is a race with stacks of history 
attached to it and, therefore, many 
key trends.

Let’s look at the main stats to 
have onside once we know the final 
runners. 

Age - With ALL of the last 21 
Cambridgeshire winners aged 6 or 
younger, this is certainly the key age 
trend. The last horse to win aged 7+ 
was Rambo’s Hall in 1992. 

At the other end of the age scale, 
we have seen four three year-old 
winners since 2012, so we can’t 
discount the younger horses in the 
race. That said, with 16 of the last 
21 successful horses aged between 
four and six years old this range has 
held sway in recent times. Backed up 
again 12 months ago with the four 
year-old Majestic winning for trainer 
Mick Channon. 

Winning Form - Seventeen of the 
last 21 winners had won three of 
more times before, so this is another 
trend to have on your side - suggest-
ing that we need to look for horses 
that have shown an appetite for 
winning but could also be a bit unex-
posed from the handicapper. 

Weight - Last year’s winner carried 
just 7st 11lbs to victory, while the 
runner-up had only 8-8 and the third 
8-7. This is supported with 18 of the 
last 21 winners carrying 9st 5lbs or 
less so this seems to be a nice weight 
cut-off point. 

With 13 of the last 21 winners rated 
between 90-100 this is another 
trend that links into the weight stats. 
While, if you want to take this a bit 
further, it might pay to note that 12 
of the last 21 winners actually carried 
8st 12lbs or less. 

Draw - Yes, with 25+ runners there 
are always going to be more horses 
from a double-figure draw anyway. 
With that in mind, it’s no real shock 
to see that 17 of the last 21 (81%) 
winners hailed from a double-figure 
draw, but this is still something to 
look for. In fact, five of the top six 
finishers last year came from stalls 13 
or higher. 

Favourites - Considering the 
competitive nature of the race, in the 
last 21 runnings we’ve still seen 19% 
of favourites win (four from 21). That 
said, the market leaders do tend to 
win or bomb out as 15 of the last 21 
(71%) jollies didn’t even place. 

Trip - Being run over one of the 
unique trips of 1m1f - really, we need 
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14/21 – Had won over 1m2f before
13/21 – Finished fifth or better last 
time out
13/21 – Rated between 90-100
12/21 – Carried 8-12 or less
6/21 – Ran at Newbury last time out
5/21 – Returned 14/1 in the betting
4/21 – Winning favourites
4/21 – Trained by John Gosden
3/21 – Won their last race
2/21 - Ridden by Frankie Dettori
2/21 - Trained by Marcus Tregoning

The last eight winners came from 
stalls 21 or higher
15 of the last 17 winners had run in 
the last nine weeks
The average winning SP in the last 21 
years is 22/1

the pocket Italian this year if getting 
a booked ride. 

Overall, many key stats and history 
to have on your side once we know 
the final runners. But if trainer John 
Gosden has a Frankie Dettori-ridden 
4-6 year-old, that has a double-fig-
ure draw, five-plus runs that season 
and 9st 5lbs or less in weight, then 
we should stand up and take notice! 

Good luck!    

Recent Cambridgeshire Handicap 
Winners
2022 - Majestic (25/1)
2021 – Bedouin’s Story (40/1)
2020 - Majestic Dawn (40/1)
2019 – Lord North (9/2 fav)
2018 – Wissahickon (11/1)

2017 – Dolphin Vista (50/1)
2016 – Spark Plug (12/1)
2015 – Third Time Lucky (14/1) 
2014 – Bronze Angel (14/1)
2013 – Educate (8/1 fav)

Cambridgeshire Handicap Trends
21/21 – Aged 6 or younger
18/21 – Carried 9-5 or less
17/21 – Won 3 or more times in their 
career
17/21 – Won from a double-figure stall
16/21 – Aged between four and six 
years-old
15/21 – Unplaced favourites
15/21 – Returned a double (or treble) 
figure price in the betting
14/21 – Had 5 or more runs that 
season
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head to the race. While, as mentioned
in the intro, the Charlie Appleby
Godolphin team, who are yet to win
the race, will be hoping to break their
duck with last year’s fourth, Adayar, a
possible runner again. 

In terms of jockeys, a certain Frankie
Dettori has six wins under his belt and
is the most successful pilot in the
race’s history, with the French veteran,

his name - with the last of those
coming in 2019. Plus, with three wins
in the last seven then the John
Gosden team are also starting to
make a name for themselves in this
contest. 

It’s slightly surprising that Aidan
O’Brien has only two Arc wins to his
name, but that could easily change
this year if his exciting Luxembourg

Olivier Peslier, not far back with four
wins. 

Overall, this year’s race looks set to
be another cracker and cases can cer-
tainly be made for many. 

The ante-post betting at this stage
is dominated more by the UK and Irish
handlers and at the time of writing
Baaeed would still need to be supple-
mented for the race. 
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Torquator
Tasso wins
the 2021 Prix
Qatar Arc de
Triomphe

Majestic

winners with George Boughey, at 
£35,000 and 40,000gns, who both 
won last year at the Royal meeting 
last year was pretty special.”

The 40,000gns purchase at the 
2022 Tattersalls February was Missed 
The Cut. “I remember he took three 
steps out of his box. George just 
took one look at him and he’d seen 
enough. He was one of those whose 
valuation was a fair bit higher and we 
got him a fair bit lower at 40,000.” 
Four months later the colt won the 
Golden Gates Stakes at Royal Ascot, 
comfortably. 

Another of the duo’s purchases 
was Inver Park, bought for £35,000 
at the 2021 Goffs UK December HIT 
(Horses in Training) Sale. He secured 
the Buckingham Palace Stakes at the 
Royal meeting the following year.

Haggas’s link with Boughey, who 
trains over 160 horses at Saffron 
House Stables in Hamilton Road, and 
won last year’s 1000 Guineas with 
Cachet, is one in which their talents 
ideally complement each other.  

“We’ve been friends for about 12 
years through a love of racing and 
punting, backing horses,” says Hag-
gas. “He’s a friend first and partner 
second. I was working in Newmarket 
and he was at Newcastle University 
and we’d talk for hours every week 
about horses, and what we fancied.

He adds: “When I set up in ear-
ly 2019 George was just finishing 
his sixth year as assistant to Hugo 

H
e possesses most people’s 
idea of an impeccable rac-
ing pedigree. Sire and dam: 
the training grandees Wil-
liam and Maureen Haggas. 

Grandsire: 11 times champion jockey 
Lester Piggott. From the moment of 
his birth Sam Haggas’s destiny was 
laid out for him. A life in racing was 
almost an inevitability. As he reflects: 
“I’ve just grown up with it all my life, 
with horses quite literally out the 
back door.” 

And though he has fully grasped 
the opportunity, this 30-year-old 
has never strived for a career under 
the spotlight accorded a celebrated 
trainer like his father or legend of the 
saddle like his grandfather, but in the 
integral, though often forgotten, role 
of a bloodstock agent.

In just over four years, since estab-
lishing his own bloodstock agency in 
Newmarket, and his endeavours for 
Godolphin and Avenue Bloodstock 
before that, Haggas has already 
demonstrated his acumen as an 
astute assessor of horses in training, 
and their capacity for improvement.

It is a decidedly rarified world he 
inhabits; one in which he spends 
countless hours behind a computer 
screen studiously evaluating pedi-
grees and viewing race videos before 
his arrival at Tattersalls in Newmarket 
where we talk during the July Sales. 

Away from the capacious sale 
ring and the auctioneers’ barking 

exhortations demanding that would-
be buyers assess the quality of the 
models on this equine catwalk the 
30-year-old discusses his own swift 
progress and, just as pertinently, 
his flourishing business relationship 
with the Classic-winning Newmarket 
trainer George Boughey - a man very 
much in the ascendant since launch-
ing his own career four years ago at 
the age of 27. 

“I suppose Royal Ascot is always 
one of the great pinnacles for me,” 
reflects Haggas. “Invariably, when I’m 
looking at lots of horses I’m thinking 
of the Royal meeting. Can they get 
there and is there a race for them? 
To have purchased two Royal Ascot 
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Nick Townsend talks to Sam Haggas, who is making 
his own name in the world of bloodstock
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SUCCESS IS IN 
THE GENES 

FOR SAM
it’s quite easy to get absorbed by 
it all,” he says. “As a teenager I was 
into betting, I’d go racing, try to have 
five quid here and there, and sneak 
into the occasional betting shop, 
underage. But it was always the an-
alytic side of horseracing that really 
appealed – not so much being in the 
yard and being around horses.” 

As a teenager, his work experi-
ence included spending six months 
in Australia with online bookmaker 
Tom Waterhouse and revered trainer 
Gai Waterhouse. He later worked for 
Paddy Power as an odds-compiler 
for horseracing.

That was followed by a spell assist-
ing his parents at the UK and Irish 
yearling sales before John Ferguson, 
then CEO of Godolphin, offered him 
a job, working in the bloodstock 
department at Godolphin as a form 
analyst. When Ferguson then estab-
lished his own bloodstock operation 
which would evolve into Avenue 
Bloodstock Haggas moved with him. 

“Cliffs Of Capri was the first ever 
horse I bought when I first started 
working for John,” he recalls. “Jamie 
Osborne rang me out of the blue 
and said ‘I’d love to have you buy 
ten horses at the Tattersalls Horses 
in Training sale’.” Amongst them was 
Cliffs of Capri who cost 50,000gns. 
“He’s been a bit of a star for Jamie.” 
The gelding has won six times and 
been placed on 12 occasions.

Also in that role, Haggas suc-

Palmer and about to start training on 
his own. Thankfully, he said: ‘Come 
on…we’re going to do this together’. 
Boughey started out with just four 
horses. “He’s gone from that to have 
most extraordinary success in such 
a short space of time,” says Haggas. 
“And he’s only going one way.”

The pair have purchased around 
60 horses together. Amongst the 
latest is Boldly, one of three horses 
Haggas successfully bid for at this 
year’s July Sale. A three-year-old 
son of Galileo, he was bought out 
of the John and Thady Gosden 
yard for 68,000gns. He had run just 
once, finishing third in a Newcastle 
maiden, but Haggas clearly believes 
he has potential to win races under 
Boughey, his new trainer.   

“George is a very good judge of 
a horse physically,” says Haggas. “It 
definitely helps if he likes a horse. 
When the form and analysis side 
match up with his physical liking 
we’re in business.”

Ask Haggas to recall his most 
memorable moments in an admit-
tedly brief career, and he says: “I’d 
say Urban Fox was special. I worked 
with the Kieswetter family (which 
includes former England cricketer 
Craig), owners of Barnane Stud (in 
Co. Tipperary), and their team in 
sourcing her.” 

Under his guidance, the filly was 
bought out of James Tate’s yard for 
425,000gns at the end of her three-

year-old season, having been third 
in the Group 1 Fillies’ Mile. Trained by 
Haggas’s father William, she pro-
ceeded to capture the 2018 Group 1 
Pretty Polly Stakes at The Curragh. 
“That was very special because it 
was very early on in my career as an 
agent.” 

It’s worth noting that Urban Fox 
has since produced two colts by 
Dubawi for the Kieswetters, the sec-
ond of which sold to Godolphin for 
1,100,000gns at last year’s Tattersalls 
October Yearling Sale. 

Haggas adds: “Another very 
special one was Miss O’Connor – the 
first purchase I made when I set up 
on my own.” She was a four-year-
old filly who hadn’t run at two or 
three. She had just won a maiden (at 
Gowran Park) and didn’t have much 
pedigree. She was four grand and if 
she had gone wrong two days after 
being purchased, she’d have been 
pretty worthless.” He bought the filly 
on behalf of Roy and Gretchen Jack-
son of Lael Stables in Pennsylvania. 

Trained by his father William, the 
filly won a Listed race on her debut 
at Haydock and then a Group 3 at 
Saint-Cloud that year, but sadly 
suffered a fatal injury in the Group 3 
Strensall Stakes (at York) the follow-
ing year. 

Haggas explains how he could not 
fail to have been smitten by rac-
ing from an early age. “It’s been a 
massive part of my life for so long, 
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runner-up in last year’s Oaks and the 
Sea The Stars filly rounded off her 
three-year-old campaign with victory 
at Ascot on British Champions Day. 
Yet to reappear, she promises to 
develop into a top-class four-year-
old, whilst Westover was also placed 
in an Epsom Classic last June, when 
finishing third behind Desert Crown. 
He then ran out a convincing winner 
of the Irish Derby and ran really well 
when second in the Dubai Sheema 
Classic on his return in March. He, 
too, could make up into a very smart 
‘older horse’ and the pair could have 
it between them.

Talking of Desert Crown, last year’s 
Derby winner still hasn’t run since 
but holds an entry in the Prince Of 
Wales’s Stakes at Royal Ascot and 
whilst it would be a huge ask after 
more than a year on the side-lines, 
Sir Michael Stotue is more than ca-
pable of readying one after a lay-off. 
Still very lightly-raced, he remains 
open to any amount of improve-
ment after just three career starts 
and I would certainly prefer him to 
stable-mate Bay Bridge, who was 
beaten in the race in 2022. 

The Hardwicke Stakes is another 
option at Royal Ascot, but given how 
he travelled through the Derby and 
how well he won the Dante on just 
his second start, coming back to 10 
furlongs seems an obvious move.

The Coral-Eclipse (July 8) is anoth-
er Group 1 option, should his connec-
tions opt to wait a little longer before 
pitching him in deep. Again, as high-
lighted in last month’s column (and 

A
ll the talk during the first 
weekend in May was of 
the King’s Coronation, but 
Newmarket also staged 
the 2,000 and 1,000 

Guineas, and in the latter, beaten 
favourite and runner-up TAHIYRA 
ran a stormer and is one to stick with 
throughout the summer, perhaps 
even being coronated herself in June.

Trainer Dermot Weld expressed 
concerns about the readiness of his 
star juvenile and confessed before-
hand that he would have preferred 
another week or two for the daugh-
ter of Siyouni. 

She still ran an absolute cracker, 
coming from off the pace to get 
within a half-length of the winner 
and if they are to meet again in the 
coming weeks, I would much prefer 
to be with the second. Versatile in 
terms of ground, she is bred to stay 
further, but I would expect her to win 
a Group 1 over a mile before going 

up in trip and whilst the Irish 1,000 
Guineas (May 28) is an option at the 
Curragh, the Coronation Stakes at 
Royal Ascot could be the ideal next 
target. Wherever she goes, I expect 
her to take some beating next time.

The picture for both the Oaks 
and Derby are still a little unclear, 
with some of the key trials (at the 
time of writing) still to take place. 
Savethelastdance looked good when 
winning the Cheshire Oaks, but there 
is a suspicion that she might need 
soft ground to reproduce that level 
of form, as she had won a strong 
maiden on heavy the time before. 
Given how short she is in the an-
te-post market, you would have to 
question her ability to handle quick 
ground, should we enjoy a dry and 
sunny start to June. 

Elsewhere at Epsom, it would be 
really nice to see Emily Upjohn and 
Westover clash in the Coronation 
Cup. The former was an unlucky 
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Dermot 
Weld, 
trainer 
of Derby 
winner 
Harzand

Paul Ferguson fancies the 1,000 Guineas second 
to come good at Royal Ascot

Finally, one who I left out of my 
Horses To Follow feature from last 
month, but deserves a mention is 
the Hughie Morrison-trained Secret 
Squirrel. He really impressed when 
winning a bumper at Taunton in ear-
ly-March, after which I thought that 
he might change codes. He instead 
dropped in trip to win over 1m5½f, 
under a penalty, at Fontwell and 
although he wasn’t (visually) as im-
pressive, the four-year-old chestnut 
won cosily under David Bass.

The form of his debut success 
looks stronger, as the runner-up had 
earlier filled the same spot behind 
Florida Dreams, who then won the 
Grade 2 at Aintree, so the collater-
al form reads well. By Stimulation 
and out of a Double Trigger mare, 
he has a pedigree that screams of 
a stayer on the Flat and I wouldn’t 
be at all surprised if we saw him in a 
middle-distance maiden before too 
long. Such races for older horses 
aren’t usually overly competitive, so 
he should be capable of winning one, 
and a novice, before developing 
into a nice handicapper. 

in the same feature last year), I want 
to be with Desert Crown throughout 
this summer.

The same connections – Sir Michael 
Stoute and owner, Saeed Suhail 
– have enjoyed plenty of big race 
success together over the years, with 
the likes of Kris Kin, Poet’s Word and 
Solid Stone to name just three and as 
well as the returning Desert Crown, 
they have another nice four-year-old 
on their hands, in the shape of Real 
Dream. A maiden winner at Doncas-
ter last June, he looked green as he 
stayed on well over 1m4f and he re-
turned from a 325-day break to win a 
handicap at Kempton recently, off an 
opening mark of 86. 

Again, he didn’t look the finished 
article by any means, but he finished 
strongly and appeals as a horse who 
will continue to improve with racing 
and is likely to be up to landing a 
nice prize, before being upped in 
class. The son of Lope de Vega, who 
was gelded over the winter, was put 
up 5lbs for his latest success and has 
been handed an entry in the Jorvik 
Stakes whilst this feature goes to 

print. It would be quite unlike Stoute 
to rush a nice prospect like him, so I 
suspect that he might not have run 
again by the time you read this and 
he is a handicapper to keep onside. 

A three-year-old who impressed 
winning recently is the William Hag-
gas-trained Amleto who scored with 
ease on soft ground at Chester’s May 
meeting. He ran twice at Kempton 
as a two-year-old, but looked a 
much-improved performer on his re-
appearance, relishing the longer trip 
on his turf debut. Given the state of 
ground conditions, it would be folly 
to take a lot of the form literally from 
the three-day meeting, but the Sea 
The Stars gelding certainly looked a 
promising middle-distance performer 
and it will be interesting to see how 
the handicapper reacts to this maid-
en success. A full-brother to Sea Of 
Class (winner of both the Irish and 
Yorkshire Oaks, before being narrow-
ly denied by Enable in the Arc), he 
could be one for the King George V 
Handicap at Royal Ascot. Keep him 
in mind for that race, or something 
similar in the weeks to come.
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Défense, whose glittering glass tow-

ers jut out over spring-leafed trees. 

“I’m usually here every year,” mus-

es Willie Mullins in the pre-parade, 

applying hoof oil to Franco De Port, 

and echoing praises of the course’s 

atmosphere. “We like coming when 

we have horses who’ve qualified and 

are good enough. The ground is usu-

ally nice, so too is the weather and 

prize money. When we’ve nothing for 

these types of horses in Ireland or 

England at this time of year, it suits 

fine.”
Peering at the masses below, 

I’m aware that, for many, it may be 

something of a novelty to discover 

a decent crowd in France, or indeed 

to find anyone has turned up at all. 

While the Arc survives on a healthy 

deposit of foreign visitors, French 

racecourses often still struggle with 

threadbare attendance at larger ven-

ues. But today, numbers clearly aren’t 

a concern. Paddock-side fine dining 

is doing a roaring trade for locals, the 

hospitality rooms are full, and pony 

rides and trade stands have been laid 

on for families on the terraces. 

Sure, there are a few empty (if im-

maculately cleaned) function rooms. 

But outside, a smell of doughnuts 

fills the air, and cameras pan on-

lookers as cheerleaders and loud 

I
t may only be qualifying for the 

French Open that starts tomor-

row, but Boulogne-Billancourt 

has already been taken over 

by Roland Garros. An army of 

lanyard-decked attendants are oc-

cupying this sport-loving suburb by 

Sunday morning as I walk through 

the home of Paris Saint-Germain, 

heading to one of the area’s two 

racecourses, and the Grand Steeple-

chase de Paris. 
I’ve come up on the train, arriving 

after yesterday’s French Champion 

Hurdle (the Grande Course de Haies 

d’Auteuil), which went the way of Ar-

naud Chaillé-Chaillé’s Thélème. As I 

pass Auteuil’s characteristic left-hand 

dip, I catch a glimpse of the long 

hurdles that served as Saturday’s 

obstacles.
Today, it’s an amateur contest that 

gets business underway, and from 

my desk at the top of the centre 

stand (as at Longchamp, the original 

tribune still stands a ghostly, fenced 

off monument to my right), I look out 

over two television screens, and a 

sun-drenched twisting cross-country 

course spread before me. 

This is a vast area of the French cap-

ital (we’re still just inside the famous 

Périphérique ring road), and its only 

shadows come from the far side apart-

ments (in one gated compound, M. 

Sarkozy is seeing out his jail sentence) 

and the Eiffel Tower itself, poking out 

over the rooftops, and staring down at 

proceedings on the ground. A tennis 

court and football pitch are easily 

encased in the course perimeter, and 

a lake wallows to my left, feeding an 

ever-thirsty equine playground. 

Walking champagne and macaron 

laden to the other side of the office, 

my strides accompanied by the 

surely pre-recorded precision of the 

judge’s verdict, I gaze over the Bois 

de Boulogne, pointing towards La 
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memorable racing experience as Xander Brett explains
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premier dining room be housed up a 

weighing room escalator, in tor-

turous sniffing distance of starved 

riders? But then this surely speaks 

more of French accessibility than a 

tormenting of its stars. Because yes, 

the family fervour may have damp-

ened by race number ten (it goes 

off at 7:30pm: late, when you’ve 

been there since lunchtime), and I 

don’t imagine many will stay for the 

concert post-racing. There is also, 

noticeably, no mainstream television 

coverage, nor any fans in the apart-

ments around us… no one taking a 

glass of wine onto the balcony, peer-

ing curiously at events below. But 

while racing may not be in the hearts 

and minds of the French population, 

Grade 1 action, a day out for Parisian 

punters, and a springtime festival 

for a congregation of families, surely 

isn’t a pageant to be avoided.

For a Eurostar, hotel, and ticket 

inclusive trip to the Prix de l’Arc de 

Triomphe (along with the chance to 

have drinks with Frankie Dettori be-

fore his final Arc appearance), head 

to racingbreaks.com

bursts of music herald the start of 

each race. A joyous cauldron cheer 

runners as they pass us each circuit, 

reaching a deafening crescendo as 

Rosario Baron holds off Gex by a 

neck in the ‘Grand Steep’ itself.

Runners have changed direction, 

jumped fences from both sides, and 

scrambled over a mound at the far 

side. Of course, though, much as this 

is a visual spectacle, the Grand Stee-

plechase remains a testing 6,000m 

contest, and, victorious at the line, 

Johnny Charron’s post-race celebra-

tions are as exultant as any other 

we’ve seen today. 
Many racegoers, no doubt, have 

been lured here by the intrigue of 

a larger than usual Irish contingent, 

whose human ranks carry Rachael 

Blackmore and Paul Townend, and 

whose equine stars include Shark 

Hanlon’s Hewick, who finished 

fourth in yesterday’s aforementioned 

Champion Hurdle. Louisa Carberry’s 

two-time champion Docteur De Bal-

lon receives an honorary spin round 

the paddock, and Grand Nation-

al-winning Noble Yeats is on site too, 

running in today’s feature. “Travel-

ling went well, and it’s always fun to 

come over,” says Robert Waley-Co-

hen, as we watch Noble Yeats tack 

up. “I’m glad it’s a conditions race, 

not a handicap!” he laughs. 

“It would be incredible to win 

both a Grand National and a Grand 

Steeplechase. Nobody else has ever 

achieved that, and there hasn’t been 

a winner from the British Isles since 

Mandarin in 1962.” This is the sec-

ond trip to Auteuil for Noble Yeats, 

though the excursion last year saw 

him pull up in a Grade 3. Still, Wa-

ley-Cohen is confident of a come-

back. “No-one thought you could 

win a Grand National with a novice,” 

he reminds me, “so who knows what 

we’re going to achieve. I certainly 

didn’t think, when I bought him, I’d 

have a contender like this.” 

Horses are undeniably well at-

tended to, as sprays of cool water 

seep out from the paddock rails, and 

there appear more people inside the 

parade ring that out. I look towards 

the jockey chute, and wonder where 

else but France would the course’s 
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the 99 No’s are no longer a source of rejection they are a necessary part of your trading strategy to the point that you can’t get to a ‘Yes’ without them. 
That’s a totally different way at looking at being rejected, in fact, 

each ‘No’ now becomes a positive, each take you a step closer to your sale. But what’s all this got to do 
with horse racing? 

To devise a trading strategy on 
horses you need to work out how many No’s you need for each Yes. In racing terms that translates to how 

H 
ave you ever worked in 
sales? For the professional 
salesperson reading this, 
the days of being knocked 
down by rejection have long gone or you wouldn’t have 

made a career of it. 
But for the rest of us, rejection 

hurts and it’s the reason we never made a career from selling. You call someone up, you put your very best happy voice on and have a nice long chat and they will still say no. In fact, you can call hundreds of people 
and mostly they will say no and that 

is a lot of rejections to absorb. So, when I worked in sales I remember being told that every ‘No’ brings you one step closer to a Yes. And that is certainly a way to deal with rejection because each ‘No’ is a ‘No’ out of the way.
If you are running a successful 

sales team you will have worked out how many No’s are required to get to a Yes. Let’s call it one Yes to every 99 No’s so you need to call and speak to 100 people to get to a Yes and make a sale. Calling those 100 people is your trading strategy. In other words, 
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peating and sticking to that strategy, as the losers will be factored into the strategy. In fact, the losers are es-
sential to the success of the strategy because that’s how trading strategies work. So not only have we devised a method for finding winners, but we acknowledge that we will also have losers and by knowing how many losers to winners to expect, we can create a profitable strategy based on the price of the winners that appear on our system.
At FormTraders we’ve developed our own profitable trading strate-

gies, so all you have to do is follow it. We made 12 points profit between July and August from 36 bets, that’s a return on investment of of 33% 
although that was a good month it does show you what can be achieved with a sound strategy. So why not try our system by contacting us and ask about our trial period by writing to enquiries@formtraders.com

many losers you need before having a winner and at the right price. Once you have worked this out you have a trading strategy to make money with. Lets take an imaginary trading strategy; the strategy is to only bet on horses priced at 10-1. If say we have 10 losers each at 10-1 and 1 win-ner at 10-1 we would break even.
If we had nine losers at 10-1 and 1 winner at 10-1 we would make 1 point profit. Now if every 10 bets at 10-1 we had nine loses and one winner, we now have a profitable trading strate-gy and more to the point we have a predictable trading strategy.
Just as the sales business works on 99 No’s to 1 sale, now we have a strategy that works on nine losers to o winner. Once you have these numbers tried and tested you have a trading strategy. 
For readers of this magazine sys-tems are going to be an important part of your betting but the point 

being, you will find it much harder to make money without one. Betting without a trading strategy is really making an educated guess each time you place a bet. Let me explain. Re-gardless of how good your informa-tion may be, there is always a chance of losing the bet, agreed? 
You can do all the research and watch the market, study the form, analyse the jockeys strike rate on that horse and the same for the 

trainer but you will always be left with the uncertainty that your horse won’t be first past the post and it could be for a number of reasons in-cluding something that went wrong during the race, getting out the stalls effortlessly, your horse not getting a clear run, a slipped saddle and so on. However knowledgeable you are, you can’t guarantee a winner, but if you have developed a tried and tested strategy which incudes a number of losers, you can make a profit by re-
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